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A B S T R A C T
The progressing digitalization increases the demand for interactive devices
that bridge the physical and digital world. While there is great potential for
customized interactive devices tailored to specific applications or users, un-
til recently, integrating interactivity in custom devices required pre-defined
components (e.g., rectangular buttons or flat touchscreens) that constrains
the shape of the device. A more flexible alternative has opened up with
the advent of 3D printing which empowers companies, developers, and end
users to design and fabricate custom-shaped individual objects on demand
with relatively low effort. Even though recognized as revolutionizing the
manufacturing process, the 3D printing of custom-made interactive devices
still requires novel sensor concepts, that operate on complex geometries, and
significant design or assembly effort.
This thesis concerns the 3D printing of interactive input devices that respond
to a variety of external stimuli and are printed in a single pass without re-
quiring significant assembly steps. It consists of the following five major con-
tributions: The first contribution is a fabrication pipeline to design and 3D
print custom-shaped touch sensors on complex 3D objects. Then, the second
contribution extends the first pipeline to detect hovering, touching, or press-
ing of a finger on a 3D-printed object. The third contribution continues to
explore deformation-aware 3D-printed objects that detect pressure, squeeze,
and bending in combination with a capacitive touchscreen. The fourth con-
tribution adds liquid to 3D-printed objects to detect tilting and motion in-
teractions. Based on these liquid-filled objects, the fifth contribution is an al-
ternative sensing approach that does not require powered electronics during
the interaction. Instead, each sensor concept memorizes the effect of a pre-
defined external stimulus by changes in its internal structure. These changes
can be read-out at a later time through a capacitive touchscreen. A series of
evaluations and applications show the feasibility and broad applicability of
all contributions for 3D printing of custom-made interactive devices.

Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Die fortschreitende Digitalisierung erhöht die Nachfrage nach interaktiven
Geräten, die die physische und digitale Welt verbinden. Während es ein
großes Potenzial für maßgeschneiderte interaktive Geräte gibt, die auf be-
stimmte Anwendungen oder Benutzer zugeschnitten sind, erforderte die
Integration von Interaktivität in Geräte bislang vorgefertigte Komponenten
(z.B. eckige Tasten oder flache Touchscreens), die die Geräteform einschrän-
ken. Mit dem Aufkommen des 3D-Drucks hat sich eine flexiblere Alternative
eröffnet, die es Unternehmen, Entwicklern und Endanwendern ermöglicht,
mit geringerem Aufwand spezifisch geformte, individualisierte Objekte nach
Bedarf zu entwerfen und herzustellen. Auch wenn der 3D-Druck als Revo-
lution traditioneller Fertigungsprozesse anerkannt ist, erfordert die Herstel-
lung maßgeschneiderter interaktiver Geräte neue Sensorkonzepte für kom-
plexe Geometrien und bisher erheblichen Design- oder Montageaufwand.
Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit dem 3D-Druck von interaktiven Eingabegerä-
ten, die auf eine Vielzahl von äußeren Reizen reagieren und in einem einzi-
gen Durchgang gedruckt werden, ohne dass wesentliche Montageschritte er-
forderlich sind. Es besteht aus den folgenden fünf Hauptbeiträgen: Der erste
Beitrag ist eine Fertigungspipeline zum Design und 3D-Druck von individu-
ellen Berührungssensoren auf komplexen 3D-Objekten. Der zweite Beitrag
erweitert diese Fertigungspipeline zur Erkennung von Schweben, Berühren
und Druck eines Fingers über oder auf einem Objekt. Der dritte Beitrag
befasst sich mit Sensorkonzepten, die Druck, Quetschen oder Biegen auf ka-
pazitiven Touchscreens detektieren. Der vierte Beitrag fügt Flüssigkeiten zu
3D-gedruckten Objekten hinzu, um Kippen und Bewegung zu erkennen. Ba-
sierend auf diesen flüssigkeitsgefüllten Objekten, erforscht der fünfte Beitrag
einen alternativen Messansatz, der während der Interaktion keine Elektronik
und keinen Strom erfordert. Stattdessen speichert jedes Sensorkonzept den
Einfluss eines vordefinierten externen Stimulus durch Änderungen in seiner
internen Struktur. Diese Änderungen können zu einem späteren Zeitpunkt
über einen kapazitiven Touchscreen ausgelesen werden. Eine Reihe von Stu-
dien und Anwendungen zeigen die Machbarkeit und Anwendbarkeit aller
Beiträge für den 3D-Druck von maßgeschneiderten interaktiven Geräten.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N &
B A C K G R O U N D

1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1 motivation
Despite our fascination with screens, we still live in the real world. It’s
the food we eat, our homes, the clothes we wear, and the cars we drive.
Our cities and gardens; our offices and our backyards. That’s all atoms,
not bits.
Chris Anderson, 2012 [And12]
With these words, Chris Anderson characterizes the ongoing and inevitable
need for atoms, i.e., "the real world of places and stuff," despite the trend to-
wards an increasingly digitized world consisting of bits, i.e., the "elemental
units of the digital world" [And12, p. 8]. Since decades information tech-
nology aims at increasing digitization by converting previously analogous
tasks (such as paperwork or communication) to the digital world. While this
conversion is often beneficial, it frequently neglects more subtle information
(such as the feel of a book or the non-verbal cues in face-to-face communica-
tion), awakening the desire to increase the fusion of digital and real world.
This desire manifests in the trends of ubiquitous computing in which digi-
tal technology distributes and blends into the real world [Wei91], and tangi-
ble interaction in which the physical world provides the means to interact
with the digital world [IU97]. However, the interaction with ubiquitous or
tangible devices often does not meet the custom requirements of users or
application scenarios. One enabling technology to realize this fusion and at
the same time maintain the need for customized interactive devices is 3D
printing.
1.1.1 Atoms: The Emergence of 3D Printing
3D printing is considered to have the potential to trigger a new industrial
revolution [And12]. It is intended to enable broad masses of creative devel-
opers, communities, or companies to invent new or improved individualized
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products and to produce them on demand in one step at low cost, even in
small series, and, if necessary, to distribute them themselves. Affordable spe-
cial requirements and individual products as well as a democratization of
production offer opposition to uniform mass products of large companies.
In the course of this development, open workshops, called fab labs or maker
spaces, with access to 3D printers form worldwide. Even if no industrial
revolution will take place, it is mainly undisputed that traditional industrial
production will continue to develop in the direction of faster development
of prototypes and customized products due to 3D printing.
1.1.2 Bits: The Need for Custom-Made Interactive Devices
Parallel to the development of 3D printing, the demand for custom-made in-
teractive devices is continuously increasing in the field of human-computer
interaction: information technologies support more and more everyday prod-
ucts and require more product-specific interaction technologies (e.g., touch-
sensitive desk lamps or smart kitchen appliances). This development shows
that for specialized tasks or user groups customized interactive devices can
offer an improved user experience compared to standard techniques [IU97].
For instance, more precise [Han+06] or faster [Wei+09] data entry is possi-
ble with a tangible device instead of a touch-based interface. However, de-
signing and manufacturing product-, task-, or user-specific interactions have
so far been very time-consuming and costly. Therefore, custom-made inter-
active devices remain limited to expensive specialized systems or research
prototypes.
1.1.3 The Gap between Atoms and Bits
Apparently, 3D printing for custom-made interactive devices can profitably
combine both motivating trends. From the perspective of 3D printing, this
means that interactive devices could now be individually designed and pro-
duced in small quantities. From the perspective of custom-made interactive
devices, there is the opportunity to benefit from the cost and effort reducing
effects of 3D printing.
To beneficially combine both trends, it must be possible to 3D print interac-
tion. That is, a digital blueprint of an interactive device is specifically gen-
erated according to custom requirements and automatically fabricated us-
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ing 3D printing. For example, this combination may enable custom-shaped
touch-sensitive surfaces or optical elements that exactly fit the needs of users
or application scenarios. Research is currently making significant progress
in these directions (cf. [SZH12; Wil+12; OWS14]).
Custom-made interactive devices can massively change the market if peo-
ple, research groups, independent designers or companies are enabled to
design, print, and use interactive devices specifically made for their use case
with minimal effort. However, considerable progress is still required before
the benefits of 3D printing apply to custom-made interactive devices. This
progress includes improvements concerning a more user-friendly design, in-
teractive structures that apply to a wide range of 3D geometries, and algo-
rithms that generate and precisely fit such structures in 3D geometries.
1.2 towards 3d-printed custom-made interactive devices
The vision of creating 3D-printed custom-made interactive devices is as fol-
lows: Like today’s desktop 2D printers, 3D printers will be fast, cheap, reli-
able, and widely available in almost every home or professional 3D printing
shops. Instead of mass production, users fabricate many objects on-demand
in varying shapes, colors, and materials without the need for excessive post-
processing. Inspired by this general vision of 3D printing, this thesis envi-
sions a potential future fabrication environment for interactive devices that
enables researchers, application developers, and also end user without skills
in computer-aided design to equip a selected 3D object with user-defined
interactivity. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, this environment builds upon tan-
gible interaction concepts (A), such as touching or moving an object. Users
express their ideas in a digital design phase by adding various interactive
Figure 1.1: The envisioned fabrication environment to create custom-made interac-
tive devices.
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structures to a 3D object (B). They can then fine-tune properties such as the
desired size or resolution of interactive structures. Users then (possibly re-
peatedly) 3D print their custom-made interactive object at home or a 3D
printing shop (C) and use it (D) either as a tangible stand-alone device (red)
or on-screen control (blue) that interacts with an interactive surface (e.g., a
tablet or a wall-sized display).
This fabrication environment should be as natural and automatic as today’s
creation of paper documents using word-processing software and a 2D desk-
top printer. For instance, end users combine it with 3D scanning to adjust
wearable devices to their body dimensions, to design entirely new interac-
tive devices on top of existing objects, or to customize home appliances pre-
designed by a company to their needs.
1.2.1 Addressing the Challenges
Towards this vision of easy and automatic fabrication environments, numer-
ous challenges still need to be resolved: One research challenge concerns
the exploration of interaction concepts and primitives for custom-shaped
interactive structures, specifically tailored for the complex geometries of 3D-
printable objects. Another research challenge involves algorithms that gen-
erate such structures on or in the 3D object since manual design today is
lavish, requires considerable expertise, and is prone to errors. Moreover, the
design of interactivity and the 3D geometry of the object are separated, i.e.,
fixed-form standard components (e.g., a flat display panel) are attached to
or embedded into non-functional, passive 3D objects that have been mass-
produced. Therefore, another research challenge is the investigation of novel
design concepts that enable users to embed interactive free-form 3D struc-
tures at the design phase.
This thesis focuses on 3D-printed interactive devices that respond to a va-
riety of external stimuli and are printed in a single pass without requiring
significant assembly steps. As illustrated in Table 1.1, it addresses the chal-
lenges mentioned above as follows: By exploring different composites of 3D
printing materials (e.g., a deformable object containing conductive material),
each chapter contributes a set of concepts and approaches that allow sens-
ing touch, deformation, and environmental interactions performed with a
3D-printed object. These stimuli are detected either stand-alone via a micro-
controller or on-screen via a capacitive touchscreen (see Figure 1.1).
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Enabling Touch Adding Deformation Adding Environment
Capricate
(Chapter 3)
Trilaterate
(Chapter 4)
Flexibles
(Chapter 5)
Liquido
(Chapter 6)
Off-Line
(Chapter 7)
Material Composite
Solid
Deformable
Conductive
Liquid
Touch Interaction
Hover 3(< 10 mm) 3
Contact 3 3 3
Multi-Touch 3 3(distinct sides)
Deformation Interaction
Bend 3
Press 3 3
Squeeze 3 3
Environmental Interaction
2D Pose 3
Tilt 3 3
Flip 3 3
Accelerate 3 3
Cool 3
Heat 3
Read-Out Scheme
Stand-Alone
On-Screen
Table 1.1: Each chapter of this thesis explores a unique composition of 3D printing
materials in order to detect different interactions either stand-alone with
a microcontroller or on-screen with a capacitive touchscreen.
1.2.2 Contributions of this Thesis
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:
Based on a design space for 3D-printed custom-made interactive devices,
the first contribution is Capricate, a fabrication pipeline that enables users
to easily design and 3D print customizable touch-sensitive objects based on
capacitive sensing. Objects are composed of solid and conductive material
and are printed in a single pass using a commodity multi-material 3D printer.
By exploring 3D-printed capacitive sensing, it provides the conceptual and
technological basis for all subsequent contributions.
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Trilaterate extends the 3D-printed capacitive sensing approach to also al-
low for pressure interactions. It contributes a fabrication pipeline to 3D-print
interactive structures that are composed of solid, deformable, and conduc-
tive materials. Electrodes placed in the object capacitively trilaterate the 3D
position of a finger, which is used to classify the type of interaction as hover,
touch, or press.
Flexibles continues to explore deformation input. It focuses on on-screen
read-out and contributes sensor concepts to capture pressing, squeezing, or
bending input with multiple levels of intensities based on different types of
deformation mapping. Objects are composed of deformable and conductive
material.
While the last three contributions focused on hover, touch, and deformation
interactions, Liquido proposes to embed liquids into 3D-printed objects to
detect interactions based on movement. By utilizing readily available liquids,
it is a low-cost and easy-to-apply approach that also reduces the assembly
effort.
Based on embedded liquids explored in the previous contribution, Off-Line
Sensing contributes passive 3D-printed sensors that detect one-time inter-
actions, such as accelerating or flipping. These sensors are composed of de-
formable, solid, conductive, and liquid materials and do not require active
electronics nor power at the time of the interaction.
All major parts of this thesis have been published at international peer-
reviewed conferences, such as the ACM User Interface Software and Technol-
ogy Symposium (UIST) or the ACM SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors
in Computing Systems (CHI). Chapter 3 builds upon the paper "Capricate:
A Fabrication Pipeline to Design and 3D Print Capacitive Touch Sensors for
Interactive Objects" (UIST 2015) [Sch+15a]. Chapter 4 builds upon the pa-
per "./Trilaterate: A Fabrication Pipeline to Design and 3D Print Hover-,
Touch-, and Force-Sensitive Objects" (CHI 2019) [Sch+19]. Chapter 5 builds
upon the paper "Flexibles: Deformation-Aware 3D-Printed Tangibles for Ca-
pacitive Touchscreens" (CHI 2017) [Sch+17]. Chapter 6 builds upon the paper
"Liquido: Embedding Liquids into 3D Printed Objects to Sense Tilting and
Motion" (CHI EA 2016) [Sch+16]. Chapter 7 builds upon the paper "Off-
Line Sensing: Memorizing Interactions in Passive 3D-printed Objects" (CHI
2018 with an Honorable Mention Award) [Sch+18].
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1.3 structure of this thesis
This thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 discusses conceptually different approaches to create interac-
tive objects and establishes fundamentals regarding digital fabrication.
Moreover, it presents a design space for 3D-printed custom-made in-
teractive objects.
• Chapter 3 contributes Capricate, a fabrication pipeline to 3D-print
objects with embedded capacitive touch input.
• Chapter 4 proposes Trilaterate, an extended fabrication pipeline and
a method to trilaterate a finger in 3D space to infer hover, touch, and
pressure.
• Chapter 5 then adds Flexibles, enabling sensing of deformations via
pressure, squeezing, and bending. It also presents a method to sense
the 2D posture and id of 3D-printed objects on a capacitive touch-
screen.
• Chapter 6 proposes Liquido, an approach to embed liquids into 3D-
printed objects to infer tilt and acceleration.
• Chapter 7 extends upon the previous chapter by proposing Off-Line
Sensing, a set of liquid-based sensors that memorize tilt, acceleration,
pressure, squeeze, flip, heat, and cooling without requiring any power
supply during the interaction.
• Chapter 8 integrates the contributions of this thesis and gives an out-
look on possible future work directions.

2
C R E AT I N G I N T E R A C T I V E O B J E C T S
Different streams of research in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) pursue
the goal of enabling the creation of interactive objects. As depicted in Fig-
ure 2.1, they fundamentally differ with respect to automation and the com-
plexity of object shapes they support: Some research is investigating how to
externally augment objects through sensors or output structures placed in
the environment. Other research is considering methods to craft interactiv-
ity, i.e., by attaching sensors or actuators to an object’s surface or embedding
them in the object itself. A recent stream of research is studying how to print
interactivity directly into or onto the objects without the need for further (in-
object) assembly or external sensors.
Figure 2.1: An interactive object may be created (1) using external sensors and out-
put in the environment, (2) by crafting the object and embedding elec-
tronics, or (3) via 2D or 3D printing the desired interactions at the same
time as the object.
Section 2.1 presents and discusses related research. Then, Section 2.2 intro-
duces the basics of digital fabrication, including a discussion about printing
technologies and materials. This chapter concludes by presenting the gener-
ally used 3D printing pipeline in Section 2.3, that is used to digitally fabricate
an object.
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2.1 related work
This section discusses three different streams of research that aim to create
an interactive object via (1) external, (2) crafted, and (3) printed interactivity.
2.1.1 External Interactivity
One common approach to adding interactive capabilities to an otherwise
inactive object is to deploy input and output components externally in the
environment of the object. While these approaches enable fast creation of
interactive objects with complex geometries, external sensors need to be at-
tached to the user or placed in the environment. This stream of research has
explored a variety of interactions, ranging from input based on touch, defor-
mation, or tangibles to visual output. In the following, research is discussed
grouped by interaction (see Figure 2.2).
The detection of touch and gestures on object surfaces is one of the most
common input modalities that external methods have been exploring. Stan-
dard color or infrared cameras are often used to sense hand gestures in 3D
space [MM09; MMC09]. More recently, depth cameras are utilized to detect
the touch of a finger on a surface for tabletop setting [Wil10] or attached to a
user [HBW11]. While these approaches allow previously inactive objects to
be made interactive quickly and easily, they still require the instrumentaliza-
tion of users or the environment and require precise calibration or markers
to operate. Moreover, the detection of touches or gestures on sides of an
object that are not oriented towards the camera remains challenging.
Similarly, research has investigated the detection of deformation of an ob-
ject for interaction. By utilizing optical tracking systems [Kha+11; Kha+12;
RSL14] or depth cameras [SJM13; Tan+15] in the environment, deforma-
tions such as bending [SJM13], folding [Kha+12; RSL14; Tan+15], or rolling
[Kha+11] can be sensed. While, in principle, capable of sensing complex de-
formations, these techniques currently only detect simple deformations (e.g.,
bending or folds) or are limited to simpler object geometries (e.g., a 2D sheet
of paper).
Moreover, the detection of tangible input has been a broad stream of re-
search in the last decades. More recently in this stream, color, infrared, or
depth cameras are used to detect the usage of an object [WSM13; Cor+13;
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Figure 2.2: Examples of external input using gestures [MMC09], touch [HBW11],
deformation [SJM13; RSL14; Kha+12], or tangibles [Hub+12; WSM13]
and projected external output, also used for rectification on deformed
surfaces [PIS13; PIS15; Zho+16].
FKS14; Ben+01; Rie+18], moving paper or displays in space [Hub+12;
Spi+13]. Research also utilizes optical tracking or motion capture systems
to sense the movement of paper [Lis+12] or 3D objects in space [SBS06].
Concerning output, a stream of research has investigated how to project vi-
sual content on objects. That is, they display visual content on objects via
projectors mounted in the environment. Thus, they allow displaying visual
content directly on the surface of an object. This technique is widely used to
augment objects in space, such as tangible paper displays [Lis+12; Spi+13],
deformable displays [Kha+11; Kha+12; SJM13; RSL14], flat surfaces [WPS11;
Wil+11b; FKS14] or 3D objects [AGV10; Hub+12; MGF13]. Moreover, HCI re-
search explores methods to rectify visual content on deformed surfaces, i.e.,
they perspectively correct the visual output according to the deformation,
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using infrared cameras [PIS13; PIS15] or depth cameras [Zho+16]. While
practical and widely used to investigate interaction with high-resolution vi-
sual output, these approaches are susceptible to occlusion and often require
expensive tracking systems installed separately in the environment to deter-
mine the position of the projection area. Moreover, the quality of the projec-
tion depends on the color of the object.
In conclusion, approaches utilizing external interactivity enable to use a
wide range of complexly-shaped objects for interaction. By combining in-
put sensing with a visual output, they are, in general, powerful approaches
to create interactive objects. However, they require separate hardware, for
instance, a depth camera installed in the room or carried as a wearable de-
vice. These approaches often result in complex and stationary setups that are
subject to occlusion effects and, thus, restrain the interactive capabilities on
the backside of an object. As a consequence, this thesis investigates methods
to 3D print complex interactive functionality directly into the objects with-
out requiring input or output capabilities in the environment. In contrast,
printed interactivity facilitates the production of complex-shaped interactive
objects tailored to each user, without instrumentalizing users or the environ-
ment. Moreover, the digital description of the form and interactive design of
an object also facilitates its replication and modification.
2.1.2 Crafted Interactivity
Another approach is to craft a non-interactive object together with electrical
components. That is, the components used for input or output are manually
embedded inside the object or attached to its surface. This stream of research
has been widely explored for rapid prototyping and paper electronics, a set
of crafting techniques used to create electrical devices on or with paper uti-
lizing conductive inks and electrical components. Regarding input sensing,
many approaches have been proposed that detect deformations, or touch
(gestures). Approaches that focus on these aspects are discussed in the fol-
lowing (see Figure 2.3).
Various rapid prototyping frameworks and hardware platforms have been
proposed to ease the assembly and use of varying electrical components for
HCI researchers. Among others [San+09; Ull+08], some of the most promi-
nent platforms are Arduino [MI07], Phidgets [GF01], and .NET Gadgeteer
[VSH11; Hod+13]. Moreover, low-cost sensor platforms emerged that allow
using electrical components on tape [DKP15; GWP12] or provide means to
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Figure 2.3: Examples of assembled interactivity in the areas of rapid prototyp-
ing [VSH11; MI07; DKP15; GWP12], paper electronics [Kar+13; Mel+13;
QB10], touch sensing [SPH12; OST13], and deformation sensing [Chi+15;
SPH11; Ren+14; HV11].
sketch [OM11] or construct [HM06] physical user interfaces rapidly with
low-cost materials.
While hardware platforms and frameworks ease the use of the electrical com-
ponent, they often restrict the shape of an object. Therefore, research has pro-
posed paper electronics, a set of crafting techniques that use omnipresent
paper to create interactive objects. Paper electronics accelerate prototyping
and also enable to explore new forms of interaction. Around this principle,
researchers have proposed to prototype tangible interfaces with a combi-
nation of paper and Anoto pens [SN07], electronic tags [Kle+04], or RFID
tags [Li+16]. Also, research has explored methods to craft circuits with tape
[QB10; QB14] or conductive ink [Mel+13; SRM14; NHK15; Wie+12]. Such
augmented paper may be further used to harvest energy by touching, rub-
bing, and sliding [Kar+13], to animate it with shape memory alloys [QB12],
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or to sense touch input via metalized paper [Maz+12]. Although users need
to create objects manually, these works intentionally proposed paper elec-
tronics as a mean to facilitate the rapid crafting of interactive systems. Fol-
lowing this principle, research in the field of printed interactivity (see Sec-
tion 2.1.3) aims at combining the benefits of paper electronics with the ad-
vantages of digital fabrication.
Furthermore, research has proposed sensing techniques for a wide range
of touch and deformation interaction performed with objects. By attach-
ing sensors to a non-interactive object, touch, force, and hand gestures can
be sensed capacitively [SPH12], acoustically [OST13; OST15], or using tape
[HV11]. Further, research has explored sensing of complex bending defor-
mations using tape [Bal+99; WB11], plastic [Chi+15], silicone [SPH11; Sly12;
Yoo+18], or foils [Ren+12; Ren+14]. Also, Parzer et al. have investigated
touch and deformation on flexible textiles [Par+16; Par+17]. Moreover, re-
search has explored other types of deformation, such as stretching [SII12;
Yoo+17], squeezing [Van+13; Wan+11], pressing [MN94], and varying shape
flexibility [KTI13; Yao+13].
While allowing for a wide variety of interactions, standard electrical compo-
nents often restrict the design of 3D objects due to their pre-defined form
factor or involve many manual assembly steps. Moreover, foil-based ap-
proaches are not meaningfully applicable on object geometries with higher
complexity. Research in printed interactivity aims at combining the individ-
uality of crafted interactive objects with low assembly effort. As printing
requires a digital description of the interactive object, it further facilitates,
in contrast to crafting, an easier copy and distribution of interactive objects.
Therefore, this thesis investigates how to use digital fabrication to print free-
form sensing structures that detect various interactions with lower assembly
effort.
2.1.3 Printed Interactivity
A recent field of research investigates how to print interactive objects using
digital fabrication. It aims at a (semi-)automatic creation of individualized,
single-copy interactive objects that, due to the required digital specification,
can be easily copied, modified, and printed on demand, and at the same
time require less assembly and setup effort than previous approaches. More-
over, this research aims to mitigate the drawbacks of external approaches,
that require instrumentalization of users or the environment, and crafted
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approaches, that are time-consuming and restricted by pre-defined form fac-
tors. That is, it beneficially combines the following advantages of previous
approaches:
1. They go beyond pre-defined form factors by digitally printing cus-
tomizable, single-copy interactive objects.
2. They do not require external sensors in the environment of the object.
In order to achieve these goals, various streams of research have been estab-
lished that concern:
1. 2D printing in combination with conductive inks,
2. inside-assembly 3D printing that requires additional assembly steps
in the interior of an object,
3. outside-assembly 3D printing that only requires to bring the object in
loose or electrical contact with a sensor unit, and
4. no-assembly 3D printing that encodes self-contained interactive func-
tionality in the object without further assembly steps.
Each stream of research is discussed based on the following requirements.
requirements
The following requirements are established to classify existing research
streams that focus on printed interactivity:
R1 & R2: Minimize Monetary and Time Costs. Research in the field of
printed interactivity often focuses on more cost-effective and time-effective
production of single-copy, custom-made objects. This aspect is covered by
minimizing monetary costs (R1), i.e., the costs to fabricate an object with the
given approach, and time costs (R2), i.e., the time it takes to create the object.
R3, R4, & R5: Minimize Effort to Design, Print, and Assemble. Moreover,
the effort to create the object all the way to its use should be minimized.
Compared to R2, the effort describes the ease of use and the expertise re-
quired to create an object. The requirements distinguish the effort necessary
to execute the following three steps during creation: First, a user needs to
design the object (R3), i.e., she creates a digital representation. Second, the
object is constructed by a specific printing process (R4), which may range
from the manual application of various print layers to the fully automatic
production of the object. Third, many approaches require manual assembly
steps after printing (R5). That is, electrical components need to be attached
or embedded, and wires need to be routed manually inside or outside the
object.
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R6 & R7: Maximize Customizability of Object and IO Geometry. This re-
quirement targets the rising complexity of supported object geometries (R6).
Approaches apply to a particular set of geometries, ranging from simple,
developable to more complex, non-developable surfaces. Based on [Sny87],
developable surfaces are defined as follows:
Definition 1 A developable surface is one that can be transformed into a plane
without distortion.
That is, developable surfaces can be constructed from a plane without
stretching or compressing only through transformations such as folding,
bending, rolling, or cutting. Two of the most common examples of devel-
opable surfaces are cylinders and cones.
In contrast, non-developable surfaces require stretching or compressing to
be transformed into a plane. Such surfaces are often also referred to as be-
ing doubly-curved or having double curvature. A simple example of a non-
developable surface is a sphere. Also, many real-world objects (e.g., office
equipment or appliances) are non-developable.
The requirements explicitly differentiate between the customization of the
enclosing object (R6) from the possible complexity and customizability of
the input sensing and output structures (R7). That is, R7 covers the degree
of customization a user may apply to the input and output structures. For
instance, an approach may allow for custom sensing structures (R7) but may
be limited to developable surfaces (R6).
R8: Maximize Resolution of In- and Output. The maximal resolution of
input capturing and output capabilities is also an essential property to clas-
sify printing approaches. For input sensing, the resolution can range from a
binary decision to a determination of several or continuous levels of interac-
tion.
2d printing
A recent stream of research uses 2D printing technologies, such as inkjet
printers or vinyl cutters, to create interactive objects. This stream builds
upon research in material science that concerns 2D-printed paper electron-
ics [TÖ11; vOsc+08] and aims at rapid prototyping of circuits and interac-
tions with low assembly effort. The resulting 2D structures are often custom-
shaped. They may be embedded into or wrapped around non-interactive
objects.
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Figure 2.4: Examples of 2D-printed interactivity in the areas of paper electronics
[Kaw+13; RTL15; CW15], touch [Olb+13; SZH12; Gon+14], deformation
[Olb+15; VS17], and visual or haptic output [OWS14; WGS18; GS18].
Rapid prototyping of circuits often requires extensive wiring of multiple
components. Therefore, research has explored 2D-printed paper electronics,
a set of methods to automatically create schematics and wirings using an au-
tomated conductive pen [Wan+18b] or conventional inkjet printers equipped
with a cartridge filled with conductive ink [GHP11; KLT12; Kaw+13; RTL15;
CW15]. Moreover, Nagels et al. [Nag+18] proposed a fabrication workflow
for embedding electronics on highly stretchable substrates.
Various approaches for 2D-printed multi-touch sensing have been proposed
with fixed [Zir+11; KM14] or custom-shaped sensors, that utilize vinyl cut-
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ters [SZH12], inkjet printing [Olb+13; DKA14; KG15; Nit+18] or screen print-
ing [GS18; Nit+18].
Moreover, research has investigated various deformation-based methods,
such as folding [Gon+14; Olb+15], shearing [Olb+15], pressure [Gon+14;
Wei+15], squeezing [Wei+17], bending [VS17], or self-folding [Sun+15].
Also, 2D printing has been utilized to create visual or tactile output. Re-
search has explored custom-shaped displays using electrochromic [Col+99]
or electroluminescent [OWS14]. Based on these, research has contributed
screen- or hydro-print displays on stretchable substrates [WTM16; GS18]
that allow covering non-developable geometries but result in distortions of
sensing structures that designers need to consider. Moreover, research has in-
vestigated 2D-printed feel-through tactile output [WGS18] that is very thin
and applicable to non-developable geometries on the body.
The concept of automatically fabricating custom-shaped and individualized
sensors significantly inspired this thesis: 2D printing approaches automate
the process of designing (R3) and printing (R4) custom-shaped 2D sensors
(R7), which are often low-cost (R1). They speed up the general creation pro-
cess significantly (R2) and allow for medium- or high-resolution input and
output (R8).
On the contrary, approaches still often require manual assembly steps to con-
nect wires or auxiliary electrical components (R5). Compared to 3D print-
ing approaches, the set of applicable geometries is limited to developable
surfaces (R6). That is, 2D-printed substrates need to be wrapped around
or embedded into 3D objects which again results in considerable assembly
effort or is not possible in principle for non-developable surfaces without
distortion. While promising research can be applied to more complex ge-
ometries (cf. [GS18]), distortions must be compensated during the design
phase. Therefore, this thesis aims at closing the gap between high-res custom-
shaped sensors and complex geometries by contributing concepts for 3D sen-
sor geometries, generation algorithms, and practical guidelines to fabricate
interactive 3D objects using commercially available printers and materials.
inside-assembly 3d printing
To mitigate the drawback of 2D printing regarding assembly steps and object
complexity, a recent stream of research (cf. [BGL18]) uses 3D printing to
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Figure 2.5: Examples of 3D-printed objects requiring inside-assembly in the areas
of physical controls [SCH13; Hoo+14; Spi+16], paper electronics [Oh+18;
DKY16], deformation [Bäc+16; GCS16], and enclosures [Sav+15; Mel14].
create interactive objects1. This research also often utilizes the 3D capabilities
of 3D printing to explore new types of input or output geometries.
This section discusses 3D printing approaches that require inside-assem-
bly. That is, they use 3D printing to create customized objects, but require
additional assembly steps during or after printing that need to be executed
in the interior of the object (see Figure 2.5).
Human input on physical controls (e.g., sliders or buttons) can be sensed in
3D-printed objects by embedding cameras [SCH13], wireless accelerometers
[Hoo+14], mobile devices [Led+17], or RFID tags [Spi+16].
1 see Section 2.2 for an introduction to 3D printing technologies
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Research has further proposed to generate pipes inside 3D-printed objects
filled after printing with various media (e.g., to detect touch or provide
sound, light, or air feedback) [Sav+14] or are equipped with resistive wires
to reconstruct complex deformations [Bäc+16]. Gröger et al. have proposed
to embed heating elements in 3D-printed objects to allow for post-print cus-
tomization of the shape of an object [GCS16].
Moreover, researchers have contributed methods to more efficiently generate
3D enclosures that house electrical components [Mur+08; SH12; WLG13;
Mel14; Sav+15; DMC18] or paper electronics containing functional layers of
paper [Oh+18] or functional origamis [DKY16].
Even though these approaches require only a few components and ease the
process of designing (R3) and printing (R4) at low-cost (R1), they still re-
quire manual assembly steps inside the object to place and connect electrical
components (R5). Standard components still restrict the design of 3D objects
due to their pre-defined form factor, but custom-shaped sensors are possible
due to the combination with more complex enclosing 3D geometries than
for 2D printing (R7). In contrast to 2D printing, these approaches signifi-
cantly extend the field as they apply to non-developable objects (R6). While
the interactive object still often needs to be hollow, opened or assembled af-
ter printing, the use of standard components often enables high-resolution
input and output (R8).
This research inspired this thesis regarding the possible complexity of 3D
printing objects and the associated possibilities for sensor geometries. In
combination with multi-material printing, objects can contain interactive
structures that go beyond existing fixed-form components and simultane-
ously reduce assembly effort.
outside-assembly 3d printing
This section discusses 3D printing approaches that require outside-
assembly. That is, they use 3D printing to create customized objects that
already contain input and output structure in the interior of the object. They
only require additional assembly steps after printing at the outside of the
object. The combination of a 3D-printed object and a component of an elec-
tronic device (e.g., a capacitive touchscreen of a smartphone) are defined as
a necessary assembly step because the object itself only becomes interactive
together with the additional electronics inside the device.
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Figure 2.6: Examples of 3D-printed objects requiring outside-assembly in the ar-
eas of output feedback [Wil+12; Váz+15; IP14; Sun+17b], deformation
[He+17; HPS16; Kim+17; Guo+17], touch [ZLH17; HIS17; Bur+15], and
physical controls [UKM16; Lap+15; GS16].
3D printing of conductive materials has been investigated in Material Sci-
ence utilizing conductive wires [Esp+14], silicone [PML07], sprays [Sar+12;
IP14], carbon-filled plastic [Lei+12], inks [Ahm13], tapes [US16], or threads
[Hud14]. In this field, research has contributed methods to combine 3D ob-
jects with electronic components during printing [LMW12; She+13; Esp+14].
While the 3D printing of first conductive materials is already at consumer-
level, the automatic integration and connection of electrical components with
highly conductive materials still requires specialized printers at a research
level. As a consequence, HCI research often investigates methods to inte-
grate interactive capabilities (e.g., complex sensor geometries or pipes) into
an object but assemble the electrical components at the outside of the object.
Some approaches utilize 3D-printed pipes for pneumatic feedback [Váz+15]
or to interact via touch, mechanical movement, or internal illumination
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[Wil+12; BPH13; PRM14]. Also, Ou et al. have investigated micro-pillars for
actuation and surface textures [Ou+16].
Ishiguro and Poupyrev [IP14] further demonstrate how to 3D print interac-
tive speakers using conductive spray. Also, research investigates actuation
via self-folding [Sun+17b], liquid-based movement [Mac+15], or grasping
[Tru+18], and sensing of stacking [YST15] and physical controls [Lap+15].
Furthermore, research has explored deformation sensing that only re-
quires outside assembly for interaction such as squeezing [He+17], bending
[Tru+18], pressing [HPS16; Kim+17], or stretching [Guo+17].
A larger body of research has contributed touch sensing on 3D-printed
objects via conductive plastic [KM16; UKM16; Lei+12; Bur+15], or fabric
[Pen+15; Hud14], also considering generation and placement of touch elec-
trode on 3D surfaces [GA16; HIS17] and markers for tangible objects on
capacitive touchscreens [GS16]. Moreover, Zhang et al. have contributed a
promising approach using electric field tomography that also operates on
fully-conductive 3D-printed objects [ZLH17].
These approaches improve over inside-assembly as they allow for custom-
shaped complex sensor geometries (R7) inside non-developable objects (R6).
Also, they reduce the assembly effort (R5) after easy printing (R4) but often
require expensive printers (R1) and manual design effort (R3) that can be
laborious (R2). While already allowing for complex 3D input sensing, often
with medium or high resolution (R8), many types on input modalities (e.g.,
many deformations or tilting) has not been explored by research so far.
In conclusion, outside-assembly 3D printing is a promising research direc-
tion as it can beneficially minimize costs and effort, and at the same time
allows for non-developable IO structures and objects. As discussed, research
has started to explore important properties of interactive systems, such as
printed visual output [Wil+12] or physical input [Lap+15]. Inspired by this
research, this thesis contributes additional sensing concepts, such as for de-
formation or touch detection, that also targets an automatic generation of
3D structures and less complex assembly.
no-assembly 3d printing
Recently, a stream of research emerged in HCI that does not require any
assembly at all after printing. The interactive functionality of an object is
encoded inside their geometrical structure during the design phase (see Fig-
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Figure 2.7: Examples of 3D-printed objects requiring no assembly in the areas of en-
coding information [WW13; Li+17; ICG17], movement [Ion+16; Ion+17;
Sko+13], textures [Ion+18; Pan+15; LCH15], and deformation behavior
[Zeh+17; Sch+15b; Zha+16].
ure 2.7). These interactive structures are coined as metamaterials, i.e., struc-
tures engineered to yield new functional properties.
Promising first steps towards digitally fabricated objects containing meta-
materials were made by research in the last years. Such metamaterials con-
vey digital information using terahertz imaging [WSM13], magnetic storage
[ICG17], or air pockets [Li+17]. Moreover, they are used for fabricating the
desired movement of mechanics [Ion+16], logical operations [Ion+17], char-
acter actuation [Sko+13], self-folding [An+18; Wan+18a].
Related research has also investigated controlling computational material
design. That is, the 3D model is altered or generated to convey global prop-
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erties, such as the texture of an object. This research includes 3D print-
ing of haptic feel aesthetics [Tor+15], multi-color textures [Zha+11], or hair
structures [LCH15]. Also, research has investigated how to print dynami-
cally changing textures [Ion+18] or divide objects so that the parts interlock
[Son+15]. It, further, explored the generation of perforations that encode a
projective image [Zha+15] or the printing human-scale dynamic inflatable
objects [Sar+17].
Furthermore, a multitude of research has also explored to generate specific
deformation behavior by controlling stiffness [Zeh+17], elasticity [Sch+15b;
Pan+15; Zha+16], and bending [Bic+10; Pér+15; Xu+15].
While significantly reducing the time costs (R2), as well as the design (R3),
print (R4), and assembly (R5) effort, the set and resolution of intrinsically en-
codable interactions that do not require electronics is limited (R7, R8). More
importantly, objects encode their functionality intrinsically without any con-
nection to the outside, i.e., they either operate without any greater interac-
tive systems or need to be read-out using external sensors (see Section 2.1.1).
These approaches inspire this thesis in two aspects: First, they explore com-
plex 3D-printed structures that encode functionality and change due to exter-
nal stimuli. Second, they contribute to the concept of extracting information
out of a 3D-printed object using an external sensor unit (e.g., a smartphone).
2.1.4 Conclusion for this Thesis
There are three fundamentally different approaches to create an interactive
object: (1) external approaches, providing input and output through the en-
vironment, (2) crafted approaches, creating objects with traditional tools and
materials, and (3) printed approaches, utilizing digital fabrication technolo-
gies to automatically create an object according to a digital description.
As illustrated in Figure 2.8, all approaches differ in the degree of automa-
tion to fabricate the object and also in their possible geometric object com-
plexity (cf. [Sch16]): Whereas crafted interactivity allows using a large set of
standard components, the supported object geometries are often limited to
developable surfaces and the creation is in many cases laborious. In contrast,
external approaches allow adding interactivity to a broad spectrum of ob-
jects. However, the creation of objects (e.g., they need to be equipped with
markers) is often time-consuming and prone to errors. Therefore, printed
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Figure 2.8: Classification of related work based on the geometric complexity of the
object to be made interactive and the automation of fabrication.
interactivity strives at beneficially combining object complexity and automa-
tion of fabrication.
printed interactivity
As discussed, approaches in the field of printed interactivity may be grouped
into 2D printing, as well as inside-assembly, outside-assembly, and no-
assembly 3D printing. Table 2.1 compares selected relevant research in each
group concerning the previously established requirements. While 2D print-
ing approaches take a significant step forward regarding supported interac-
tivity and ease of fabrication, they are in principle limited to developable
surfaces. 3D printing aims at solving these problems, but is challenging
with regard to 3D geometries and materials: Existing approaches may be
grouped into inside-assembly, where objects are 3D-printed with internal
structures but need to be equipped after printing with additional materials
or hardware, still requiring manual work and, hence, reducing their automa-
tion. Therefore, research has emerged that only requires assembly steps at
the outside of a 3D-printed object, reducing the amount of manual assem-
bly, but still allowing for complex, non-developable object geometries. This
research has been complemented by work that encodes interactive function-
ality in their internal structure and, hence, does not require any assembly
at all. While practical for many use cases, objects do not interchange any
data with an outside system, i.e., they are not able to communicate with soft-
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R1, R2 (Costs) R3, R4, R5 (Effort) R6, R7 (Custom.) R8
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2D Printing
Instant Inkjet Circuits [Kaw+13]  # # G# G# G#  G#
Cuttable Multi-Touch [Olb+13]  G# G#  G# G#   
PrintSense [Gon+14]  G# G#  G# G#   
Printing Multi-Key Touch [KG15]  G# G#  G# G#  G#
ObjectSkin [GS18] G# # G# G# #    
Inside-Assembly 3D Printing
Wireless Accelerometers [Hoo+14] # G# #  #  #  
A Series of Tubes [Sav+14] G# G#   #   G#
DefSense [Bäc+16] G# G# G#  G#    
PEP [Oh+18] G# G#   #  G# G#
Outside-Assembly 3D Printing
Printed Optics [Wil+12] # # #      
Acoustruments [Lap+15] # # #  G#    
PrintPut [Bur+15]  # #     G#
SqueezaPulse [He+17] # # #  G#   G#
No-Assembly 3D Printing
Metamaterial Mechanisms [Ion+16]  # # #   G# G#
MetaSilicone [Zeh+17] # G#  #   G# G#
Metamaterial Textures [Ion+18]  # # #   G# G#
Table 2.1: Comparison of related research regarding the previously defined require-
ments. #, G#, and  indicate a low, medium, or high approval of a require-
ment. That is, the more costs and effort are minimized, the better. The
higher the customizability and resolution, the better.
ware. In other words, the interaction is limited to the object itself and is not
embedded in a more complex interactive system.
This thesis contributes to the category of outside-assembly as it explores
new types of input modalities and 3D sensor geometries for touch, defor-
mation, and environmental interactions that only require assembling objects
and electronics, either in the form of a microcontroller or a capacitive touch-
screen.
The following sections provide the fundamentals of technologies and materi-
als for digital fabrication (see Section 2.2) and the processing steps involved
in the 3D printing pipeline (see Section 2.3).
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2.2 digital fabrication
HCI research employs digital fabrication technologies to rapidly prototype
novel user interfaces. In the past years, an emerging stream of research adds
to this by providing approaches to create interactive objects that are cus-
tomized to user needs or an application scenario, or use the powerfulness
of this technology to investigate novel input and output modalities in three
dimensions.
In general, Digital Fabrication describes a myriad of different technologies
to manufacture 3D objects based on a digital model (i.e., a digital blueprint
describing the geometry, color, or other properties of an object). This thesis
defines the term as follows:
Definition 2 Digital Fabrication is a production process that creates three-dim-
ensional objects based on a digital model.
Digital Fabrication technologies can be grouped into two main approaches
(see Figure 2.9). There are Additive Manufacturing processes that build up
an object from a material layer by layer. In contrast, Subtractive Manufactur-
ing processes decompose an existing block of material so that the object to
be produced remains. That is, objects created using Subtractive Manufactur-
ing consist only of a single material. This thesis contributes approaches that
require hybrid objects, consisting of multiple materials with diverse proper-
ties (such as conductivity or flexibility), to support interactivity. Therefore,
this section focuses on Additive Manufacturing.
The remainder of this section is structured as follows: First, Section 2.2.1
establishes technology requirements that were used to select an appropriate
3D printing process suitable for this research. Second, Section 2.2.2 presents
various 3D printing technologies and classify each one according to the
requirements. Third, Section 2.2.3 discusses a classification of 3D printing
materials. Finally, Section 2.2.4 details on functional 3D printing materials.
2.2.1 Technology Requirements
The following set of requirements is essential for 3D printing interactive
objects. R1: Conductive Printing Material. As electrodes and wires used for
sensing and electronics need to be conductive, one essential requirement is a
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Figure 2.9: Classification of digital fabrication technologies.
conductive printing material. For the connection of complex electronics, this
material should have the lowest possible resistance with good printability at
the same time.
R2: Multi-Material Fabrication. While some parts of the object are required
to be conductive to implement electrical structures for sensing, the remain-
ing part of the object cannot be implemented with a conductive material as
well, as this would result in electrical shorts. To that end, at least one insu-
lating material is required in conjunction with a conductive material. Hence,
a 3D printing process should be able to print at least two materials simulta-
neously.
R3: Off-The-Shelf Hardware. The presented approaches should be acces-
sible to a broad community of researchers and developers to facilitate prac-
ticability in the field of HCI. To that end, the required hardware and the
printing materials to implement the proposed sensing techniques should be
readily available off-the-shelf at low-cost as possible.
2.2.2 3D Printing Technologies
Based on [Geb16], the following section discusses 3D printing technologies
according to the previously established requirements. This thesis focuses on
3D printing technologies that are already available at a consumer-level to
foster practicability for HCI researchers.
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Figure 2.10: Printing technology using Powder Bed Fusion (based on [3DH18a]).
powder bed fusion
As illustrated in Figure 2.10, approaches to 3D printing based on powder
bed fusion can be grouped into Selective Laser Sintering and Selective Laser
Melting.
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) sinters a 3D object layer by layer using a
moving laser beam. That is, a thermoplastic or metallic powder is heated
and fused below the melting temperature. After completion of a single layer,
the printing platform is lowered, and new powder is applied to print the next
layer. When finished, the resulting object is completely covered in unsintered
powder which needs to be removed.
Selective Laser Melting (SLM) operates very similar to SLS, but, in contrast,
actually melts a powdery printing material using a moving high-energy laser
beam (for example in the infrared range). However, compared to Selective
Laser Sintering, Selective Laser Melting often requires support structures
due to high residual stresses [3DH18a].
SLS and SLM both allow thin layer thicknesses of up to 0.08 mm. The powder
used for SLS and SLM is often based on polymers or conductive metals (R1).
However, printing can only use a single material (R2). Due to costs for lasers,
this technology is currently more expensive than other technologies (R3).
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Figure 2.11: Printing technology using Light photopolymerization (based on
[3DH18a]).
light photopolymerization
As illustrated in Figure 2.11, approaches to 3D printing based on Light Pho-
topolymerization, i.e., a liquid material is solidified via a light source, can be
grouped into Stereolithography or Digital Light Processing.
Stereolithography (SLA) builds upon the principle of Photopolymerisation:
A basin is filled with liquid monomers (such as Acrylate or Epoxid). At first,
the printing platform rests at the top of the basin such that only a single layer
of fluid material covers it. Then, a single layer is cured by moving a single-
point light source. After completion of a single layer, the printing platform
is slightly lowered. As a result, new fluid material flows over the incomplete
print in order to print a new layer.
Digital Light Processing (DLP) printers use the same principle but, in con-
trast, cure a whole layer simultaneously by projecting a 2D image onto the
basin instead of moving a single-point light source. As a consequence, the
speed up the printing process significantly.
Stereolithography and Digital Light Processing both allow thin layer thick-
nesses of up to 0.025 mm. With cheap projectors and hardware, this tech-
nology is already available off-the-shelf at a consumer level (R3). However,
there are currently no conductive printing materials commercially available
(R1), and printing can only use a single material (R2).
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Figure 2.12: Printing technology using Material Jetting (based on [3DH18a]).
material jetting
Material Jetting is a 3D printing technology that also utilizes Photopolymer-
ization. However, the material is applied differently compared to the pre-
vious approaches. The following discussion focuses on a technology called
Photopolymer Phase Change Inkjet (PolyJet) as it is the most widely used
kind (see Figure 2.12).
Similar to 2D inkjet printers, PolyJet printers utilize a print head that can
deposit small droplets of photopolymer material simultaneously. For a single
layer, this print head moves across the build platform to deposit material. At
the same time, an attached UV light is used to cure the deposited material.
For the next layer, the build platform is slightly lowered.
PolyJet allows for thin layer thicknesses of up to 0.016 mm. While being
able to print multiple materials simultaneously (R2), there are currently no
conductive printing materials commercially available (R1). This technology
is currently costly (R3).
Relevant for this thesis is also promising concurrent research by Sundaram
et al. [Sun+17a]. They propose a process called drop-on-demand multi-
material printing that operates similar to PolyJet but is also able to print
conductive and liquid materials.
material extrusion
As illustrated in Figure 2.13, approaches to 3D printing based on material
extrusion mainly utilize Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)2.
In general, FDM operates as follows (see Figure 2.14): The printing material
is available in the form of the filament, i.e., a strand of material with a
uniform diameter.
2 FDM is sometimes referred to as Fused Filament Fabrication.
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Figure 2.13: Printing technology using Material Extrusion (based on [3DH18a]).
FDM printers consist of two main parts: First, the build platform where the
object is printed on. It moves in z-direction after a layer is finished. Second,
the print head, where the material is extruded. It moves in x- and y-direction
to form a single layer of material. The filament is pulled into the print head
by a stepper motor. The stepper motor is either mounted directly on the
print head, which is called direct drive. While this allows for more precise
control of the movement of the filament, it makes the print head heavier
and less movable. Another variant is to mount the stepper motor externally
and to guide the filament through a Bowden tube into the print head. This
variant, called Bowden drive, significantly reduces the weight of the print
head. However, deformable filaments are challenging to print with a Bow-
den drive, because the material might be compressed in the tube, which
complicates precise material extrusion.
Then, the heater, a component that is heatable to a precise temperature,
melts the pulled filament. In the heater, the filament is squeezed throughout
the nozzle, a conical tapering with a fixed diameter (called nozzle diameter),
onto the object layered up on the build platform. The layer height may be
adjusted by varying the amount of extruded filament or the nozzle diameter,
resulting in more coarse or fine-grained printing quality. Currently, printers
can print layers down to 0.05 mm (most common 0.2 mm). Moreover, the
object is partitioned into the perimeter, the outer shell of an object, and the
infill. As objects are usually not filled with the material, objects are build up
in the inside with a structure called infill pattern. There exist various infill
patterns each with specific properties, such as to improve loading capacity
or material consumption. By controlling the infill density, the amount of ma-
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Figure 2.14: The principle of multi-material material extrusion (based on [Kho15])
terial used to create the pattern compared to 100% filling can be controlled
further.
Printers following the principle of Fused Deposition Modeling can be fur-
ther grouped into single- and multi-material variants. Single-material print-
ers (abbreviated 1-FDM) utilize a single printhead and are bound to a single
material (R2). Building a multi-material FDM printer (abbreviated n-FDM)
which can print more than one material simultaneously is challenging: First,
multiple print heads need to be mounted next to each other without inter-
ference. Second, while one material is printed, the other materials should
stay inside the nozzle. Leaking material without intention, called oozing,
should be prevented, especially when printing conductive structures. While
many multi-material printers utilize print heads that all operate according
to the FDM principle, printers have been proposed that combine a standard
print head and a pneumatic syringe print head, that can extrude pastelike
materials, such as conductive silver inks (cf. [16]).
A variety of different filaments for FDM exist. Among other functional ma-
terials such as deformable or magnetic filaments, there are a few conduc-
tive printing materials commercially available (R1). Most recently, filament
splicers (cf. [Man18]) for up to four and also multi-material printers for up
to five materials (cf. [Pru18]) were presented at low-cost (R2, R3). While
opening up whole new possibilities in the combination of functional mate-
rials, only dual-material printers (2-FDM) were available in the consumer
segment during this research.
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Requirements Resolution
Conductive
Material (R1)
Multi-Material
(R2)
Consumer-Level
(R3)
Z (mm) X/Y (mm)
Powder Bed Fusion
(SLS, SLM) 3 7 7 0.08 mm 0.3 mm
Light Photopoly-
merization (SLA, DLP) 7 7 3 0.025 mm 0.01 mm
Material Jetting
(PolyJet, Drop-on-demand) 3 3 7 0.016 mm 0.05 mm
Material Extrusion
(1-FDM, n-FDM) 3 3 3 0.05 mm 0.2 mm
Table 2.2: Comparison of different digital fabrication technologies regarding the pre-
viously established technical requirements.
conclusion for this thesis
While allowing for precise prints with up to 0.025 mm layer height, both
Powder Bed Fusion and Light Photopolymerization cannot print multiple
materials simultaneously (see Table 2.2). Also, Light Photopolymerization
is becoming more available in the consumer segment, but it can not com-
pete regarding price and versatility with available printers that utilize Mate-
rial Extrusion. While Material Jetting is a promising technology that enables
printing of high-resolution multi-material objects, it is currently either still
at a research level or very expensive. In conclusion, Material Extrusion is cur-
rently the only digital fabrication technology that can print multiple conduc-
tive and insulating materials simultaneously while being readily available to
consumers.
In the remainder of this thesis, 3D printing refers to printers and materials
using FDM.
2.2.3 Classification of 3D Printing Materials
3D printing materials for FDM are discussed in the following. This thesis
focuses on readily available materials that are extrudable using FDM.
As FDM is based on melting, many thermoplastics are well suited for print-
ing. The most common thermoplastics used in FDM are Polylactic Acid
(PLA), Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) or Thermoplastic Polyurethane
(TPU).
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methodology
In order to classify the most important printing materials for FDM, this sec-
tion defines a set of mechanical, visual, and process properties (based on
[3DH18b]).
Ease of Printing. This property describes the printability of a material. It
is a combination of multiple factors such as maximal printing speed, flow
accuracy, or the ratio of failed to successful prints.
Visual Quality. The visual quality is defined as the combination of geomet-
rical accuracy and the ability to recreate detail and texture (cf. [3D-18]): Ge-
ometrical accuracy characterizes the ability to recreate various spatial prop-
erties such as correct size, angles, curvature, deposition accuracy, or amount
of smearing. Details and texture focus on the ability to fabricate fine-grained
structures (e.g., thin ridges) and the smoothness of the surface (e.g., tex-
tures).
Maximum Stress. The maximum stress is defined as the maximal force an
object can be exposed to before breakage if slowly pulled.
Elongation at Break. The elongation at break is defined as the maximum
length the object was stretched before breaking.
Impact Resistance. The impact resistance is defined as the energy required
to break an object with a sudden impact.
Layer Adhesion. The layer adhesion is defined as the amount of adhesion
between the material layers.
Heat Resistance. The heat resistance is defined as the maximum tempera-
ture the object can withstand before softening or deforming.
conclusion for this thesis
As illustrated in Figure 2.15, this section classifies the most important FDM
printing materials (ABS, PLA, and, TPU) according to the previously defined
properties.
While ABS is slightly more impact resistant than PLA, both are, not surpris-
ingly, outperformed by TPU regarding impact resistance and elongation at
break due to the elasticity of TPU.
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of material properties of ABS, PLA, and TPU on a 5-point
scale from low (center) to high (exterior) (based on [3DH18b]).
While PLA is not as heat-resistant as ABS, it improves over ABS and TPU in
terms of ease of printing, maximal stress, layer adhesion and visual quality
of 3D objects.
In conclusion, TPU is well suited if elasticity is required but hard to print. If
an object should be solid but easy to print, PLA should be used. For more
durable solid objects, ABS is suited.
2.2.4 Functional 3D Printing Materials
In order to achieve functional properties ranging from simple colorization to
conductive or magnetic properties, the previously discussed thermoplastics
are combined as a matrix material with different functional reinforcements.
Inspired by [Sav16], this section presents a set of commercially-available
functional 3D printing materials, that can be processed with FDM (see Fig-
ure 2.16).
color-changing
By using color-changing particles as functional reinforcement, a few fila-
ments are commercially available that changes its color as a response to
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Figure 2.16: A set of commercially-available functional material for FDM.
(1) a temperature change, (2) direct exposure to Ultraviolet light, (3) after
exposure to Ultraviolet light, but only in the dark.
imitating
Moreover, many filaments aim at imitating existing materials, such as wood,
ceramics, or metal by adding the respective material in the form of powder
to the matrix material.
ferromagnetic
By adding iron particles as functional reinforcement, plastic filament exists
that acts as a ferromagnetic material. That is, magnets attracted the material,
but the material itself does not attract other ferromagnetic material.
conductive
Moreover, matrix materials can be functionally reinforced with conductive
particles, such as carbon, to produce conductive plastic filament. For in-
stance, they allow novel conductive structures and schematics that cannot
be realized with traditional materials.
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conclusion for this thesis
This thesis contributes approaches that combine different materials to sense
interactions. Since sensing often requires electrical components, conductive
materials are the most crucial. There is a small set of materials commercially
available with different matrix materials and functional reinforcements:
1. Conductive Graphene PLA, a composite material consisting of con-
ventional PLA and graphene. Its volume resistivity3 is approximately
0.6Ω ∗ cm. While commercially available, the filament is very expen-
sive, hard to process, and only available in filament diameters that are
not compatible with the 3D printers used in this thesis.
2. Conductive ABS (cABS), a composite material consisting of ABS and
carbon particles. This filament is used in this thesis for Capricate (see
Chapter 3) and challenging to print due to the properties of ABS. Its
volume resistivity is approximately 900Ω ∗ cm.
3. Conductive PLA (cPLA), a composite material consisting of PLA and
carbon particles. cPLA came onto the market in the course of this thesis.
Except for Capricate, cPLA was used in this thesis, as it features a
better printability and conductivity than cABS. Its volume resistivity is
approximately 15Ω ∗ cm.
2.3 3d printing pipeline
Several steps need to be performed to 3D print a digital model (see Fig-
ure 2.17): A digital model of the object is transformed into a machine-
readable list of instructions that are then executed by a 3D printer. After
3D printing, the object is often post-processed.
Figure 2.17: Overview of the 3D printing pipeline.
3 The resistivity is an electrical property of a material and defined as ρ = R Al where R is
conventional electrical resistance, A the cross-sectional area of the material, and l the length
of the material. It is often expressed using the unit Ω ∗ cm.
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2.3.1 Modeling
3D printing of an object requires a digital model of its geometry. This model
is not necessarily created manually with CAD software but can also be gen-
erated by algorithms or via 3D scanning.
polygon meshes
Digital models can be represented in various ways such as point cloud or
meshes. This thesis focuses on polygon meshes, as the most common for-
mats for 3D printing use this representation or a variant thereof. Therefore,
this thesis uses the following definitions:
Definition 3 A vertex is a point in three-dimensional space.
Definition 4 An edge is a connection between two vertices.
Definition 5 A face (or triangle) is an ordered and closed set of edges and a normal
vector indicating its direction.
Definition 6 A polygon is a coplanar set of faces. That is, all faces of a polygon
are in a single geometric plane.
Definition 7 A mesh is a set of polygons.
Definition 8 In this thesis, a Dirichlet tessellation of a set of 3D points is defined
as the partition of a mesh such that each vertex is mapped to the point with minimal
Euclidean distance.
algorithmic creation of a mesh
Meshes can be created using algorithms that output a generalized data rep-
resentation of a mesh.
One possible data representation often used in the context of 3D printing,
is the Standard Tessellation Language or STereoLithography (STL) format.
STL is a simple format with an ASCII and binary version. It may contain
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Figure 2.18: An example of a triangle mesh with three faces, five vertices, and seven
edges.
any number of solids (Listing 2.1 shows a simple example). A solid may
contain any number of faces. Three vertices, ordered by the right-hand rule,
and a normal represent each face.
sol id name
f a c e t normal 0 0 1
outer loop
vertex 0 0 0
vertex 0 1 0
vertex 1 0 0
endloop
endfacet
endsolid name
Listing 2.1: A short STL example with a single triangle face illustrating its syntax.
STL itself does not specify unit information. In the context of 3D printing,
the unit is often assumed to be millimeter.
manual modeling of a mesh
Since the algorithmic creation of meshes is cumbersome and a considerable
effort for large and complex objects, manual modeling supported by soft-
ware is usually applied for the creation of 3D objects. There are two ap-
proaches to model a 3D object manually:
Explicit Modeling. Similar to a 2D drawing tool, objects are created and
modified through a series of primitive operations such as add, cut or de-
form. Designers directly modify the mesh step-by-step. Hence, changes im-
mediately affect the geometry. This approach is comparatively easy-to-use
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and suited for the creation of highly individualized, single-copy objects Pop-
ular software for this type of modeling are Blender4 or AutoCAD5.
Parametric Modeling. A common form of parametric modeling is Construc-
tive Solid Geometry (CSG). It proposes a set of primitive objects, Boolean
operators, and geometric transformations. Complex models are constructed
by combining multiple primitive objects or the result of a previous operation
with an operator. Typical primitive objects are simple geometric shapes, such
as cuboids, spheres, cones, or pyramids. Besides geometric transformations
(e.g., rotation or translation), three Boolean operators are provided:
1. union (i.e., merging two objects)
2. difference (i.e., subtracting one object from another)
3. intersection (i.e., the combined volume of both objects)
One implementation of CSG is OpenSCAD6 which provides a scripting lan-
guage to create models. As illustrated in Listing 2.2, it may, for instance, be
used to subtract a primitive cylinder with diameter 10 from a primitive cube
of size 15 and translate it in x direction:
t r a n s l a t e ( [ 1 , 0 , 0 ] ) {
difference ( ) {
cube ( s i z e = 15 , c e n t e r=true ) ;
cyl inder ( h = 7 . 5 , r = 5 ) ;
}
}
Listing 2.2: A short CSG example of a cylinder that is removed from a cube.
Furthermore, OpenSCAD allows importing and modifying existing meshes
and provides means for modules, functions, and variables.
In contrast to explicit modeling, parametric modeling enables users to nu-
merically adjust one or more primitives (e.g., their dimensions) and gener-
ate the model again. For instance, the radius of the cylinder (see Listing 2.2)
may be changed after the first draft. In parametric modeling, the designer
adjusts the textual description of the model accordingly and regenerates the
object. However, in explicit modeling, all operations have to be performed
again after the initial cube was created. Although this would be quite simple
for this example, it is a considerable disadvantage for more complex objects.
4 http://blender.org
5 http://autocad.com
6 http://openscad.org
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2.3.2 Slicing
In the slicing phase, the 3D model is converted into a layered 3D-printable
representation. This process is usually performed by software called slicer.
The slicer cuts the 3D model into distinct layers. The contour of each layer
is analyzed and used to plan a travel path for the print head. Depending
on the settings, the slicer creates an infill pattern inside the object or sup-
port structures for overhanging parts. The latter are manually removed after
printing. For multi-material prints, the slicer handles the switching between
extruders.
The slicer produces G-code, a machine-readable file format with primitive
operations (e.g., move the print head to X or activate the extruder). List-
ing 2.3 shows a short example of a G-code.
Commonly used slicers are Slic3r, Cura or Simplify3D, each with a different
set of features and supported 3D printers.
2.3.3 Printing
A 3D printer usually executes the G-code created by the slicer via a serial
USB connection, wirelessly, or from an SD card. While in general, 3D printers
operate automatically without user intervention, multi-material 3D prints
often need supervision and on-demand fine-tuning of properties such as
printing speed.
G28 ; move all axes to 0 (X, Y, and Z)
M109 S190 T0 ; wait until extruder T0 is heated to 190°C
M109 S200 T1 ; wait until extruder T1 is heated to 200°C
T0 ; use extruder T0
G90 ; use absolute positioning for the XYZ axes
G1 X10 Y20 F2400 ; move to (10,20) at 2400 mm/min
G1 E10 F800 ; extrude 10mm of filament
T1 ; use extruder T1
G1 X30 E10 F1800 ; push 10mm into nozzle while moving to X=30
Listing 2.3: A short G-code example illustrating the syntax and most basic
commands relevant for multi-material 3D printing.
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2.3.4 Finishing
3D-printed objects may be post-processed to remove support material or
to improve their look and feel. For instance, visible layer lines are often re-
moved via grinding and then painted or sprayed. In the context of interactive
objects, post-processing often also concerns connecting wires to the objects.
2.3.5 Conclusion for this Thesis
This thesis focuses on the modeling and printing steps. It explores design
concepts, 3D sensor geometries, and practical printing guidelines for multi-
material 3D printing. This thesis aims to contribute towards the vision of
a (semi-)automatically fabrication of individualized, interactive 3D objects
that sense a variety of different input.
2.4 a design space for 3d-printed interactive objects
3D printing of custom-made interactive objects opens up a wide range of
new degrees of freedom. This section presents a six-dimensional design
space which forms the basis of the 3D-printed interactions explored in this
thesis. The design space is illustrated in Figure 2.19.
2.4.1 Materials
Multi-material 3D printing (see Section 2.2.2) allows the combination of
many materials with different properties in one object. Therefore, this thesis
distinguishes between two conceptual types of material:
• The structure material is insulating and may be solid or deformable. It
is the shaping material of an object and gives it its appearance.
• The sensor material is conductive and may be solid, deformable or
liquidly. It is required for various concepts of input sensors.
As discussed in Section 2.2.3 and Section 2.2.4, 3D-printable materials ex-
ist that are solid, deformable, and conductive. Throughout this thesis, each
chapter explores a different kind of material composite, i.e., a unique com-
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Figure 2.19: A design space for 3D-printed custom-made interactive objects.
bination of structure and sensor materials. A composite may also consist of
multiple kinds of structure or sensor material combined in a single object.
For instance, an object may consist of both solid and liquidly sensor materi-
als, and a deformable structure material.
2.4.2 Read-Out Scheme
Electronics is usually required in order to read-out the interactions per-
formed with an object. This thesis distinguishes between two conceptual
schemes to read-out interactions performed with an object:
• The stand-alone read-out scheme requires a micro-controller that is
physically tethered to the object via an electrical connection. While
objects using this read-out may word as a stand-alone device, they also
require a micro-controller and a power supply and possibly additional
wiring or a wireless data connection.
• The on-screen read-out scheme operates together with an interactive
surface, such as a smartphone, tablet or wall-sized display. Objects are
not electrically connected to the interactive surface (i.e., without a direct
conducting path). Instead, the sensing hardware built into the surface
couples itself to the object using an electric field.
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Both schemes are also illustrated in Figure 1.1. Throughout this thesis, each
chapter contributes approaches that operate with one or both schemes. Ap-
proaches that support the on-screen read-out schema can usually also be
used in the stand-alone read-out schema. However, this does not always ap-
ply in the opposite direction without restriction.
2.4.3 Capture Type
The aim of sensing is usually real-time processing of measurements. While
often practical and useful, it requires a constant power supply. However,
there are cases in which it can be beneficial to sense an interaction without
power and read it out at a later point in time. Therefore, this thesis
distinguishes between two conceptual types of capturing an interaction:
• During on-line capture, measurements are directly and constantly
processed to detect an interaction.
• During off-line capture, a specially designed object detects the
interaction without requiring a power supply and memorizes it for later
read-out.
The approaches presented in this thesis mainly focus on on-line capture as it
allows for real-time interaction with 3D-printed objects. However, Chapter 7
focuses explicitly on off-line capture.
2.4.4 Geometry
While 3D printing can create complex geometries, traditional sensing
approaches are often limited to standard components of fixed form or flat
rectangular shapes. Therefore, this thesis explores how to sense interactions
on objects with more complex surface geometries. This thesis distinguishes
between the following types of geometries:
• A developable geometry consists of objects that are either flat or can be
transformed into a 2D plane without distortion (see Definition 1). Cones,
cubes, cylinders, or a bent sheet of paper are examples of developable
geometries.
• A closed-volumetric geometry is an arbitrarily complex,
non-developable geometries but with a closed volume. That is, the
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surface of the geometry does not contain holes, and its volume allows the
creation of internal structures. A sphere is an example of a
closed-volumetric geometry.
• In contrast, a netted or fine-grained geometry consists of holes or small
and thin structures that do not allow the creation of additional internal
structures.
This thesis mainly focuses on closed-volumetric geometry, as sensing struc-
tures need to be generated inside the volume of an object. However, Chap-
ter 4 also supports netted or fine-grained geometries.
2.4.5 Measurement
This thesis distinguishes between the following types of measurement:
• A one-time measurement is performed only once.
• A constant measurement is performed as long as a sensing system is
operational.
While this thesis explores both types of measurements, Chapter 7 focuses
explicitly on one-time measurements.
2.4.6 Resolution
An interaction may be detected with a different resolution, for instance
depending on the sensing principle. Hence, this thesis distinguishes
between the following kinds of resolution of an interaction:
• A binary resolution can only detect the presence of one specific
interaction (e.g., touch vs. no touch).
• A multi-level resolution can detect the presence of multiple levels of an
interaction (e.g., no pressure, slight pressure, strong pressure).
• A continuous resolution can detect an interaction on a continuous scale
(e.g., a bending angle).
This thesis proposes a variety of sensing concepts to detect interactions, that
each sense with one of kind of resolution.
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2.4.7 Conclusion for this Thesis
Each of the following chapters contributes an instance of the design space
that can be used to detect a variety of interactions. That is, the approaches
and concepts proposed in the following chapters each provide different res-
olution, allow for one-time or constant measurement, operate on varying
complex geometries, and capture the interaction either directly on-line or
off-line at a later stage.
Regarding 3D printing, each chapter investigates a different composition of
materials: Based on an exploration of solid and conductive composites in
Chapter 3, Chapter 4 adds deformable materials to the composite. Chapter 5
continues to investigate the composition of deformable and conductive ma-
terials. Based on Chapter 6 that adds liquid to previously explored solid
and conductive composites, Chapter 7 explores the combination of solid, de-
formable, conductive, and liquid materials.
Subsequently, Chapter 8 wraps up and integrates the contributions concern-
ing the design space.

Part II
E N A B L I N G T O U C H
I N T E R A C T I O N

3
C A P R I C AT E : 3D - P R I N T E D M U LT I - T O U C H S E N S I N G
The last chapter discussed approaches to create interactive objects and ana-
lyzed how digital fabrication technologies (e.g., 3D printing) transform this
process so that users can customize not only the shape and appearance of
an object but also its response to external stimuli, such as touching an ob-
ject. Moreover, the last chapter identified shortcomings in existing sensing
approaches, that are often restricted to developable surfaces1 of rectangular
shape (cf. [Olb+13; Gon+14; DKA14]), require to instrumentalize the environ-
ment with sensors (cf. [Wil10; HBW11]) or need additional assembly steps
(cf. [SCH13; Hoo+14]). As most real-world objects (e.g., office equipment or
appliances) are non-developable, providing the means to embed touch sens-
ing capabilities into such surfaces is a vital research question. Therefore, this
chapter contributes Capricate, a fabrication pipeline to rapidly design and
3D print interactive objects with embedded capacitive multi-touch sensors.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 discusses
related work. Section 3.2 introduces the fabrication and sensing approach
underlying Capricate. Section 3.3 then details on the design of touch-sensi-
tive areas on 3D objects that can have custom 3D shape, size, and orientation.
Following this, Section 3.4 presents two touch sensing techniques that au-
tomatically generate touch buttons and grids in such areas and operate on
developable and non-developable surfaces. Section 3.5 then details on the 3D
printing process for touchsensitive objects in a single print pass using com-
modity multi-material 3D printers and on the sensing using either standard
capacitive touch sensing controllers (e.g., an Arduino) or capacitive multi-
touch surfaces (e.g., a tablet). Section 3.6 presents a set of example appli-
cations. Section 3.7 reports on a technical evaluation regarding the possible
accuracy depending on various surface geometries and reports on empirical
observations regarding multi-material 3D printing with carbon-based con-
ductive materials and derives practical guidelines. To conclude, Section 3.8
discusses the limitations of Capricate.
1 That is, a surface that can be transformed into a plane without distortion (see Definition 1).
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3.1 related work
The following section shortly presents relevant research in the context of
printed capacitive touch sensing and compares them to Capricate. Sec-
tion 2.1.3 discusses the majority of related work.
3.1.1 Fabricating Custom Capacitive Sensors
Midas [SZH12] contributes a digital design approach based on a vinyl cut-
ter and conductive sheets. Other approaches utilize inkjet-printing [Kaw+13;
Olb+13; Gon+14], hydro-printing [GS18], screen-printing [WTM16], or laser-
patterning [Wei+15] to fabricate thin and deformable capacitive touch sen-
sors of custom 2D shape that can be embedded into or wrapped around
objects to cover a 3D surface. While widely used and practical, they require
additional assembly effort, are only applicable for developable surfaces with-
out distortion of the sensing structures.
Also, researchers propose different techniques that integrate electrical com-
ponents directly into 3D-printed objects through conductive wires [Esp+14],
silicone [PML07], sprays [Sar+12], inks [Ahm13], or threads [Hud14]. Lopes
et al. suggest a hybrid approach that combines 3D printing with electronic
components [LMW12]. However, they do not discuss capacitive touch sens-
ing. Research in material science demonstrates the feasibility of capacitive
sensing with low-conductive 3D-printed conductors [Lei+12; She+13]. Their
proof-of-concept prototypes use all-flat and manually designed touch elec-
trodes for sensing of simple touch buttons (one point of contact). Capricate
allows realizing touch grids (multiple points of contact) on non-developable
surfaces.
3.2 fabrication and sensing approach
This section introduces the sensing principle that underlies Capricate and
presents the overall fabrication approach.
As depicted in Figure 3.1, users obtain a 3D-printable object (1) via a stan-
dard 3D modeling environment, (2) by 3D scanning, or (3) by download-
ing a model from the Internet. Touch-sensitive areas are then added to an
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Figure 3.1: Fabrication Pipeline in Capricate.
object using an easy-to-use graphical design tool. After export, objects are
printed in a single pass and are then either tethered to a microcontroller or
coupled with a touchscreen. To sense multiple touches, Capricate supports
capacitive sensing in the read-out schemes stand-alone or on-screen (see
Section 2.4.2).
3.3 design
While the emergence of digital fabrication technologies allows users to print
custom 3D objects rapidly, the design of touch electrodes is still a tedious
task and often requires expert knowledge in CAD. Although advances in
3D scanning mitigate this to some extent, the problem persists when de-
signing touch electrodes that should be well-integrated in the model. For
instance, custom-shaped areas on a 3D surface need to be selected, extruded
and fused manually with the original model. Also, when designing complex
touch grids, a multitude of touch electrodes need to be designed and wired
by hand and possibly have to be mapped onto a non-developable surface.
Adding capacitive touch sensing to such surfaces is one of the main chal-
lenges addressed in Capricate.
To mitigate these difficulties, Capricate provides a design tool that allows
users to intuitively (1) create custom-shaped touch sensors on complex 3D
surfaces, (2) automatically wire these to pre-designed or custom-shaped end-
points, and (3) generate fabrication files to 3D print the object. Figure 3.2
illustrates this process.
3.3.1 Designing Touch Sensors
After a user loads a 3D-printable model into the design tool, a conventional
3D view, that can be navigated as such (i.e., zooming or rotating the 3D
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Figure 3.2: Designing with Capricate: A user (a) chooses a sensor type, selects an
approximate location on the surface, and (b) fine-tunes the selection. The
tool (c) automatically wires the sensors to endpoints, and (d) generates
the files for 3D printing.
model using the mouse), displays the model. By selecting the respective item
in a sidebar, users are then able to either create touch-sensitive electrodes or
endpoints.
adding touch-sensitive electrodes
Users can design custom-shaped touch areas on any part of the 3D model
by using a two-step interaction technique:
1. To create a touch-sensitive area, users select the general type of touch
element (e.g., a touch button or grid) that should be created via a tool-
bar. Then, they indicate the rough location and the approximate size of
the sensor on the 3D surface. The tool supports the users via a 3D visu-
alization that closely follows the 3D surface as the mouse cursor hovers
over a part of the object (see Figure 3.2A). This visualization indicates
the possible placement of the sensor. The size of the selection can be
adjusted using the mouse wheel. By clicking, the user applies the touch
sensor to the desired location, but its shape remains customizable.
2. Similar to adjusting free-form paths in 2D drawing applications, the
user can fine-tune the shape and size of the initial selection by drag-
ging existing edge points or by adding new edge points between two
lines (see Figure 3.2B). In the case of a touch sensor grid, the user can
freely define the number of electrodes it shall contain. The model au-
tomatically reflects each change of the selection.
adding endpoints
To allow users to define a target area for automatic routing, users can cre-
ate and place custom- or pre-defined endpoints using the design tool. Users
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can place and customize endpoints using the same two-step interaction tech-
nique as described for the creation of touch-sensitive areas. Alternatively,
the design tool allows creating and placing standard connector formats (e.g.,
banana connectors).
3.3.2 Wiring Electrodes
After users have finalized their custom touch sensors, the design tool sup-
ports to automatically connect electrodes and endpoints without the need
for schematics or any further user input (see Figure 3.2C).
3.3.3 Generating 3D-Printable Models
Multi-material printing requires distinct 3D models per material that do not
overlap each other. As a result, objects in the fabrication pipeline consist of
3D models for conductive and insulating parts (see Figure 3.2D). The design
tool supports to export both 3D models into a 3D-printable file format after
wiring.
Moreover, a machine-readable description is generated to ease the mapping
of a stand-alone or on-screen touch event to the respective 3D touch elec-
trode. To that end, electrodes are named according to the user-defined set-
tings to ease mapping of touch events in an interactive program.
3.4 touch grids on non-developable surfaces
Capacitive touch grids on developable surfaces (e.g., a cube or cylinder)
can be effectively implemented with standard rectangular lattices [SZH12;
Kaw+13; Olb+13; Gon+14]. However, rectangular lattices produce significant
distortions when mapped on non-developable surfaces, resulting in non-
uniformly distributed touch points [BPH13]. Although promising topologies
for spherical surfaces have been proposed [BPH13], touch sensing on more
complex non-developable surfaces remains a challenge.
Capricate addresses this challenge by contributing two techniques for touch
sensing grids on custom-shaped areas of developable and especially non-
developable surfaces. The first technique consists of curved surface touch
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Figure 3.3: Cross-section of the Himalaya mountains model showing touch sensing
with (a) curved electrodes on the surface, and (b) flat electrodes in the
subsurface (black parts are touch-sensitive).
electrodes, which closely follow the curvature (see Figure 3.3A). To signif-
icantly speed up the fabrication process, the second technique utilizes flat
subsurface touch electrodes and an automatic sensor calibration to account
for the variance in the overlying non-conductive material (see Figure 3.3B).
3.4.1 Curved Surface Touch Grids
Electrodes follow the exact geometry of a non-developable surface of an ob-
ject with this technique (see Figure 3.3A). In order to achieve reliable capac-
itive touch sensing with the same resolution within a touch-sensitive area,
touch electrodes need to be evenly distributed on the selected area.
This technique addresses this primary challenge in two steps: First, touch
points are uniformly distributed in the selected area using a graph opti-
mization mechanism. Second, touch electrodes are generated directly on
the surface of the object, using a region growing approach, forming a touch
grid consisting of multiple touch electrodes.
relax algorithm : uniform touch point distribution
While rectangular and Fibonacci lattices can be used for developable and
spherical surfaces [BPH13], it is challenging to uniformly distribute touch
points on (1) custom-shaped areas of non-developable surfaces (see Fig-
ure 3.4), as they are arbitrarily curved, defying a deterministic optimization.
Therefore, this chapter proposes an iterative graph optimization, called relax
algorithm, to create touch grids with n uniformly distributed touch points
on a closed custom-shaped 3D surface selection. That is, the objective of the
optimization is an increasing uniformity of the touch points’ distribution
within the selected surface.
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Figure 3.4: Comparing the distribution of touch points (gray circles) on a custom
shape in 2D: (a) a standard touch grid, (b) a curved surface touch grid
proposed by Capricate.
The concept of the relax algorithm for the simplified one-dimensional case
is the following: On an axis, n points are randomly distributed. To yield
a uniform distribution (i.e., the axis is covered with points equidistantly)
each point should be iteratively moved slightly towards the neighbor far-
thest away until the points’ positions converge. In the following, these slight
movements are called repulsion.
For the one-dimensional case, there are at most two neighbors per point,
and the distance between them is easily computed. However, for the three-
dimensional case, the number of neighbors increases and at the same time
distance measurements are ambiguous and tend to be complex to compute
along heavily curved surfaces. In order to avoid calculating the neighbor-
hood for each point, each point is repulsed by every other point. The sum
of distance reciprocals is used to ease distance measurements on the 3D sur-
face. To that end, a repulsion force fr is evaluated iteratively for each point
v, called vertex in the following, and the set of all neighboring vertices W by
summing up all distance reciprocals:
fr(~v) = ∑
~v 6=~wi ,~wi∈W
1
|~v− ~wi|+ c
where c is a constant to avoid division by zero. To enforce an even distribu-
tion inside the shape instead of at the edges, W also contains virtual vertices
at the edges of the custom shape.
In the context of the relax algorithm, the 3D mesh is considered a graph con-
sisting of vertices and edges. Each touch point is occupying a single vertex.
Per iteration, a point may only be moved one edge to the next vertex.
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After randomly distributing n points inside the 3D surface selection, the
relax algorithm executes the following iterative steps:
1. Dijkstra-based region growing is performed to compute the distance
field for each point v ∈W.
2. The repulsion force fr is evaluated iteratively for each point v.
3. Each point is moved one edge towards the adjacent vertex with the
lowest repulsion.
Algorithm 1 illustrates the pseudocode. The complexity of the relax algo-
rithm is O(n3) because the distances |~v - ~wi| in the repulsion force are com-
puted in every iteration for each point.
procedure Relax(n, M, s)
T ← randomly distribute n touch points on mesh M
for s steps do
for t ∈ T do
v← corresponding vertex of t in mesh M
N ← neighbors of v in mesh M
D ← distance field of v to N
Fr ← fr(v, d) for all neighbors in D
move t to vertex with minimal fr
end for
end for
return T
end procedure
Algorithm 1: The relax algorithm evenly distributes n touch points on a custom-
shaped area of a mesh M. It returns an evenly distributed set of touch
points T on the mesh.
touch electrode generation
Based on the uniformly distributed touch points, n electrodes are generated
using a Dijkstra-based region growing approach, which results in a Dirichlet
tessellation (see Definition 8) of the surface as described in Algorithm 2.
Since faces, where vertices belong to different electrodes, are not assigned
to a touch electrode, they form a gap in-between and thus avoid accidental
interconnections.
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procedure ElectrodeGeneration(T, M)
A← map of a single t ∈ T to a set of faces f ∈ mesh M
for face f ∈ M do
if all verticies of f are nearest to a single t ∈ T then
A[t]← add face f
end if
end for
return A
end procedure
Algorithm 2: The electrode generation algorithm partitions a mesh M such that each
face is assigned to the touch point of the set T with minimal euclidian
distance. It returns a mapping A of each touch point to a set of faces.
After generation, the electrodes, i.e., sets of faces, are extruded along the
normal directions and can, optionally, be submerged under the surface. In
order to maintain a 3D-printable model, the 3D model of the object needs
to be adjusted. That is, the volume occupied by the computed electrodes is
removed using boolean subtraction. Figure 3.5 depicts example objects with
non-developable surfaces.
3.4.2 Flat Subsurface Touch Grids
Instead of printing surface touch grids, a second touch sensing technique
consists of printing flat touch electrodes, which sense touch through the
overlying non-conductive material (see Figure 3.3B). While the touch elec-
trodes are flat, the overlying geometry can be non-developable. This tech-
nique can significantly speed up the fabrication process due to less switching
between materials because switching is time-consuming. In contrast to the
previous technique, which may span many printing layers, flat electrodes
can be printed on just a few layers, although they may be slanted.
Capacitive sensing is capable of capturing touch through non-conductive ma-
terials. However, sensor readings are affected by the overlay thickness, i.e.,
the distance between a finger and a touch electrode. As the overlay thick-
ness might be different for each touch electrode, it is essential to separately
calibrate each one to be able to classify touch precisely. Given the significant
differences in overlay thickness, using the same threshold for all electrodes
would be unreliable.
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This section addresses this challenge by an auto-calibration technique which
calibrates each touch electrode independently. It does not require any man-
ual interaction, as it makes use of the geometric information available in the
3D model. For each touch electrode, the average thickness tavg of material
that overlays it in normal direction can be calculated from the 3D model (for
varying overlay thicknesses above one touch electrode, the average gives a
good approximation even if a finger would approach it inclined). Moreover,
a material function is defined as:
f (t) = ∆C = |Ctouch − CnoTouch|
It relates a change in capacitance ∆C to different overlay thicknesses t. An
approximation of this function can predict a specific capacitive change for
each overlay thickness computed from the 3D model. Using ∆C the specific
threshold thr for a touch electrode can be computed as a percentage of the
capacitance change to expect. The function needs to be empirically measured
for varying overlay materials. For example, for 90% the threshold would be
set to thr = 0.9 · ∆C = 0.9 · f (tavg). The technique weighs the ∆C from an
activated electrode and all adjacent electrodes by thickness to interpolate the
x-y-position and then compute the z-position from the 3D model.
By using the results for commonly used PLA (see Section 3.7), a non-linear
least squares model and the capacitance formula C = ere0 At , an approxima-
tion of the material function fPLA(t) = a · tb with a = 0.80096 (σ = 0.04231)
and b = -0.64139 (σ = 0.0456) with a residual standard error of 0.0753 (df =
4) is computed.
The auto-calibration resolves false-positive cases where an electrode is ac-
tivated that is not directly below the finger. In contrast to a simple binary
threshold, the technique uses the continuous values from an electrode and
its neighboring electrodes (regardless of whether their threshold is met) to
first interpolate the x-y-position and then compute the z-position from the
3D model. The x-y-position is calculated by weighting the delta per neighbor
since the influence of the overlay thickness on capacitance is known.
3.4.3 Automatic Routing of Wires
In order to connect touch sensors and endpoint with wires, a dynamic rout-
ing approach based on A* [HNR68] is used (as in [Sav+14]). It operates on a
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procedure Pathfinding(G, E, P)
for electrode e ∈ E do
endpoint p← get and remove one element from P
p← shortest path from e to p in graph G
R← add path p to routes
G ← graph G without path p
end for
return R
end procedure
Algorithm 3: The path finding algorithm routes wires between a set of electrodes E
to a set of endpoints P on a graph G that is based on a voxelized 3D
model. It returns a set of routes R.
graph consisting of a regularly-spaced volumetric 3D grid created inside the
3D model.
voxelizing
Voxelizing a polygon mesh into a volumetric grid is a common problem
in computer graphics (cf. [Hua+98]). First, a bounding box is created that
covers the whole 3D model. Then, the bounding box is subdivided into a
regularly-spaced grid of voxels. To check, whether a voxel is inside or out-
side of the 3D model, a particle system is used that emits particles on each
3D grid point inside of the 3D model. GPU acceleration or parallelization
may further improve the performance of this process.
pathfinding
Pathfinding requires knowledge about the neighborhood of each voxel. As
such, the voxelized 3D model needs to be transformed into a traversable
graph structure. A node represents a voxel. An edge connects two nodes
whose voxels are neighbors. The pathfinding ignores all voxels at the surface
of an object.
Based on this graph structure, the pathfinding employs common shortest
path algorithms, such as A* [HNR68], to route wires for all sensors. Algo-
rithm 3 describes the steps performed for pathfinding.
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important factors
The following factors may be modified to adjust the properties of the algo-
rithm:
Wire Thickness. Depending on the printing properties, the size of the 3D-
printed object, and the electrical properties of the sensing mode, the wire
thickness may be adjusted.
Step Size. As described, the routing employs a volumetric grid created in
the 3D model. As such, the step size defines the volume of each voxel. De-
creasing the step size increases the precision and resolution of wires. How-
ever, at the cost of increased computation time and aliasing artifacts, possibly
preventing the algorithm to find suitable routes.
3.5 implementation
Multi-material 3D printing with carbon-based materials implies practical
challenges that stem from using multiple materials in a single print pass. To
successfully 3D print objects with integrated conductive parts, this section
describes the reference apparatus used for the evaluation of Capricate and
proposes several practical guidelines for multi-material 3D printing. They
are applicable for any 3D printer using FDM and are implemented by inject-
ing custom G-Code into existing slicing routines.
3.5.1 Sensing
The reference apparatus used to evaluate Capricate is as follows: The con-
troller board consists of an Arduino Micro (tethered to a PC) and an MPR121
capacitive sensor (12 sensing pins at a frame rate of 29 Hz). The sensing pins
and the printed object were connected with crocodile clips or banana connec-
tors. Capricate uses either WebSockets or direct touch input to send touch
events to an application. The controller could be easily scaled down by us-
ing a smaller Arduino or a custom-designed board. The connection could be
made wireless, such that the controller could be directly integrated into an
object. The number of sensing pins could be increased by using multiplexers.
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3.5.2 Fabrication
Capricate requires a multi-material 3D printer and a conductive material. It
was evaluated using an Ultimaker Original 3D printer with Dual Extrusion
Kit (ca. $1500) and a commercially available conductive ABS material (cABS)
with 5-8% carbon by Torwell Technologies (approx. 44 €/kg), which has an
average resistivity of 8Ω ∗mm. The optimal extrusion temperature for the
apparatus was 230 ◦C (nozzle diameter 0.8 mm) with the cooling fan turned
off.
guidelines for multi-material printing
Residuals. In order to prevent residuals at the time of switching materials,
the previously used material should be retracted by 1 mm. While the print
head moves more than 1 cm without extruding, lift the z-axis by 1 mm and
lower it before continuing extrusion.
Since carbon particles reduce the viscosity of the ABS material, the likelihood
that the nozzle gets clogged is considerably increased. Clogging may occur
as soon as the extruder has been inactive for about a few minutes and often
results in failed prints.
Clogging. In order to prevent clogging, the previously used extruder should
be cooled down to the non-flowing state (to 150 ◦C for conductive and 100 ◦C
for non-conductive material). Then, extrude the next material on a garbage
stack located at the printing origin (10 mm for conductive and 6 mm for
non-conductive). This procedure prevented the nozzle from clogging for the
reference apparatus independent of the time the extruder remained unused.
This modification takes 40 seconds per material switch and costs less than 1
cent of material.
Disconnected Wires. In order to prevent disconnection in wires, a wire
diameter should be used that is a multiple of the nozzle diameter (at least
4 x 0.8 mm for the reference apparatus). Therefore, the maximum density
of wires is for the reference apparatus four wires per cm2 (with 3 mm wire
spacing). It also defines the maximum density of touch electrodes.
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3.6 example applications
In order to show the practical applicability of Capricate, this section
presents example applications in three contexts: rapid prototyping of physi-
cal input, wearable computing, and tangible user interfaces.
3.6.1 Rapid Prototyping of Physical Input Devices
Several physical input devices were printed using Capricate (see
Figure 3.5A):
• First, a hemispherical input device with which users may navigate in a
hierarchy by rotating fingers around the hemisphere and select an item
by pressing the touch area on top.
• Second, printed mechanical structures to sense physical manipulations.
The push-button includes a spring mechanism such that pushing of the
button is capacitively sensed using a touch electrode connected to the
controller and a forwarding electrode without any connection. The
design principle of the physical slider consists of a series of
rectangular-shaped touch electrodes that are linearly arranged and a
conductive sliding knob. Both designs can distinguish between touching
and physically manipulating.
• Third, an on-screen directional pad. Untethered touch electrodes are
printed on its four ends. These forward a touch onto a capacitive surface
when pressed by a user.
3.6.2 Wearable Computing Devices
With Capricate users can rapidly design and 3D print highly individual-
ized wearables (e.g., an interactive ring or wristband) or accessories for ex-
isting wearable devices (e.g., a touch-sensitive frame for Google Glass with
more touch sensing possibilities). As proof of concept, Capricate was used
to print a bracelet that features an embedded non-developable slider and an
interactive glasses frame that can recognize touch-gestures on its front and
left side (see Figure 3.5B).
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Figure 3.5: A series of example objects for (a) physical input prototyping, (b) wear-
able computing, and (c) tangible user interfaces.
3.6.3 Printed Tangible User Interfaces
Designers of tangible user interfaces may use Capricate to create tangible
controls that represent a specific form and also have interactive behavior
(cf. [Gün+17]). For example, Capricate was used to fabricate an interactive
model of the Himalayas mountains with six embedded touch electrodes to
facilitate the exploration of related information (see Figure 3.5C). Names
and heights of the Himalayas mountains are top-projected when the user
is touching on the respective location on the object. This application can be
extended to distinguish touch on toy characters (see Figure 3.1), separate
letters, number, icons, or Braille, thus allowing for haptic alphanumeric or
iconic mapping to digital information.
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3.7 evaluation
This section evaluates the performance of 3D-printed touch sensors concern-
ing their conductivity and dimension. Moreover, it examines the effect of
differently thick overlays.
3.7.1 Conductivity Depending on Printing Direction
As the conductivity of the material influences the performance of capaci-
tive sensing, this section evaluates the resistivity ρ of a conductor printed
with cABS, which depends on several factors: the fill density, the printing
pattern, and the direction of electrical flow. As the objective was maximal
conductivity, only 100% infill density was used. The analysis revealed sig-
nificant differences in resistivity (t(12) = 5.927, p < .001, 14 samples at size
100× 12× 1 mm3) depending on whether the printing pattern consists of hor-
izontal traces that are aligned (ρavg = 4.382Ω ∗mm, σ = 1.285) or perpendic-
ular (ρavg = 8.171Ω ∗mm, σ = 0.658) to the direction of electrical flow. In the
vertical direction, the average resistivity was ρavg = 9.976Ω ∗mm (σ = 1.729).
The measurements show that the resistivity highly depends on the direction
of electrical flow. Thus, conductive traces should be printed alongside the
direction of electrical flow and adapt slicing algorithms accordingly.
3.7.2 Dimensions of Touch Electrodes
In order to examine the performance of capacitive sensing with cABS, this
section compares different touch electrode dimensions with varying resis-
tances of the connecting traces. To that end, the changes in capacitance (i.e.,
touched or not touched by a finger) were measured for varying electrode
sizes (Ø = 5, 10, 15, 20 mm) and increasing resistors (with resistances of 20
to 120 kΩ, 10 kΩ intervals). The measurements show that the wire resistance
should not exceed 30 kΩ. Otherwise, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) drops
below 5:1, jeopardizing robust touch sensing.
Moreover, a minimum thickness of 0.2 mm for touch electrodes is required
to measure a capacitance change reliably. The nozzle diameter (here 0.8 mm)
defines the minimal touch electrode width and length. For most minimal
traces with the size of a single nozzle diameter (0.8 mm, 0.2 mm layer height)
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of touch and no touch of a finger for varying overlay thick-
nesses of PLA. The red line marks a minimum SNR of five. The table
shows the measured mean values with standard deviations.
Thickness Ctouch CnoTouch SNR
0.25 14.968 (.0316) 12.996 (.0255) 77.255
0.5 14.229 (.0355) 13.009 (.0234) 52.170
1 13.698 (.0300) 12.98 (.0297) 24.168
2 13.458 (.0312) 12.829 (.0298) 21.093
10 13.216 (.0260) 13.057 (.0250) 6.330
15 12.795 (.0760) 12.637 (.0600) 2.665
a capacitance change up to 10 cm could be reliably sensed. The touch elec-
trodes may be printed on the outermost layer or embedded inside the sur-
face, allowing completely disguised touch sensing under any colorized ma-
terial. In order to hide touch electrodes, the overlay should have at least the
height of one printing layer (here 0.2 mm).
3.7.3 Overlay Thickness
To implement and test the flat subsurface touch electrodes technique, the ef-
fect of PLA overlays for different thicknesses onto sensing performance was
evaluated by measuring capacitance in a 2-second interval either with or
without touching (for circular electrodes of fingertip-size with Ø = 15 mm).
The results show that for cABS the maximum overlay thickness is 10 mm.
Figure 3.6 illustrates that the thickness greatly influences the sensing perfor-
mance regarding the SNR. For 10 mm, the difference in capacitance is still
robustly measurable with an SNR of 6.33 as shown by a t-test (t(3968.786)
= 194.799, p < 0.001). For thicker overlays, the SNR falls below a minimum
SNR of 5:1, which is generally considered as the lower bound for robust
touch detection. Therefore, flat subsurface touch electrodes can be placed at
most 10 mm underneath the outermost point on the surface. Further, the
maximum height difference (along with the surface normal of the touch
electrodes) between any two points on the surface cannot exceed 10 mm. If
these requirements cannot be met, the sensor should be implemented using
the curved surface touch electrodes technique.
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3.8 discussion and limitations
Capricate allows 3D printing of touch sensors. However, there are currently
several limitations.
3.8.1 Geometries
While applicable for many non-developable surfaces, geometries consisting
of small structures (<1 mm), high curvatures, or holes remain challenging.
3.8.2 Resolution
First, the number and density of touch electrodes in the example applications
are rather low, particularly in touch grids. This limitation stems from the
rather low resolution of the printer and the nozzle diameter. Future printers
and materials that can be extruded with smaller nozzles are likely to alleviate
this issue in the future.
Second, touch electrodes are currently distributed uniformly across the sur-
face. While adequate for most cases, this may be inefficient for steep geome-
tries. Future work should investigate adaptive layouts (e.g., adapt to local
surface curvature).
Third, the number of input pins on the controller board is currently limited.
A custom-designed board, multiplexers, or mutual capacitance controller
boards can increase this number.
3.8.3 Hovering
Due to the high resistivity of cABS, the detection of other capacitive sens-
ing modalities besides touch is very challenging. While hovering was suc-
cessfully detected within small distances above the surface (<10 mm) of
a fingertip-sized electrode (ø= 15mm), further distances cannot be reliably
captured.
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3.9 conclusion
This chapter presented Capricate, a fabrication pipeline to design and
print capacitive touch sensors embedded in 3D-printed objects. In summary,
the main contributions of this chapter are:
1. A consumer-level fabrication pipeline for 3D-printed touch-sensitive
objects using commercially available printers and materials.
2. Two techniques for fabricating capacitive touch buttons and grids on
developable and especially non-developable surfaces.
3. Practical guidelines for multi-material 3D printing with carbon-based
conductive materials.
4. Example applications and technical experiments showing the
accuracy and applicability.
Capricate enables users to fabricate solid-conductive material composites
using an easy-to-use design tool. As illustrated in Figure 3.7, objects created
with Capricate constantly measure binary touch and multi-level hover in-
put on developable and non-developable, closed-volumetric geometries. This
approach and its prototypical implementation open up a wide range of ap-
plications that use touch-sensitive objects either on capacitive touchscreens
Figure 3.7: The classification of Capricate regarding the design space of 3D-printed
interaction.
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or as stand-alone devices. However, netted and fine-grained geometries re-
main challenging. Therefore, the next chapter extends the capacitive sensing
approach to support such structures and also to detect pressure input.

Part III
A D D I N G D E F O R M AT I O N
I N T E R A C T I O N

4
T R I L AT E R AT E : 3D - P R I N T E D H O V E R , T O U C H , A N D
P R E S S U R E S E N S I N G
The previous chapter introduced Capricate, a multi-material fabrication
pipeline to create non-developable objects with embedded capacitive multi-
touch sensing. While Capricate contributes 3D printing of complex touch
sensors, it does not consider the pressure applied while touching as an ad-
ditional input dimension. Therefore, this chapter contributes Trilaterate: a
fabrication pipeline to create custom 3D-printed objects that recognize a con-
tinuous position of a finger hovering above, touching on or pressing inside
them. Trilaterate does not require a distinct sensor for each interactive
area but instead covers the whole surface and surrounding of the object by
combining multiple capacitive measurements using trilateration.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 discusses
related work. Section 4.2 introduces the sensing principle and fabrication
pipeline. On this basis, Section 4.3 presents an algorithm to place and wire
sensors inside the object, followed by the general printing setup and guide-
lines in Section 4.4. Following this, Section 4.5 describes how to compute a
position estimate by combining multiple sensors. Then, Section 4.6 presents
interactive example applications. Finally, Section 4.7 reports on the technical
evaluation of Trilaterate and Section 4.8 discusses its limitations.
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4.1 related work on proximity and deformation input
The following section shortly presents relevant research in the context of
proximity and deformation input and discusses them regarding Trilater-
ate. Section 2.1.3 discusses the majority of related work.
4.1.1 Proximity Input
An early stream of research has investigated the combination of multi-
ple capacitive measurements for 3D proximity input. Fundamental works
by Smith et al. and Zimmerman et al. allow sensing of hand geometry
[Smi96], 3D finger position [Zim+95; Smi99], and hand gestures [Smi+98].
More recently, research has continued to explore capacitive near-field com-
munication [Gro+14], and sensing of 3D gestures [AWB11; ESM11], objects
[AWB12; Gro+13] or hand posture [LS04]. Such sensing is also combined
with screens to detect gestures [Le +14], grasp [Cha+06], or fine-grained
hovering [Hin+16]. While widely used, they utilize fixed-form sensors that
need to be assembled to the objects or placed in the environment, which
is time-consuming. Further, a broader variety of objects are supported by
Trilaterate as sensors are not of fixed form but are dynamically generated
according to the geometry of the object.
4.1.2 Deformation Input
Prior works explore deformation-based input as a compelling and engaging
input modality. Deformation sensing can be achieved by embedding sensors
into objects [PCH14; Sug+11; TPH15; Van+13; Wan+11; WS17], by conductive
foams [MN94; Nak+17; Ngu+15], or by using optical sensing [Go+12; HBB11;
PIS15; SJM13; SII12; Wat+14]. Other approaches employ resistive [Bäc+16;
Gon+14; SPH11], capacitive [Olb+15], or piezoelectric foils [Ren+12; Ren+14].
While many of these approaches capture deformations in high fidelity, they
require additional assembly steps inside the object or on its surface or are
only applicable on developable surfaces.
Regarding fabrication, Bächer et al. [Bäc+16] are probably most closely re-
lated to Trilaterate. They contribute a computational approach to design
and reconstruct complex deformations in 3D-printed objects by using resis-
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tive sensing. However, objects must be manually equipped with wires which
are not routed to the same location. Moreover, they focus entirely on global
deformation sensing, i.e., the shape of an object is deformed at a global scale
(e.g., bending an arm). In contrast, this chapter focuses on hover, touch, and
local pressure sensing on the surface of an object without globally deform-
ing it. Moreover, Trilaterate objects are printed in a single pass and require
further assembly only outside of the object.
4.2 fabrication and sensing approach
This section introduces the sensing principle underlying Trilaterate and
describes the fabrication pipeline to create Trilaterate objects using an ex-
isting 3D model.
4.2.1 Sensing Principle
A Trilaterate object is defined as a 3D-printed material composite, which
consists of three primary functional structures (see Figure 4.1A):
1. Electrodes and traces, i.e., conducting paths to electrodes, are fully 3D-
printed in the object and used to detect interactions. They are printed
using a conductive polymer and are connected to a capacitive sensor
board.
2. Shields encapsulate all non-sensitive areas of electrodes and conduct-
ing traces. They are actively driven at the same potential as the elec-
trodes to prevent the electrodes from being influenced by stray ca-
pacitance except in a predefined spherical segment of detection. The
shields are printed with the same conductive polymer as electrodes
and traces but are electrically separated from them with insulating
padding.
3. All insulating parts of the object are defined as Padding, i.e., a dielec-
tric structure that is made of either solid or deformable material. In the
latter case, it allows the 3D-printed object to deform in order to detect
pressure.
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Figure 4.1: The principle of capacitive trilateration in 2D: The capacitance measured
at a single electrode implies a finger on a circle in its segment with
distance di (B). For 2D, at least three electrodes need to be combined to
estimate the position of the finger at the intersection point of all circles.
As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the electrodes are distributed in the object so that
the interaction of a finger can be detected. For each electrode, the capacitance
is continuously measured for a predefined spherical segment, i.e., a conical
portion of a sphere (see Figure 4.1A). The capacitance ce measured at an
electrode e equals a distance de in the spherical segment where a finger
might be expected. Hence, the combined capacitances of multiple electrodes
can be used to trilaterate the position of a finger at the intersection of the
boundaries of all spherical segments (see Figure 4.1B).
As trilateration requires exact distance measurements, the traces are actively
shielded to only be sensitive at the electrode itself. To that end, the shield
is driven at the same voltage potential of the electrodes and traces. Hence,
no capacitive coupling occurs between shield and trace. Further, any external
interference is coupled to the shield with minimal interaction with the traces.
Of note is, that Trilaterate supports sensing on thin and perforated
surfaces as the trilateration principle, compared to prior approaches (cf.
[Bur+15; ZLH17]), decouples the surface of the object from the electrodes.
That is, the electrodes may also be placed below a fine-grained 3D-printed
object. For the reference apparatus (see Section 4.5.4), such objects may have
a size of up to 65× 56× 40 mm3. By varying the size of the electrodes or the
sensitivity of the sensor board, this range may be further extended.
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Figure 4.2: The Trilaterate fabrication pipeline: Electrodes and conducting traces
are created automatically in the 3D model using a graphical application.
After 3D printing, the object is connected to the sensor board and can be
used for interaction.
4.2.2 Fabrication Pipeline
As illustrated in Figure 4.2, the Trilaterate fabrication pipeline consists of
three steps to create an interactive object.
generating sensors
First, a user loads a volumetric 3D model into the Trilaterate object genera-
tor (see Figure 4.3). Second, the application automatically creates and places
the required electrodes (see Figure 4.2B). Third, it routes all necessary traces
and shields to the bottom of the object (specified by the user), so that no
assembly inside the object is necessary (see Figure 4.2C). Users may specify
individual properties (e.g., the sensor size or trace thickness) or direct the
creation of the electrodes by selecting a subvolume of the object in the 3D
view of the generator.
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Figure 4.3: The Trilaterate object generator: After loading a 3D model, trilatera-
tion sensors are generated (A). Users may inspect the expected accuracy
(red equals high accuracy) using a heat map visualization (B).
printing
The object generator can export printer-ready fabrication files for conduc-
tive structures and insulating padding. They are processed with the printer-
specific slicing software and then 3D-printed (see Figure 4.2D).
To connect the object to the sensor board, the user attaches shielded wires
to its bottom (see Figure 4.2E). If desired, the generator application supports
ending all traces in a regularly-spaced grid (e.g., to connect standard pin
headers).
sensing user input
After a per-user calibration, the sensor board sends the capacitive measure-
ment to a host computer. The measurements are then used to trilaterate the
3D position of the finger and to classify the interaction as hover, touch, or
pressure (see Figure 4.2F).
4.3 generating trilateration sensors
Trilaterate utilizes multiple capacitive electrodes to trilaterate a human
finger. Applying this approach to complex 3D-printable models raises two
main challenges: First, electrodes need to be distributed t such that inter-
actions with the whole object can be sensed through trilateration. Second,
the electrodes need to be connected through conducting traces to the sensor
board without interfering with other electrodes or traces.
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The following section contributes a spherical electrode layout and an algo-
rithm to fully-automatically place electrodes for trilateration in volumetric
3D models. Further, it reports on the routing of traces from electrodes to the
sensor board and the implementation details.
4.3.1 Electrode Layout
Capacitive electrodes are commonly implemented as planar plates of con-
ductive material connected to a capacitive sensor through a thin trace. While
plates are well suited when the sensing direction is known, the sensing di-
rection for trilateration is unknown at the design time. As the electrodes
need to be equally sensitive in all direction, Trilaterate utilizes spherical
electrodes (see the spheres in Figure 4.2A).
Since the whole conductive material connected to a sensor acts as a capaci-
tive electrode to a varying degree, the traces are shielded actively to restrict
the sensitive area to the electrodes. In order to direct the sensitivity of an
electrode in a particular direction, it can also be partly shielded. As depicted
in Figure 4.2A, the shield may be extended to cover a configurable spherical
segment around the electrode (i.e., a user may vary the aperture angle of the
spherical segment using the object generator). As a consequence, the elec-
trode is only sensitive in directions without a shield. If a higher precision in
an area is required, more electrodes can be placed and directed towards it
by selecting a subvolume in the object generator.
4.3.2 Electrode Placement
Finding a suitable distribution of a limited set of electrodes inside the (sub)
volume of the object is essential for assuring a uniform sensitivity across the
whole object. Also, the distribution must ensure that each surface point of
the object is as close as possible to at least four electrodes required for trilat-
eration in 3D space. However, the volume of the object, wiring constraints,
and the number of available sensor channels limit the number of electrodes
that can be placed.
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Therefore, this section proposes an algorithm called Remove Least Utility: It
fills the volume of the object with electrodes and then iteratively removes all
electrodes whose absence would degrade the expected sensing performance
of the object the least for a given set of surface points S (see Figure 4.2B).
surface points
Since sensing should be uniform across the whole surface of the object, the
set of surface points S is defined as follows: The object is partitioned into
a set of uniformly sized voxels that resembles the volume of the object. All
voxels intersecting with the surface of the object are marked as a surface
point s ∈ S.
A naive approach would resemble surface points by vertices. However, this
would prioritize higher tesselated regions of the object. Nevertheless, users
may disable or prioritize sensing in some regions of the object by adjusting
S or by changing the size of the voxel itself.
initial electrode configuration
As the algorithm builds upon iteratively removing electrode, an initial elec-
trode configuration Einit needs to be generated in the 3D object. To that end,
electrodes are created at each voxel that is not a surface point. In order to
avoid unwanted electrical connections, an adjustable safety distance is kept
between electrodes. That is, all voxels inside the safety distance of an already
created electrode are blocked.
Also, voxels are excluded whose distance dmax from all surface points is
greater than the maximum sensing distance (approx. 10 cm for the reference
instrument). Moreover, electrodes too near beneath the surface of the object
are avoided as they prevent the object to deform appropriately and, hence,
interfere with pressure input. That is, electrodes that fall below a minimal
distance dmin to any surface point are excluded as well. Both distances, dmax
and dmin, are adjustable as they depend on the electrode dimensions and the
required deformability.
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Figure 4.4: Electrodes E are distributed in a pyramid object with dashed surface
points S. |E| electrode configurations are computed, each time removing
a single electrode e from the set. By comparing the performance P(Ee) of
each electrode configuration Ee, the electrode e whose removal still leads
to the best overall performance is removed from the object.
performance heuristic
In order to estimate the expected performance of an electrode configuration
E, a heuristic concerning a set of surface points S is required. As trilateration
in 3D requires at least four electrodes, Trilaterate employs the sum of
squared distances to the nearest four electrodes for a single surface point s:
d4s(E) = ∑
e∈E′
d(s, e)2
where E′ = {e|e ∈ E, e one of the four nearest points to s}. This equation
also takes into account that the nearest electrodes contribute the most sensi-
tive measurements.
As illustrated in Figure 4.4, the performance P(E) of an electrode configura-
tion E is then defined as the sum of sums of all inverted squared distances
for all surface points:
P(E) = ∑
s∈S
1
d4s(E)
That is, smaller distances result in higher sums, and, thus, a better configu-
ration E results in a better performance P(E).
culling
Let E be the set of all electrodes in an iteration. In order to determine which
electrode to remove in each iteration, the algorithm proceeds as follows: For
all electrodes in E the estimated performance P(Ee) of the electrode config-
uration Ee without e, i.e., Ee = E\{e}, is computed. That is, the algorithm
creates a copy of the current set of electrodes with one electrode removed
and calculates the expected performance.
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Finally, the electrode e′ whose absence still results in the best overall per-
formance P(Ee′) is removed. That is, Ee′ is used as the set of electrodes for
the next iteration. The algorithm may terminate when the number of elec-
trodes equals the available input channels or when the expected overall per-
formance P(Ee′) falls below a configurable threshold. Since the algorithm
does not exclusively optimize the electrode positions but considers their ef-
fect on all surface points, it implicitly optimizes the spatial coverage of the
surface with electrodes.
The complexity of the remove least utility algorithm is O(n2 × s) where
n = |Einit|, the number of initial electrodes, and s = |S|, the number of
surface cells, because (1) the distances from all surface points S to all elec-
trodes Einit, and (2) n estimated performances in n iterations need to be
computed. For instance, a medium-sized object (approx. 10× 10× 10 cm3)
with a resolution of one voxel per centimeter consists of 1000 voxels from
which 271 (= 103 − 93), i.e., the outer surface of voxels, are classified as
surface points. Without considering dmin, dmax or a safety distance between
voxels, a pessimistic estimation of an initial electrode configuration con-
sists of 729 electrodes. As a consequence, the algorithm needs to calculate
729× 271 = 197.559 distances.
4.3.3 Routing of Traces
In order to connect the sensor board, traces and shields need to be routed
to the bottom of the object (see Figure 4.2C). To that end, the voxelization
of the object is transformed into a traversable graph structure where each
voxel is represented as a node and two nodes whose voxels are neighbors
are connected via an edge. Then, Trilaterate finds the shortest routes for
traces in this graph using the A* algorithm (cf. [Sav+14]) and the Manhat-
tan distance as the heuristic to determine which voxel to expand next. A
voxel is only used once by a single trace because all traces need to be elec-
trically separated. As a result of the evaluation (see Section 4.7), voxels that
are in line-of-sight between electrodes and surface points are downgraded
for routing (but not forbidden to support narrow passages) to improve the
coverage of surface points. Also, the sequence of routing traces is an essen-
tial factor for (1) trace length and (2) whether an electrode is connected at
all. As all permutations cannot be reasonably tested, Trilaterate employs
the Lin-Kernighan heuristic to decide which electrode should be routed next.
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If an electrode cannot be connected (e.g., due to lack of space), the user is
asked to reduce the number of electrodes.
4.3.4 Generating Printer-Ready Models
As multi-material 3D printing requires distinct 3D models for insulating
and conductive materials, all conductive structures are removed from the
3D model of the object by using boolean subtraction based on constructive
solid geometry. Before printing, users may assess the expected accuracy, i.e.,
a surface point is colored red if more than four electrodes are in line-of-sight
of it, in the 3D view of the generator. The positions of the electrodes inside
the volume and the position of their respective trace ends are shown in the
object generator and saved to a configuration file. After printing, the file is
used in sensing to map each measurement to the position of an electrode.
4.3.5 Implementation Details
The object generator is written in Python and OpenSCAD. It calculates the
distribution of electrodes inside the volume of the object selected by the user
and routes the traces from those electrodes to interface points at the bottom
of the object. The application uses a plugin mechanism to implement differ-
ent distribution and routing strategies, which can be selected by the user at
runtime. Also, users may optionally configure various properties (e.g., the
size and thickness of electrodes, traces, shielding, or padding). These param-
eters, the electrode positions, and the trace paths are automatically passed
to OpenSCAD scripts inside the object generator to create the printer-ready
files.
4.4 printing
The following section details on the printing setup used in order to evaluate
Trilaterate. Moreover, it presents guidelines to 3D print objects using the
generated printer-ready models.
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4.4.1 Setup
Trilaterate is implemented using consumer-level 3D printers and materi-
als as this makes it accessible to a broader audience. It operates on stan-
dard multi-material 3D printers using FDM (BCN3D Sigma and Prusa MK3
MMU2) and commercially available printing materials. The conductive struc-
tures consist of carbon-doped Proto-pasta Conductive PLA (cPLA) with a
volume resistivity of 30− 115Ω ∗ cm. Conductive and insulating materials
are printed with a 0.4 mm thick nozzle at a temperature of 230 ◦C (enabled
cooling fan) with a retraction of 5 mm (20 mm/s) and a heated bed (40 ◦C).
Depending on the use case, the padding can be printed either with solid PLA
(only hover and touch) or deformable TPU (also pressure). Trilaterate ob-
jects are printed with Verbatim PLA at 210 ◦C for solid objects and NinjaFlex
TPU, a Polyurethane composition (material shore hardness 85A), at 230 ◦C
for deformable objects. An infill density of 20%, i.e., a deformability of up
to 1/5 of the original thickness, for the padding results in adequate sensing
performance. The density may be adjusted to vary the deformability (e.g., to
fit a use case).
4.4.2 Guidelines for Generating & Printing
The following practical properties should be considered when creating an
object with Trilaterate.
electrode trace ratio
The most critical parameter apart from maximizing electrode size is the di-
ameter of the traces of the electrode. As a general rule, these should be made
as wide as possible without causing the entire trace to be thicker than the
electrode itself. Having thicker traces lowers the chance of a printing artifact
interrupting the electrical connection and reduces the electrical resistance,
resulting in higher capacitive sensitivity. The voxels used for routing have
an edge length of 11 mm.
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shield width
The width of the shielding is less critical because small holes in it do not af-
fect the electric field between traces and shielding. The Trilaterate objects
utilize a shielding width of two nozzle widths (0.8 mm), which proved to
provide sufficient shielding and conductivity. The shielding must be electri-
cally separated from traces and electrodes.
spacing between materials
The conductive structures are generated based on the aforementioned pa-
rameters and are then subtracted from the model of the object. However, the
conducted tests suggest that insulating and conductive material should be
separated by a small margin to improve the printing quality. To that end, the
object generator computes all conductive structures a second time with an
increased thickness of 0.1 mm. The thickened model is used for subtraction
while the original model is used for printing.
4.5 sensing of user input
Distances to the finger can be calculated using the capacitance measurements
of all electrodes. Then, these distances are combined into a 3D position es-
timate using trilateration. By examining the relation of the 3D position esti-
mate to the surface of the object, the interaction type (i.e., hover, touch, or
pressure) is determined. This process requires the following three steps:
4.5.1 Capacitance to Distance
Using the capacitance c and the parallel plate model c = e Ad , the distance of
a finger to each electrode can be estimated by d = e Ac . While A and e are
constant during sensing, the capacitance c measured by each electrode di-
rectly relates to the distance d. That is, the distance is inversely proportional
to the capacitance between finger and electrode. Instead of the parallel plate
model, other capacitor models can be employed to compute these distances.
As the measured capacitances differ in their magnitude due to variations in
the environment, trace length, and print quality, a reference capacitance cr(e)
with a known distance dr(e) is required for every electrode e to obtain abso-
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lute distances. All reference measurements are recorded during a calibration:
A user is instructed to touch randomly-distributed points on the surface that
are highlighted on the 3D model of the object on a screen. All distances are
computed relative to this reference.
Using the reference capacitance cr(e) and its distance dr(e) of an electrode e
combined with the measured capacitance cm(e), the distance dm(e) is calcu-
lated as follows:
dm(e) = dr(e) ∗ cr(e) ∗ 1cm(e)
4.5.2 Distance to 3D Position
Once the distances of the finger to the electrodes are known, the 3D point
of interaction can be calculated via trilateration. As the distance values are
noisy and hence exhibit jitter, there does not exist a single position in space
that has the exact distances to all electrodes. Therefore, an optimization al-
gorithm needs to approximate this position. Trilaterate employs a BFGS-
based optimization algorithm that shifts a point p in 3D space such as to
minimize the value of a loss function.
As the loss function L, Trilaterate uses the mean squared differences be-
tween the Euclidean distance of the point p towards an electrode e and the
measured distance dm(e):
L(p) =
1
|E| ∗∑e∈E
(||p− e|| − dm(e))2
That is, the algorithm shifts the point p in space in order to minimize the
deviation between the model-based distance ||p− e|| and its measured dis-
tance dm(e) for all electrodes e ∈ E. After convergence, the algorithm returns
a 3D position pi which represents the least deviation between actual and
measured distances with respect to the loss function.
4.5.3 3D Position to Interaction Type
The type of interaction is obtained by determining the distance ||pi − s|| of
the 3D position of interaction pi towards the nearest point s on the surface
of the object:
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• If the position lies outside of the object, the interaction is classified as
hover.
• If the position lies on the surface (within a narrow threshold), it is
classified as touch.
• If the position lies within the object, it is classified as pressure.
For hover and pressure, the distance ||pi − s|| is also utilized as an intensity
level of the particular interaction.
4.5.4 Implementation Details
The following section presents the reference apparatus in order to implement
and evaluate Trilaterate.
sensor board
The 3D-printed object is connected to a sensor board. It receives the capaci-
tance measurements of the electrodes and forwards them to a host computer.
The developed sensor board consists of an Arduino Nano V3 used for the se-
rial connection to the host computer, as well as multiple capacitive sensors.
Trilaterate employs single capacitance sensors (TI FDC1004 with active
shielding) in loading mode [Gro+17], as this mode offers a more uniform
sensitivity in all directions compared to the transmit-receive mode that mea-
sures between two points. To be able to control multiple FDC1004 chips on
the same I2C bus, an I2C multiplexer (TI TCA9548A) is used. The sensor
supports sample rates of up to 400Hz, with lower sampling rates offering
higher sensitivity. As lower sampling rates offer higher sensitivity (i.e., in-
creased accuracy over long distances), Trilaterate operates at a sampling
rate of 100Hz. Additionally, the Arduino applies a low pass filter to the sen-
sor values to further increase accuracy.
All measurements of all channels of the connected FDC1004 sensors are trig-
gered in series. As the sensor board currently uses a total of eight input
channels, this results in a minimum refresh frequency of 12.5Hz ( 1s100Hz ∗ 8)
and a maximal refresh frequency of 50 Hz ( 1s400Hz ∗ 8). The capacitance values
are then forwarded to the interaction detector on the host PC.
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interaction detection
The detector tool calculates the interaction position and type (i.e., hover,
touch, or pressure) using the measurements. It is written in Python and
provides all interaction events alongside with the 3D model and the 3D posi-
tion to other application via an API. The detector tool displays the 3D model
of the object. As soon as a finger is detected, a fingertip-sized red sphere
visualizes the position of the finger (see Figure 4.2F). Further, the detector
is used for calibration. To that end, it displays marking dots on the object
model that need to be touched by the user (takes approx. 1.5 s per electrode).
After calibration, the absolute 3D position of the finger is used together with
the 3D model of the object to compute the interaction type (see Section 4.5.3).
4.6 example applications
The following five interactive example prototypes demonstrate the practical
feasibility of Trilaterate.
4.6.1 Educational Aid
3D objects are often useful to learn visual-spatial content. As an example, a
prototype of the Matterhorn mountain (PLA padding) was 3D-printed that
illustrates its geological 3D structure. Users can hover and touch different
areas to obtain geographic information (see Figure 4.5). Further, a cubic plat-
form was designed on which non-interactive single-material objects of any
3D-printable complexity can be placed (see Figure 4.6). By combining the
3D models of the platform and the object on it, interactions on the latter are
also detected. As an example, a molecule learning environment was created
that highlights atoms and displays their name when touched. In general, the
platform could be reused for any cost-effective 3D-printable objects.
4.6.2 PyARmid
Augmented Reality is often criticized as lacking haptics and input richness
[BP08]. Using Trilaterate, haptic objects for Augmented Reality can be
rapidly created. As illustrated in Figure 4.7, an exploration application of
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Figure 4.5: A 3D-printed prototype of the Matterhorn used to explore geographic
information.
Figure 4.6: A prototype of a 3D-printed molecule used to explore the chemical struc-
ture.
the Egyptian pyramids for the Microsoft HoloLens was implemented, that
shows a textured overlay on top of a 3D-printed pyramid (TPU padding).
By hovering, a virtual sun can be moved around the pyramid. The user can
touch one side of the pyramid to take a look at its internal structure and
press harder to see further into the pyramid.
4.6.3 Making 3D Scans Interactive
3D scanning allows easy digitization of the physical world. Even complex
real-world objects can be made interactive using the previously described
platform. As an example, a person was scanned and 3D-printed (PLA pad-
ding) as a tangible interactive avatar for friends or family that is highly per-
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Figure 4.7: A 3D-printed prototype of a pyramid with an augmented reality overlay
(the quality of the right image is due to the capture through HoloLens).
Figure 4.8: A 3D-printed prototype of a person, that is used to send a greeting noti-
fication to the corresponding person.
sonalized (see Figure 4.8). For instance, by touching the avatar of a person, a
pre-defined greeting is sent to the mobile device of the person.
4.6.4 Shut the Duck up
In order to demonstrate the use of Trilaterate for more meaningful touch
interaction in everyday devices, an alarm clock was implemented (see Fig-
ure 4.9) that is shaped like a rubber duck (TPU padding). The duck is
equipped with a speaker and allows listening to different alarm sounds by
hovering around it. A touch selects the respective sound. An alarm is set by
pressing the body of the duck until the desired alarm time is said via the
speaker. Pressing harder changes the time faster. After an alarm has been
set, the user can hover the duck for easily accessible, eyes-free function (e.g.,
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Figure 4.9: A prototype of a 3D-printed duck that acts as an alarm clock.
to say the remaining time to sleep out loud). When the alarm goes off, a firm
press deactivates the alarm.
4.7 evaluation
In order to evaluate Trilaterate, quantitative evaluations on the sensing
of 3D position and pressure were conducted. While research frequently
utilizes mechanical apparatuses to evaluate capacitive sensing (cf. [Gro15;
Zim+95]), this sections presents a user study with 12 participants (9m, 3f,
mean age 27.3) to account for inter-individual differences in users’ capaci-
tive responses.
4.7.1 3D Position
Since a proper 3D position estimate is crucial for the quality of touch and
hover input, both were evaluated in a single study. The effects of the follow-
ing two factors on 3D-printed capacitive trilateration were investigated: (1)
the coverage, i.e., the number of electrodes that cover a surface point with-
out being shielded by another trace or shield, and (2) the distance, i.e., the
mean distance of all electrodes to the respective surface point. To that end, a
pyramid object (length 8 cm, height 6 cm, ground to earth) with eight elec-
trodes was generated. Seven target positions on the surface (see Figure 4.10)
were distributed such that they cover all combinations of the independent
variables coverage (high vs. low) and distance (near vs. far): Positions 2, 3
and 4 are near electrodes (mean distance < 11.24 mm) and highly covered
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of eight electrodes inside the pyramid (A) and seven target
positions, marked on the object (B).
(up to four electrodes). Position 1 is also highly covered, but the electrodes
are far distant (mean distance 14.34 mm). Positions 5, 6, and 7 are lowly
covered (only two to three electrodes) because the electrodes are partially
blocked by traces and shields from the viewpoint of the position. In contrast
to the positions 5 and 7, position 6 is nearer to the electrodes (mean distance
15.01 mm vs. 20 mm).
While the shape of the object is commonly an important factor for capaci-
tive sensing, the trilateration approach is independent of the non-interactive,
insulating surface that covers the electrodes, as the calibration accounts for
differences in measurements. Since an informal test confirmed this assump-
tion, the effect of object shape was not investigated further. As a consequence,
a pyramid shape was used in order to make it easier for the participants to
localize the target positions.
setup & task
To be able to perform tests with multiple participants in a repeatable and
comparable way, the object was fixed on a wooden plate (see Figure 4.10B).
Participants received an introduction to the system before exploring it freely
until they felt comfortable. Then, they calibrated the system by touching
predefined positions. Between tests performed by the same participant, the
system was not recalibrated. Each participant was instructed to repeatedly
touch the seven target positions ten times per position (counterbalanced us-
ing Balanced Latin Square), leading to a total of 840 samples. All target po-
sitions were marked on the object to give the participants an exact reference
(see Figure 4.10B). Further, the position to be touched next was highlighted
on a virtual model shown on screen. While touching the position, the partic-
ipant triggered the data recording with a key press.
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Figure 4.11: Mean position errors with standard deviations (SD) for all conditions.
results & discussion
As the dependent variable, measurement error, i.e., the euclidian distance be-
tween a target position and the measured 3D point reported by the system,
was analyzed using a two-way repeated measures ANOVA. When signifi-
cant effects were revealed, post-hoc analysis was performed using Bonfer-
roni corrected pairwise t-tests. Also, the eta-squared η2 as an estimate of the
effect size as small, medium or large [Coh88] is reported.
The analysis revealed that the distance of electrodes had a highly signif-
icant (F1,11 = 105.44, p < .001, η2 = .587) influence on the 3D posi-
tion estimate with a large effect size. Post-hoc tests confirmed significantly
smaller errors for the near distance conditions compared to the far condi-
tions (see Figure 4.11). Moreover, the coverage of electrodes had a signifi-
cant (F1,11 = 11.23, p < .05, η2 = .071) influence on the 3D position estimate
with a medium effect size. Post-hoc tests confirmed significantly smaller er-
rors for the high coverage condition compared to the low coverage condition.
Further, an interaction effect with a small effect size between the factors was
found (F1,11 = 7.4, p < .05, η2 = .044).
The analysis shows that electrodes should be placed as near as possible to
the surface of the object. Also, coverage of at least four electrodes is crucial
for a lower error. Hence, the routing algorithm should avoid voxels that are
in line-of-sight between a surface point and other electrodes.
4.7.2 Pressure
The same participants continued the previous study to assess pressure accu-
racy (without recalibration).
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Figure 4.12: Mean pressure levels for a target pressure level across all participants.
Error bars show the standard deviation.
setup & task
Since the evaluation of the pressure accuracy should not be affected by non-
linear deformation effects of the padding, position 3 was used as the target
point (see Figure 4.10B). The central location of this position allows the object
to linearly and continuously deform.
The object allows for a maximal deformation at target position 3 of approx.
5 mm with moderate pressure. However, in contrast to the position tests,
there is no fixed reference scale for the subjective pressure exerted by a par-
ticipant. Each participant can differently perceive the applied pressure or is
not at all able to exert the maximum pressure of another participant. There-
fore, each participant sets an individual pressure scale by first applying a
maximum and then a minimum pressure, confirming each by pressing a key.
The test samples are then taken by asking the participant to set a specific
target pressure level (10% to 90% in 20% steps) displayed on a screen and
confirm it by pressing a key. The current pressure applied by the participant
is displayed as a reference. Each participant was instructed to set a pressure
level seven times.
results & discussion
The results of the pressure tests across all participants are depicted in
Figure 4.12. For 10% target pressure, the system reported in average
13.12 % (σ = 3.17 %). The average for 30% target pressure was 31.25 % (σ =
4.7 %) and 48.41 % (σ = 3.77 %) for 50% target pressure. For higher target
pressures of 70% and 90%, the system reported 68.36 % (σ = 10.15 %) and
88.61 % (σ = 10.78 %). Of note is, that the mean distance between target and
measured pressure level is 1.8 % (σ = 0.76 %). That is, the participants hit
the desired pressure level in average within 1.8%. On a scale of 5 mm (0% –
100%), 1.8% corresponds to a distance resolution of 0.09 mm (5 mm ∗ 0.018).
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In summary, the results show that for highly covered, near distance condi-
tions, multiple 3D positions and levels of pressure applied by users can be
reliably distinguished.
4.8 discussion and limitations
This chapter presents results on 3D-printed sensing on non-developable sur-
faces. However, it currently has limitations that must be considered during
fabrication and sensing.
4.8.1 Object Size & Geometry
If not used with a sensing platform, an object must be able to accommodate
at least four electrodes required for trilateration. Hence, a minimum of 4 cm³
closed volume is required (i.e., four electrodes sized Ø 9 mm at the edges of a
rectangular cuboid with perpendicular traces). For slim objects, the thinnest
section must at least fit as many voxels in the horizontal plane as electrodes
as routing requires this space. Placement may not succeed for small struc-
tures (e.g., hairs). The number of electrodes supported by the sensor board
and the sensing distance of an electrode (the maximum sensing distance is
10 cm for the current printing setup for a Ø 9 mm electrode) limit the max-
imal volume of an object to be covered. While the exact limits depend on
the shape of the object, the maximum object size is approx. 10× 10× 10 cm3.
However, multiple boards can be multiplexed for more channels.
Since distance and coverage are essential factors, they pose implications on
suitable 3D models: (1) Objects with highly varying curvatures (e.g., a set
of hairs) may result in too distant electrodes. (2) Objects whose parts are
connected by a constriction (cf. an hourglass) are challenging for routing.
As 3D printing advances, the resolution is likely to improve, enabling more
accurate placement and routing.
4.8.2 Distance Resolution & Accuracy
For the current printing setup, the sensing resolution is 0.5 fF steps at -15 pF
to +15 pF input range. The usable input range between the minimal self-
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capacitance and the maximal capacitance of a direct touch for an electrode
of Ø 9 mm is 12.84 fF (25670 steps). As this input range is not uniformly
distributed across all distances due to the inversely proportional relation, the
resolution for pressure, touch, and hover input varies. While a resolution of
less than 1 mm for distances smaller than 5 cm was possible, the resolution
decreases to 4 mm for a distance of 10 cm, which still can be considered
sufficient for hovering.
The achievable accuracy may be further influenced by several factors: First,
the choice of the capacitor model that transforms a capacitance to a distance.
Trilaterate employs the parallel plate model as each spherical electrode
is actively shielded into a particular direction and a finger is commonly
modeled as a plate (cf. [Gon+14; Gro15]) However, the sensing equations
can be adapted to a more elaborate model for the electric field between a
finger and a shielded spherical electrode.
Second, the relative permittivity of the dielectric between electrode and fin-
ger is often constant as only a single dielectric (e.g. air) is involved. In gen-
eral, the relative permittivity is distance-dependent as with increasing dis-
tance, the ratio of printed TPU padding to air changes. While this effect was
experienced to be negligible as the padding’s infill density is only 20 % and,
hence, consists of 80 % air, a more physically correct permittivity estimation
that considers the air gap could result in more accurate position estimation.
4.8.3 Scalability
Traces should be printed with a width of at least 3 mm to guarantee proper
conductivity (nozzle diameter 0.4 mm). In order to ensure proper shielding,
the shield should be two times the nozzle width (0.8 mm for the current
printing setup). Using a safety distance of 1.2 mm between shield and trace
(filled with insulating material) and 0.6 mm to other traces at both sides, the
minimal width of a trace including shield is for the current printing setup
8.2 mm. Currently, the routing requires an object with a flat bottom (min. size
3.5× 3.5 cm2). However, traces may be routed to multiple, non-flat locations.
In contrast to Capricate, Trilaterate uses a central sensing structure rather
than placing sensors on the surface. As a result, it covers a larger sens-
ing area with fewer electrodes. For instance, four half shielded Trilater-
ate electrodes close to each other cover the whole surface of a hemisphere
H = r2 ∗ 2pi with r = 70 mm (which is a pessimistic estimate concerning
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the maximal sensing distance of 10 cm). To achieve a comparable accuracy
(±13.8 mm), Capricate needs electrodes sized A = (2 ∗ 13.8 mm)2. To cover
the whole hemispherical surface H, this would require HA ≈ 40 distinct elec-
trodes, implying 40 instead of just four traces. While Capricate senses mul-
tiple touches simultaneously, these many traces imply not only a consider-
able routing effort in often limited object volumes but are also prone to stray
capacitances without active shields.
4.8.4 Environmental Noise, Multi-Finger & Multi-Pressure
As discussed in detail in Section 4.7, Trilaterate operates across varying
users despite individual differences. If the coverage of a surface point with
electrodes falls below the critical minimum of four electrodes required for
trilateration, the accuracy of the 3D position is only suitable for coarser inter-
actions (i.e., for low coverage, the position error was 37.7 mm, σ = 6.4 mm).
Moreover, environmental electromagnetic noise did not affect the sensing
during testing and evaluating as the electrodes are shielded and also cov-
ered by insulating material. Distinguishing multiple hand posture or fingers
is still challenging with Trilaterate because a whole hand, differently-sized
fingers (e.g., index vs. thumb), or multiple fingers next to each other have dif-
ferent capacitance, and, hence, can alter the measurements. That is, the same
measurement could indicate a large capacitance further away or a small ca-
pacitance close-by. Nevertheless, multiple fingers may be tracked if a distinct
set of electrodes handle a single finger. This aspect can be of use for more
complex gestural interactions performed with an object (e.g., grasping an ob-
ject from both sides). Also, while simultaneously sensing of pressure, touch,
and hover input currently needs a stretched out finger pose, other finger
poses are possible when hover input is not required.
Of note is, that the measured pressure does not equal the physical force, as
the latter is dependent on the physical properties of the padding which this
chapter does not focus. However, Hooke’s law and the 3D structure of the
padding may be combined in the future to map the position of a finger to a
physical force.
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Figure 4.13: The classification of Trilaterate regarding the design space of 3D-
printed interaction.
4.9 conclusion
This chapter presented Trilaterate, a fabrication pipeline to create
customizable 3D-printed objects that recognize the 3D position of a finger
floating above, touching on or pressing in a 3D object. In summary, the
main contributions of this chapter are:
1. A fabrication pipeline to autogenerate and print sensors in a single
pass with off-the-shelf 3D printing.
2. A combination of 3D printing and capacitive trilateration to sense
pressure, touch and hover with 3D objects.
3. An evaluation of the 3D position and pressure accuracy.
Trilaterate enables users to fabricate solid conductive or deformable con-
ductive material composites using an easy-to-use design tool. As illustrated
in Figure 4.13, objects created with Trilaterate constantly measure a 3D po-
sition and infer continuous hover, touch, and pressure input on developable,
closed-volumetric, netted, and fine-grained geometries.
This approach and its prototypical implementation open up a wide range
of applications for stand-alone devices that feature high precision input of a
single finger. Moreover, it can be integrated with Capricate, that, in contrast,
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can infer multi-touch. By detecting pressure input, Trilaterate already
moved beyond simple touch input. However, there are many more kinds
of deformation that may be performed with an object. Therefore, the next
chapter investigates how to add more kinds of deformation to 3D-printed
objects.
5
F L E X I B L E S : 3D - P R I N T E D D E F O R M AT I O N S E N S I N G
While the previous chapter focused on a fabrication pipeline to 3D print
hover-, touch- and pressure-sensitive objects by attaching a capacitive sensor
board, this chapter contributes Flexibles that add deformation-awareness to
passive objects on capacitive touchscreens. That is, Flexibles enables a ca-
pacitive touchscreen to recognize pressing, squeezing, and bending of a 3D
object1. As a consequence, Flexibles add another haptic input dimension to
touch interaction on smartphones, tablets, and tabletops, allowing for more
physical control of digital content [Rek02; IU97].
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 discusses
related work. Section 5.2 introduces two principles for sensing deformations
on capacitive touch sensors. On this basis, Section 5.3 details on the design
of a Flexible and Section 5.4 presents a set of sensors for capturing various
forms of pressing, squeezing, and bending input. Section 5.5 then presents
the implementation of sensing and fabrication. Through three interactive ex-
ample applications, Section 5.6 demonstrates the combination of multiple
sensors in a single object. Section 5.7 reports on a technical evaluation to
confirm changes in capacitance readings can be reliably mapped to deforma-
tions of varying intensities. To conclude, Section 5.8 discusses the limitations
of Flexibles.
1 In the remainder of this thesis, an object created with Flexibles is called a Flexible.
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5.1 related work
The following section shortly presents relevant research in the context of
tangibles on interactive surfaces and discusses them regarding Flexibles.
Section 2.1.3 discusses the majority of related work.
5.1.1 Tangibles On Interactive Surfaces
A body of research has investigated how optical approaches can be used
to detect tangible objects on a touchscreen [BBR10; Wil+11a]. More recent
work is investigating how to detect tangibles using the now common capaci-
tive touchscreens. Many works apply variations of capacitance tags [Rek02].
By embedding conductive material or by adding electronics to the tangi-
ble object, the capacitive touch sensor can detect presence and location of
tangible objects [Yu+11; Voe+13; Voe+15], combinations of multiple objects
[Cha+12], or forward touch on the object onto the touchscreen [Cha+12;
KM15; KM16]. Other approaches utilize magnetic hall sensor grids to iden-
tify objects [Lia+14] and detect their posture above a screen [Lia+13].
While these approaches propose promising ways of interacting on capaci-
tive touchscreens, they are, in contrast to Flexibles, restricted to solid, non-
deformable objects, and require additional hardware that needs to be assem-
bled manually.
5.1.2 Deformation Input
As discussed in Section 4.1.2, research explores deformations as a powerful
and engaging input modality. While many of these approaches capture de-
formations in high fidelity, they are either incompatible with conventional
capacitive touchscreens or require built-in, tethered, or stationary hardware.
Probably most closely related to Flexibles is work by Slyper et al. [SPH11]
and more recently Bächer et al. [Bäc+16]. Slyper et al. embed wires inside
manually fabricated soft silicone objects of various geometries to resistively
or magnetically sense interactions, including pressing, twisting, bending,
and stretching. Moreover, Bächer et al. contribute a computational approach
to design and reconstruct complex deformations in 3D-printed objects by
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using resistive sensing. For both, objects have to be equipped with wires,
need to be actively powered and read out using a dedicated microcontroller
to which the object needs to be permanently tethered. In contrast, the un-
tethered and passive Flexibles approach utilizes capacitive coupling to a
standard multi-touch sensor, therefore demanding a different set of require-
ments.
Adding to this body of research, Flexibles are 3D-printed in a single pass
without any additional assembly and operate on commodity capacitive
touch sensing hardware.
5.2 fabrication and sensing approach
This section introduces the sensing principle that underlies Flexibles and
presents the overall fabrication approach.
5.2.1 Sensing Principle
Most commodity multi-touch controllers perform a variant of what is called
mutual capacitance sensing [Zim+95]: A voltage is consecutively applied
to unconnected rows and columns of a conductive grid, creating a uniform
electric field at each intersection of the grid. When a conductor, such as a
finger, gets close, it alters the electric field at the corresponding grid location.
This effect can be measured as a change in capacitance.
Based on this general scheme, Rekimoto [Rek02] proposed capacitive tags as
a means to detect tangible objects on capacitive touchscreens. The tangible
object contains a conductor that reaches from the location where it is touched
to the location where it is placed on the capacitive touchscreen. When the
user touches the object, the conductor capacitively couples the finger to the
touch sensor. This touch results in a detectable change in capacitance used to
detect the presence and location of the object. That is, a touch on the object
is ”forwarded” to the location on the screen. Therefore, such a conductor
is called a forwarding conductor (in short a forwarder) in the following.
By using one or more forwarders in conjunction with specific 3D-printed
geometries, this principle is extended to detect deformations with capacitive
touchscreens.
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Figure 5.1: Detecting deformations of a Flexible on a capacitive touchscreen via
spatial (A) or intensity (B) deformation mapping.
A Flexible is defined as a 3D-printed material composite, which consists of
two primary functional structures (see Figure 5.1):
1. The sensing structure is embedded within the 3D-printed object and
is used to recognize deformations by forwarding them onto the touch-
screen. It is made of a conductive polymer.
2. The rest of the object consists of a flexible structure made of a de-
formable dielectric elastomer which allows the 3D-printed object to
deform at specific locations. Its deformability can be variably adjusted.
Both structures can have a custom size and 3D shape. A 3D-printed object
can embed multiple sensing and flexible structures. The remainder of the
object is made of a denser deformable material with higher solidity.
This chapter proposes two principles to detect object deformations with a
capacitive touchscreen: spatial deformation mapping, considering the spa-
tial location of forwarders on the touchscreen, and intensity deformation
mapping, considering the intensity of the capacitance.
5.2.2 Spatial Deformation Mapping
In spatial mapping, a deformation of the object is sensed by capturing the
location of forwarders on the touchscreen (see Figure 5.1A). The 3D object
is made of a flexible structure that allows it to deform in one or multiple
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dimensions. At least two forwarders need to be embedded inside this flexible
structure. When the object is deformed, they change their relative position
on the sensor grid.
Using this technique, fine-grained deformations that are oriented parallel to
the surface of the touchscreen can be detected, thanks to the high spatial
resolution of the touchscreen. However, it is not directly applicable to out-of-
plane deformations.
5.2.3 Intensity Deformation Mapping
In intensity deformation mapping, a deformation of the object is sensed by
modifying the intensity of the capacitance reading depending on deforma-
tion (see Figure 5.1B).
surface deformation
Deformations that occur at the surface of the object, where the user is touch-
ing it, can be captured with a structure called surface deformation sensor (il-
lustrated in Figure 5.1B1): the forwarder is overlaid with a flexible structure
that acts as a deformable dielectric. When a user applies force, the flexible
structure is compressed, and the finger gets closer to the conductor.
Following the plate capacitor model [Bax96], a variation in distance d results
in a change in capacitance, i.e., C ∝ A/d where A refers to the cross-sectional
area of the capacitor plates. Based on the assumption that a distance varia-
tion relates to the amount of force exerted onto the flexible structure, defor-
mations can be inferred from variations in capacitance that are captured by
the touchscreen. As will be shown in the evaluation section below, this prin-
ciple allows detecting multiple intensities for specific deformations using
commodity capacitive touch sensing hardware.
deformation inside the object
Many deformations do not primarily occur at the surface location where the
user is touching the object. In order to capture deformation at interior lo-
cations within a volumetric object, this section proposes a structure called
inner deformation sensor (illustrated in Figure 5.1B2). At the interior loca-
tion where a deformation shall be captured, the forwarder is interrupted by a
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3D-printed capacitor. The capacitor consists of two parallel plates. A flexible
dielectric in-between the plates deforms when the object is deformed. This
deformation alters the distance or the angle between the plates of the capac-
itor and thereby modifies its capacitance, as well as the overall capacitance
of the entire sensing structure.
5.3 design
Flexible and sensing structures are combined in sensors that allow detecting
different types of deformations. Multiple of these sensors can be integrated
into the 3D model of an object.
A Flexible can be designed using a similar graphical application and interac-
tion techniques as described in Section 3.3. First, the user loads a volumetric
3D model that is shown in a 3D view of the application. Second, the user
may add various deformation sensors to the model by using a two-step in-
teraction technique:
1. The user selects a deformation sensor from a sidebar.
2. She adds the sensor to the object via dragging and dropping it onto a
part of the 3D model.
After adding sensors, the application automatically creates required sensing
structures and routes all necessary wires. Finally, the user can export printer-
ready 3D models.
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Figure 5.2: An overview of deformation-aware sensors that detect pressing, squeez-
ing, and bending with multiple resolutions.
5.4 deformation-aware sensors
This section investigates deformation-aware sensors that build upon the
concepts of spatial and intensity deformation mapping (see Section 5.2.1).
These sensor concepts build upon a design space that consists of the follow-
ing dimensions:
1. The resolution of the intensity of deformation, i.e., a binary (de-
formed vs. not deformed), multi-level, or continuous measurement of
deformation.
2. The resolution of the position of deformation, i.e., whether only a
single location or multiple locations or directions of deformation on
the surface of the 3D object can be measured.
3. The type of deformation, i.e., a specific kind of deformation that is
applied to a 3D object. In general, a deformation refers to any change
in the shape or size of a 3D object.
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As depicted in Figure 5.2, this section presents nine concepts for deformation
sensor that cover press, squeeze, and bending deformations. These concepts
are grouped by the type of deformation in the following. For each, a basic
sensor is presented that capacitively senses the type of deformation either
binary or with a continuous intensity. Then, the respective basic sensor is
extended to additionally capture the on-object location where the force was
applied or the direction of the deformation.
5.4.1 Pressure Deformations
This section investigates pressure deformations on the surface of an object.
The concepts of the following sensors build upon intensity deformation map-
ping (see Section 5.2.3).
direct press sensor
The concept of a direct press sensor builds upon a surface deformation
sensor that is placed inside an object. Its flexible structure allows the finger
of the user to press into the object (see A and B in Figure 5.3).
The primary challenge is to find a suitable geometry for the conductor of
the sensor and to preserve the deformability of the flexible structure at the
same time. Hence, different types of geometries were explored by printing
test objects with varying amount of infill density (10% to %80, 10% steps)
and a conductor plane that was either flat or shaped like the out shape of
the 3D object (see Section 5.5.2). As a result, the best strategy consists of 25%
infill and designing the conductor in a 3D geometry that mimics the outer
shape of the 3D object at the location where it is to be pressed. Similar to
the original design of a plate capacitor, this geometry maximizes the cross-
sectional area between the finger of the user and the conductor and also
ensures a constant thickness of the flexible structure.
The designer defines this geometry by selecting an area of interest around
an arbitrary location on the surface in the 3D CAD model. The selected
area is downscaled by the required thickness of the flexible structure and
translated in the normal direction to lie under the surface of the object. The
volume between the surface of the object and the conductor is then filled
with the flexible structure.
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Figure 5.3: The pressure sensors illustrated as a rendering (top) and deformed by a
user (bottom).
For the prototypes A and B (see Figure 5.3), both surface deformation sen-
sors (cross-sectional size of 10× 10 mm2) are placed inside the object with
4 mm of flexible structure overlaid. Moreover, both are connected to the un-
derside of the object using a forwarder with a size of 5× 5 mm2 at the contact
face, such that the touchscreen can capture the capacitance.
indirect press sensor
While the connection can be direct, i.e., straight onto the touchscreen, it may
also be indirect, i.e., does not have to be straight. A slightly modified con-
ductor routing allows for forwarding press input to an arbitrary location on
the touchscreen. This concept is called an indirect press sensor. For instance,
this sensor allows capturing press input that occurs besides the touchscreen
(see Figure 5.3B) or on objects with overhangs.
localized press sensor
The sensor for pressure input can be extended to not only capture a single
pressure value but also to estimate the 1D or 2D location where the press
occurs on the surface of the object. This concept is called a localized press
sensor. It consists of a set of surface deformation sensors that are spatially
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replicated into multiple distinct sensors, which each connects to a different
area on the touchscreen. Hence, their capacitance values can be read out
separately. This concept allows for simultaneously measuring pressure input
on various distinct locations on the object. By using bilinear interpolation
between all values, the location of the press on the surface can be estimated.
Figure 5.3C shows a prototype of a head of a duck that is equipped with
four distinct surface deformation sensors. They are laid out in a 2× 2 grid of
18× 18 mm2 (4× 4 mm2 per sensor) with 7 mm of a deformable overlay. By
using bilinear interpolation, 3× 3 locations can be robustly identified with
this 2× 2 grid.
5.4.2 Squeeze Deformations
This section investigates squeezing deformations on the surface of an object.
In contrast to a press deformation, squeezing is characterized by a bilateral
compression from two sides pointing inside the object. The concepts of the
following sensors build upon spatial and intensity deformation mapping
(see Section 5.2.2 and Section 5.2.3).
general squeeze sensor
The concept of a general squeeze sensor builds upon a two-sided surface
deformation sensor inside an object. Its flexible structure allows the finger of
the user to squeeze from two sides into the object. An evaluation of varying
infill densities and forms of sensors revealed that the most suitable geometry
for this concept is a surface deformation sensor that mimics the outer shape
of the object.
Figure 5.4A shows a prototype of an octopus object that is equipped with a
surface deformation sensors (cross-sectional size of 10× 10 mm2) with 7 mm
of an overlying flexible structure to both sides of the surface. The sensor is
connected to the underside of the object using a forwarder with a size of
3× 3 mm2 at the contact face.
localized squeeze sensor
Besides the amount of squeezing, the location of the fingers on the surface
can be of interest (e.g., distinguishing a squeeze from left-to-right or front-
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Figure 5.4: The squeeze sensors illustrated as a rendering (top) and deformed by a
user (bottom).
to-rear). Therefore, the concept of the localized squeeze sensor build upon
the general squeeze sensor as follows: Similar to the localized pressure sen-
sor, the surface deformation sensor can be spatially replicated into multiple
sensors, each facing a different direction. The rough squeeze input location
is then identified from the pair of opposing sensors that have the highest
value. The resolution improves further by using interpolation between adja-
cent sensors.
Figure 5.4B shows a prototype of a cube that is equipped with four distinct
surface deformation sensors (cross-sectional size of 10× 10 mm2), aligned in
90° angles. The forwarder of each sensor connects to the touchscreen with a
contact size of 3× 3 mm2. The sensors are placed at 7 mm distance from the
respective faces of the cube.
in-plane squeeze sensor
Based upon spatial deformation mapping (see Section 5.2.2), the concept of
an in-plane squeeze sensor is designed such as to detect squeeze deforma-
tions in a plane parallel to the touchscreen. For this sensor, four forwarders
are placed at the outer edges on the underside of the object. Pairs of two
forwarders are connected with the upper surface of the object, to ensure ca-
pacitive coupling between the finger of the user and the touchscreen. The
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remainder of the object consists of a flexible structure to allows for squeez-
ing.
When the object is deformed, the on-screen locations of the forwarders at
the bottom change of the object. If a threshold for all four forwarders is
exceeded, their respective distances on the screen are used to approximate
a contour of the object, allowing to compute the intensity of the squeeze
deformation.
Figure 5.4C illustrates a prototype of a cuboid that is equipped with four
forwarders (contact size of 5× 5 mm2) of a conductor of size 30× 10 mm2
connects two of them. These conductors are separated by 30 mm of a flexible
structure in-between.
This sensor concept employs the higher spatial resolution of the touchscreen
to sense more fine-grained squeezing. However, it is limited to squeeze de-
formations that are performed in parallel to the touchscreen.
5.4.3 Bend Deformation
The following sensor concepts capture bending deformations inside an ob-
ject based on intensity deformation mapping (see Section 5.2.3).
binary bend sensor
The concept of a binary bend sensor is designed such as to detect a binary
bend, i.e., whether an object is bent or not (see Figure 5.5A). Based on the
concept of an intensity deformation mapping, it consists of one forwarder
at the contact face of the object and a series of inner deformation sensors
at its deformable tail. The user can grab the object at the outer end of its
tail and deform the bendable structure. Multiple separate forwarders laid
out at regular intervals on the bendable structure act as inner deformation
sensors: they form a capacitive bridge that is closed as soon as the object is
strongly bent. The concept builds upon an inner deformation sensor because
a bend cannot be directly inferred from the distance of the finger of a user
to a conductor.
One prototype, shown in Figure 5.5A, utilizes a circular forwarder on the
touchscreen (diameter of 12 mm). The forwarder connects to two inner de-
formation sensors (each with a size of 4× 2 mm2), which end with a con-
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Figure 5.5: The bend input sensors illustrated as a rendering (top) and deformed by
a user (bottom).
ductor for coupling with the finger of a user (size of 4 × 5 mm2). Air is
employed as the dielectric material in-between the inner deformation sen-
sors (separated by 3 mm), which makes it easier to print. The capacitance
significantly changes when all conductors are physically connected. There-
fore, binary bends but not a bending angle can be reliably discerned using
this sensor. In addition to bending, this concept can also be used to infer
folding, since it can be printed in slim geometries.
multi-state bend sensor
The concept of a multi-state bend sensor is designed such as to detect mul-
tiple bending states in a fixed direction, that is pre-defined by the designer.
It builds upon the concept of an inner deformation sensor (see Section 5.2.1)
that consists of multiple parts: The upper half of the sensor connects to the
finger of a user through a forwarder. The lower half of the sensor connects
to the touchscreen through a forwarder. By bending, the user reduces the
distance between the upper and the lower forwarder. Hence, a capacitance
change is induced on the screen. As will be shown in Section 5.7.3, four
bending states can be reliably discerned using this concept.
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Figure 5.5B shows a prototype. It utilizes a circular upper forwarder (diame-
ter of 17 mm) combined with a circular lower forwarder (diameter of 5 mm)
separated by 7 mm of a flexible structure in between.
directional bend sensor
The concept of a directional bend sensor can infer bendings in two dimen-
sions of an object. It focuses on bending of two volumetric parts that are
connected by a thinner structure (e.g., the head of a figurine is connected to
its torso by a thinner neck, allowing the head to bend around two axes).
This sensor concept is based on an inner deformation sensor and extends the
concept of a multi-state bend sensor as follows (see Figure 5.5C): The upper
half of the sensor connects to the finger of a user through of a forwarder. The
lower half of the sensor connects to the touchscreen through multiple distinct
forwarders that are arranged circularly. Both parts are connected by a thin
flexible structure, printed with high density to strengthen the connection.
When the object is bent in one direction, the forwarder of the upper half gets
closer to one or two of the forwarders of the lower half, while it gets more
distant from the remaining forwarders. This deformation results in capaci-
tance change that can be measured by the touchscreen. A bending direction
between 0° and 360° can be estimated with this concept by interpolating
between the capacitance of adjacent lower forwarders.
Figure 5.5C illustrates the prototype. It utilizes a circular upper forwarder
(diameter of 24 mm) mounted on a thin dielectric structure (diameter of
3 mm). The lower half consists of four distinct forwarders (contact size of
5× 5 mm2) connecting independently to the touchscreen. The sensor concept
was successfully tested for up to eight forwarders placed at the lower half of
the object.
5.4.4 Touch Contact Input
Of note is, that all these sensors are also suited to sense touch contact, i.e.,
when the finger of a user is touching the forwarder with minimal force.
This touch results in a measurable increase of capacitance, which can be
differentiated from no touch contact, but which is considerably weaker than
when deformation occurs.
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5.4.5 Combining and Integrating Sensors
While deformation-aware sensors by themselves already offer a rich expres-
siveness, they can also be combined and integrated into a single object. A
combination results in various configurations that provide even more inter-
action possibilities because the combination enables parallel or sequential
deformation interactions. As detailed in Section 5.6, this combination of sen-
sors offers rich deformation interactions: The duck-shaped alarm clock (see
Figure 5.9) illustrates two sensors in a single object routed onto the contact
area to simultaneously sense press and squeeze input. The tree-shaped ob-
jects (see Figure 5.8) feature a combination of a squeeze and bend sensor to
support different deformation interaction with the same object. While the
independent usage of each sensor is supported, a combination of sensors
also enables a variety of combined interaction: For instance, while an object
is bent, an additional firm press initiates an action, or a squeeze is required
after a bent to a certain degree.
In order to integrate multiple deformation-aware sensors in a 3D object, the
forwarders that connect each sensor need to be routed to distinct locations
at the underside of the object. As a consequence, the capacitance of each sen-
sor can be read out independently and simultaneously by the touchscreen.
While the routing process can be automatized (see Section 3.4), sufficient
spacing between conductors is required. For the reference apparatus, a spac-
ing of 5 mm between forwarders was satisfactory to ensure independent
capacitance measurements of each sensor.
In conclusion, Flexibles allows multiple sensors to be combined and inte-
grated into a 3D object. Their measurements can be read out independently
and simultaneously by the capacitive touchscreen.
5.4.6 Calibration of Sensors
A Flexible requires manual calibration once before use. To that end, the
user places the object onto the touchscreen and holds it without deforming
it. The system records a series of capacitance values and stores the mean
as the value for minimal deformation. Then, the user deforms the object as
much as possible. The system again records a series of values and stores
the mean as the maximal deformation. With these values, the minimum and
maximum of an empirically-derived mapping function are adjusted to take
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Figure 5.6: Flexibles are identified and localized by varying the thickness of a di-
electric between a marker and the touch sensor, resulting in a measurable
difference in capacitance.
variations in printing quality and human capacitance into account. Details
on such mapping functions are presented in Section 5.7.
5.4.7 Identifying and Localizing Objects
Flexibles are identified and localized on the touchscreen via unique
rotation-variant point patterns (cf. [Cha+12; Kra+11; Voe+15]). These pat-
terns are made of conductive material and are directly 3D-printed into the
contact area of the object. This concept improves over prior work by increas-
ing the number of states that a single capacitive point can encode, leveraging
the opportunities of 3D printing combined with capacitance measurements.
By varying the amount of dielectric material that is printed between a ca-
pacitive point and the touchscreen, the intensity of the capacitance can be
controlled (see Figure 5.6).
Informal tests revealed that three different states of a point could be reliably
distinguished. In order to differentiate each Flexible, the relative strength
of all points in the pattern to each other is considered. Once an object is
recognized, the respective capacitive values inside the contact area (known
from the 3D model) are used to recognize deformations. Android apps can
use a library on a device that provides access to raw capacitances. The library
sends events when a Flexible has been detected, its position or orientation
changed, or deformation was detected.
5.4.8 Conclusion
As depicted in Table 5.1, the set of deformation-aware sensors each features
an instance of the Flexibles design space (see Section 5.2.1). While, in gen-
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Pressing Squeezing Bending
(In-)Direct Localized General Localized Inplane Binary Multi-State Directional
Deformation
Resolution
cont.
(sigmoid)
cont.
(sigmoid)
cont.
(sigmoid)
cont.
(sigmoid) cont. binary 4 levels 4 levels
Position
Resolution
none 3× 3
locations
none 2 direc-tions none none none
8 direc-
tions
Number of
Forwarders
1 4 1 4 4 1 2 8
Deformation
Mapping
intensity spatial intensity intensity intensity intensity intensity intensity
Material
Composite
Table 5.1: Classification of each Flexibles sensor regarding the design space.
eral, deforming a 3D object is a multi-faceted type of interaction, the pre-
sented set of sensor concepts focuses on pressing, squeezing, and bending.
Regarding deformation resolution, the evaluation in Section 5.7 shows that
pressing and squeezing deformation can be continuously approximated with
a Sigmoid function. Moreover, users can distinguish four levels of bending
reliably. While practical in many cases, a more fine-grained resolution for
bending could further improve the expressiveness of Flexibles.
Regarding position resolution, localized press and squeeze were success-
fully tested with a 2 × 2 grid for the reference apparatus. Also, the direc-
tional bend sensor was successfully tested with eight circularly arranged
forwarders. As the printing resolution increases, the sensor concepts scale to
a more fine-grained position resolution.
The in-plane sensor concept builds upon spatial deformation mapping, i.e.,
it employs the higher spatial resolution of the touchscreen to sense more
fine-grained squeezing. The prototype is illustrates squeeze deformations
that are performed in parallel to the touchscreen. In principle, this concept
can be used to sense more deformation (e.g., stretching) in high-resolution
at object location further away from the touchscreen.
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5.5 implementation
The following section details on the reference apparatus used to validate
Flexibles.
5.5.1 Sensing
Capacitance raw data was obtained from a regular smartphone (Samsung
Galaxy S4), and tablet (Samsung Galaxy Tab S2) equipped with a standard
touch controller (Synaptics S5000B). By rooting the Android phone and ac-
tivating Synaptics debug mode, raw capacitive values from the sensor as an
8-bit image with a resolution of 28x16 at 9 FPS are obtained. Up to 30 FPS
are possible (cf. [HBK15]).
5.5.2 Fabrication
The reference apparatus for Flexibles operates with a commonly available
dual-extrusion 3D printer (Ultimaker Original with dual extrusion kit), as
this makes the approach accessible to a wide audience. The prototypes were
manually designed using Blender and reusable OpenSCAD scripts that al-
low generating sensing structures depending on adjustable parameters, such
as the size or the thickness of conductors.
The sensing structure consists of carbon-doped Proto-pasta Conductive PLA
(cPLA) with a volume resistivity of 30− 115Ω ∗ cm. cPLA was printed with
a 0.8 mm thick nozzle at a temperature of 220 ◦C. The cooling fan and retrac-
tion of 5 mm (speed 20 mm/s) were used.
The flexible structure is printed with NinjaFlex TPU, a Polyurethane compo-
sition (material shore hardness 85A), and a 0.4 mm thick nozzle at a temper-
ature of 230 ◦C (retraction of 12 mm, the cooling fan turned off).
5.5.3 Infill Pattern and Density
The infill and density of the flexible structure are essential factors when fab-
ricating deformation-aware objects because the composite of air chambers
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Figure 5.7: Illustration of the 3D Honeycomb infill pattern as a rendering (left) and
as a 3D-printed deformable TPU cube (right).
and deformable material both affect the dielectric properties required for ca-
pacitive sensing and the deformability of the object. Common infill patterns,
implemented in readily available slicing software, were tested in order to
identify a suitable infill pattern for a Flexible. As a result, the 3D Honey-
comb pattern was best suited because the inherent 3D structure of each hon-
eycomb allows for equal deformations in each direction (see Figure 5.7). An
infill density of 25%, i.e., deformability of up to 1/4 of the original length,
resulted in adequate sensing performance. This density optimizes the de-
formability and dielectric constant of the flexible structure, i.e., the material
between the sensing structure and the finger of the user.
Designers may want to reduce the density to increase the deformability.
However, as shown by [Mos+16], a smaller infill density would reduce the
overall dielectric constant of the flexible structure due to the dielectric con-
stant of NinjaFlex TPU being twice as high compared to air. As a conse-
quence, the sensitivity of the capacitive sensor would be reduced.
The infill density can be increased up to 100% to reduce the deformability. As
the deformable material is very rigid at an infill density of 100%, designers
may use this effect to adjust the haptic of the object or avoid unintentional
deformations. Moreover, multiple infill densities for varying parts of the ob-
ject can be achieved by splitting the 3D model of the object into multiple
parts and assigning each a specific density.
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Figure 5.8: Interactive board game: two angry trees throw their fruits at each other.
5.6 example applications
Three interactive example applications were developed to demonstrate the
practical feasibility and the potential of Flexibles.
5.6.1 Angry Trees
The first example is a tangible game, inspired by Angry Birds (see Figure 5.8).
Users can play against each other by using two Flexibles: a palm tree and
a Christmas tree. By bending and then releasing a tree, virtual fruits (either
coconuts or Christmas balls) are thrown at the opponent. The on-screen tra-
jectory of the fruits takes into account the current position and rotation of
the tree on the screen. The amount of bending defines how far the fruits are
thrown on the screen with simple physics simulation. By squeezing and re-
leasing a tree, all fruits are thrown. If a tree has no fruits left, the fruits lying
on the screen can be picked up again by squeezing.
5.6.2 Alarm Duck
To demonstrate the use of Flexibles for interactive devices, a docking sta-
tion, shaped like a rubber duck, was implemented that operates as an alarm
clock (see Figure 5.9). It enhances a smartphone with deformation-aware con-
trols. The system launches an alarm clock application when a user docks the
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Figure 5.9: The alarm clock reacts to a squeeze or press (top left).
smartphone at the back of the duck. The user sets the alarm time by squeez-
ing the beak of the duck until the desired wake-up time is displayed on
the smartphone. By squeezing more firmly, the time on the display changes
more quickly.
If an alarm is set, the user can press on the top of the duck for easy-to-reach
functionality. A slight press shows the time left to sleep on the displays
of the smartphone. A harder press lets the system read the time out loud.
When the alarm goes off, the smartphone plays a chirping sound. The user
can squeeze the beak to turn on snoozing. The length of the snoozing time
depends on how firmly the user squeezes.
5.6.3 Squeezy Tube
In this example, a squeezable tube is used together with a touchscreen (see
Figure 5.10). In analogy to a physical pipette, users can select primary col-
ors by placing the tube onto a color on the display and then squeeze the
tube. The color can then be dispensed by placing the tube on another screen
location and squeezing it. Depending on the amount of squeezing, more
or less color is dispensed, which allows mixing of colors. This interaction
opens up a broad range of tangible applications in education (cf. [Sch+12]),
for instance to more directly combine different amounts of virtual fluids.
In conclusion, Flexibles can be used to enrich today’s touch interaction via
physical manipulation of digital content, for instance, to provide faster, more
fine-grained, or eyes-free input control on capacitive touchscreens. They en-
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Figure 5.10: Mixing colors by squeezing them out of a deformable tube.
compass the benefits of tangibles but add the additional input dimension
of precise eyes-free deformation input. Also, they enable engaging interac-
tions with customized 3D-printed tangible objects that are controlled by a
smartphone without any additional power supply.
5.7 evaluation
This section presents technical experiments that evaluate the accuracy of the
press, squeeze and multi-state bend input sensors with users.
5.7.1 Accuracy of Pressure Input
The accuracy of the press sensor was assessed with the prototype shown in
Figure 5.3B.
setup & task
The main objective of this evaluation was to compare the raw capacitance
measured by the touchscreen with the actual force with which a user is
pressing the object. To that end, a force sensing resistor (FSR) was mounted
inside an object equipped with a direct press sensor. The FSR was placed
in-between the flexible and the sensing structure. As the object was being
pressed, a force was exerted onto both the FSR and the press sensor. The
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Figure 5.11: Mean forces (with standard deviations) for measured capacitances for
press input. The mapping function is shown in red.
analog-to-digital (ADC) readings from the FSR and raw ADC readings from
the capacitive touchscreen controller were measured and logged simultane-
ously by wiring them to the same computer.
Five participants had the task to each press onto the object with a continu-
ously increasing normal force, ranging from no force to a firm press. This
procedure generated 500 data points. By conducting the study with users in-
stead of a mechanical apparatus, the setup accounts for the inter-individual
differences in users’ capacitive responses.
results & discussion
As shown in Figure 5.11, the press sensor is capable of sensing multiple in-
tensities of pressure. The mapping between measured capacitance and force
undergoes three phases: For small forces in phase 1 (<55), the capacitance
increases without considerable effect on the measured force. In this phase,
the finger slightly touches the object with an increasing contact surface. This
phase is followed by phase 2 (between a force of 55 and 250) where the map-
ping between capacitance measurements and applied force is approximately
linear. For large forces in phase 3 (>250), the flexible structure reaches its
limits in elasticity, and the mapping is non-linear.
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This behavior can be modeled with a non-linear least squares model based
on a sigmoid. Using this model, a mapping function from capacitance C to
force f (C) = a/(1 + exp(−b ∗ (C− c))) with a = 332.73 (σ = 5.92), b = 0.16
(σ = 0.007), and c = 17.89 (σ = 0.50) with a residual standard error of 43.8
can be computed.
The response of an object may differ due to variations in the printing process
or individual properties of the user. As discussed, this needs to be compen-
sated by adjusting the minimum and maximum of the mapping function via
calibration. The mapping function is specific to the geometry of the sensor.
5.7.2 Accuracy of Squeeze Input
The accuracy of the squeeze sensor was assessed with the prototype shown
in Figure 5.4A.
setup & task
This evaluation used the same setup and the same task as for the evaluation
of pressure input. That is, 500 samples of squeezing (i.e., a set of capaci-
tance and FSR readings belonging together) were collected with five study
participants who had to squeeze an object with varying force.
results & discussion
Figure 5.12 illustrates that this sensor can measure multiple intensities of
squeezing. The mapping between measured capacitance and force under-
goes three phases: For small forces in phase 1 (<40), the capacitance in-
creases without considerable effect on the measured force. In this phase, the
finger slightly touches the object with an increasing contact surface. This
phase is followed by phase 2 (between a force of 40 and 160) where the map-
ping between capacitance measurements and applied force is approximately
linear. For large forces in phase 3 (>160), the flexible structure reaches its
limits in elasticity, and the mapping is non-linear.
This behavior can be modeled with a non-linear least squares model based
on a sigmoid. Using this model, a mapping function from capacitance C to
force f (C) = a/(1 + exp(−b ∗ (C− c))) with a = 185.56 (σ = 4.38), b = 0.27
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Figure 5.12: Mean forces (with standard deviations) for measured capacitances for
squeeze input. The mapping function is shown in red.
(σ = 0.02), and c = 46.71 (σ = 0.32) with a residual standard error of 42.1 can
be computed.
Of note is, that the relation between measured capacitance and force is very
similar for the press and squeeze sensor. As discussed, the data for pres-
sure and squeeze deformations can be grouped into three phases: Phase 1,
in which the finger slightly touches the object with an increasing contact
surface. Followed by phase 2, in which the flexible structure is deformed ap-
proximately linearly with the distance to the sensing structure. Completed
by phase 3, in which the flexible structure is nearly compressed to its maxi-
mum.
5.7.3 Accuracy of Bend Input
The accuracy of the multi-state bend sensor was assessed with the prototype
shown in Figure 5.5B.
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Figure 5.13: Mean capacitances (with standard deviations) for four pre-defined
bend states.
setup & task
The raw capacitive ADC readings were recorded for four pre-defined bend
states as users were not able to reliably replicate more than four levels of
bending in an informal pre-study: rest state (with no force applied), slight
bend, strong bend, maximal bend (with maximal force applied). Four bend
states were tested as users were not able to reliably replicate more than four
levels of bending in an informal pre study. Participants had to deform the
object to match a given bend state. In each trial, a computer screen displayed
an image that showed a photograph of the object in the target state. For
each condition, capacitance data was recorded. In total, 1200 samples were
collected (for five users).
results & discussion
Across all samples, the mean values were 3.77 (σ = 2.1) for rest state, 6.51
(σ = 2.23) for slight bend, 10.37 (σ = 2.55) for strong bends, and 22.81
(σ = 5.5) for maximal bends (see Figure 5.13). The results show that at least
four different bend states can be reliably distinguished across different users.
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5.8 discussion and limitations
This chapter presents first results on how to leverage capacitive coupling
between a touchscreen and a 3D-printed object to sense specific pre-defined
deformations. However, Flexibles have limitations that must be considered
during design, fabrication, and sensing.
5.8.1 Set of Deformations and Resolution
In general, a flexible object can be deformed in many complex ways. This
chapter explores a basic and widely used set of deformations. More com-
plex deformations (e.g., twisting) or continuous, high-resolution deforma-
tion input are not covered. The main reason is that the electrical properties
of today’s deformable conductive printing materials are interference-prone
(see appendix of [Bäc+16]).
Despite these restrictions, Flexibles allows capturing multiple intensity lev-
els of pressing, squeezing and bending, alongside information about the
location or direction of the deformation.
5.8.2 Scalability and Geometries
Scalability is an important issue, as the size of a Flexible and of the capaci-
tive touchscreen may vary from small (e.g., smartphones) to very large (e.g.,
wall-sized displays). The sensors presented in this chapter use sensing struc-
tures that are optimized for the size of a fingertip (16-20mm [DRS03]). Hence,
the results apply only to deformations that are performed with fingers. Also,
the approach requires a volumetric object inside which conductors can be
routed. Therefore, geometries with thin structures, high curvatures, or cavi-
ties remain challenging.
The rather low resolution and the high nozzle diameter of today’s commod-
ity 3D printers limit the minimal size of a sensor. Using the reference appa-
ratus, the minimal cross-sectional size of a conductor is 3× 3 mm2. The sec-
ond limit to miniaturizing sensors relates to the flexible structure. If shrunk,
the sensing resolution will be reduced because the flexible structure is de-
formable to a lesser extent. For very thin objects (<4 mm), the sensors will
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not function because there is no space for compressing the flexible structure.
Future printers and materials, which can be extruded with smaller nozzles,
are likely to alleviate these restrictions.
Designers may increase the cross-sectional size of a conductor to enhance its
sensitivity or to better match a larger body part for interaction (e.g., hands).
However, the maximum size of a sensing structure is not only limited by the
print volume of the 3D printer (for the reference apparatus 21× 21× 20 cm3).
It is also limited by the rather low conductivity of the conductive material
and by environmental stray capacitance. Forwarders of length up to 15 cm
were successfully tested without noticing an influence on sensing perfor-
mance. However, designers should construct conductors only as large as
necessary for their use case to minimize influences by stray capacitance. It
is also possible to increase the thickness of the flexible structure, to enable
greater deformations. However, an increased thickness of the flexible struc-
ture weakens the capacitive effect. Therefore, the size of the sensing structure
should be increased accordingly. A thickness of 4 mm to 10 mm is a good
trade-off between the sensitivity of the sensor and the deformability of the
material.
5.8.3 Material Fatigue and Latency
No evidence of material fatigue was found after repeatedly deforming the
objects (more than 500 times). This finding is in line with Ion et al. [Ion+16]
who demonstrate that the same TPU material can be deformed 5000 times
without noticeable degradation.
Also, the approach does not rely on deforming the conductive material; only
non-conductive parts are deformed. This characteristic avoids latency known
from deformable conductors, such as eTPU, whose resistance is dependent
on both history and rate of deformations performed over time [Bäc+16].
5.8.4 Movement of Objects
Deformation sensing and object movement can occur in parallel. As the spa-
tial resolution of touch grids is limited, the forwarders of a Flexible are not
always perfectly aligned with one intersection point of the grid during object
movement. In that case, the capacitance splits up into different intersection
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points, which affects the sensor readings. This problem can be solved by us-
ing a specialized kernel with bilinear interpolation of readings from adjacent
intersection points.
Flexibles printed with TPU at their lowermost layer exhibit higher stiction
and friction compared to PLA on touchscreen glass. Nevertheless, partic-
ipants easily moved TPU objects. Depending on the application, designers
may want to increase or decrease the stiction or friction of a Flexible by vary-
ing the ratio of PLA and TPU in the lowermost layer of the object. While the
3D printer used in the reference apparatus supports only two materials, this
requires a 3D printer that can handle at least three materials (cPLA, TPU,
and PLA). Throughout this thesis, 3D printers were released that support up
to five different materials (cf. [Pru18]).
5.8.5 Unintentional Input
Capacitive measurements could be affected by capacitive effects when the
user is unintentionally touching another location. Likewise, capacitive cross-
talk between adjacent conductors could influence the sensor readings. To
minimize these effects, designers should consider the following aspects:
1. The cross-sectional area of a surface deformation sensor should be
much larger than of the remaining forwarders inside the object.
2. Any forwarder should be located preferably in the center of the ob-
ject instead of close to its outer sides unless the forwarder is designed
to be touched by users for capacitive coupling. A forwarder should
be as thin as possible and distant from other forwarders. The specific
dimensions depend on the resolution of the printer and the conductiv-
ity of the material. Adjacent forwarders should maintain a minimum
distance of at least 5 mm.
3. The infill density at non-interactive locations should be increased to
avoid accidental deformations.
Due to the rather low resolution of today’s 3D printers, the larger cross-
sectional area of wires is a reason for cross-talk between conductors that
are routed in parallel. This issue is of note for objects with many spatially
replicated forwarders or combined sensors, which require many forwarders.
Future printers are likely to mitigate this issue due to increased resolution.
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5.8.6 Commodity Touch Sensing Hardware
Despite using unmodified commodity touch sensing hardware, the approach
uses a debug interface to capture raw capacitance data. Open access to such
data would require a modified driver which could be supplied by OEMs.
5.9 conclusion
This chapter presented Flexibles, 3D-printed flexible tangibles that add
deformation-awareness to passive tangibles on standard capacitive touch
sensing hardware. In summary, the main contributions of this chapter are:
1. Two principles of mapping deformations in 3D-printed objects using
commodity capacitive touch sensing hardware.
2. 3D-printable sensors to capacitively detect multiple levels of pressing,
squeezing, and bending input on passive 3D objects. Mechanisms can
be combined in an object.
3. Results from technical experiments investigating the accuracy of
deformation sensing and example applications validating the
practical feasibility of the approach.
Figure 5.14: The classification of Flexibles regarding the design space of 3D-printed
interaction.
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Flexibles enable many new possibilities for the interaction with on-screen
tangibles and cover a broad spectrum on the design space of 3D-printed
interaction (see Figure 5.14). It consists of two deformation mapping princi-
ples and a set of 3D-printable sensors that constantly capture press, squeeze,
and bend input on a variety of resolutions. They can be integrated within
developable and closed-volumetric geometries. A Flexible itself consists of
deformable and solid materials with embedded solid conductive sensing
structures that can be 3D-printed in a single pass on a consumer-level 3D
printer without further modifications.
The next part of this thesis adds environmental interaction, i.e., the detec-
tion of stimuli that occur due to the usage of a 3D-printed object. Therefore,
the next chapter moves beyond the exploration of deformation-based input
and investigates a liquid-based sensing approach that can infer tilting and
motion interactions performed with a 3D-printed object.
Part IV
A D D I N G E N V I R O N M E N TA L
I N T E R A C T I O N

6
L I Q U I D O : 3D - P R I N T E D T I LT A N D M O T I O N S E N S I N G
The last three chapters focused on hover, touch, and deformation interac-
tions around, on, or inside 3D-printed objects. While these contributions
already cover a broad range of interactive possibilities, they do not consider
interactions based on 3D posture and movement of an object in 3D space.
Therefore, this chapter contributes Liquido, an approach to easily sensing
a variety of tilting and motion interactions. By combining 3D-printed ca-
pacitive sensing, explored in the previous chapters, with embedded liquids,
Liquido measures various liquid levels and infers tilting or motion.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.1 discusses
related work. Section 6.2 introduces fabrication pipeline and the liquid-based
capacitive sensing principle and Section 6.3 details on the generation and
design of objects. On this basis, Section 6.4 presents a set of sensors for
capturing various forms of tilting and motion input. This section is followed
by Section 6.5 that presents the implementation of sensing and fabrication.
Then, Section 6.6 demonstrates a set of interactive example applications and
Section 6.7 reports on a technical evaluation of the suitability of different
liquids and that changes in capacitance readings can be reliably mapped
to tilting and motion. To conclude, Section 6.8 discusses the limitations of
Liquido.
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Contribution Statement: This chapter is based on [Sch+16]. I led
the conceptual design, the 3D printing, the implementation, and
the evaluation. The bachelor student Andreas Leister modeled,
printed and implemented the sensors and algorithms under my
supervision. My supervisor Max Mühlhäuser advised me on the
conceptual design and on writing the paper.
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6.1 related work
The following section shortly presents relevant research that employs liquids
for HCI and discusses them regarding Liquido. Section 2.1.3 discusses the
majority of related work.
6.1.1 Liquid-Based Interaction
Liquids have been used in HCI for input and output before. They are often
used for tactile or haptic feedback by varying the amount of liquid in an
object [CWB13], splashing onto users fingers [RMS13], or through control-
ling the viscosity [Jan10]. Moreover, researchers investigate interactions in
a liquid [SPH12], sensing touch through liquid displacement [HKI08], and
detection of liquid levels without wires [DLY02].
The use of liquids to sense tilting builds upon a known principle called liq-
uid capacitive inclinometers, i.e., the tilt is derived from varying coverages
of liquid on one or multiple capacitive sensors. Whereas Takemura et al. pro-
pose a liquid rate gyroscope that uses a dielectric liquid to sense tilt [Tak+09],
they require a high voltage power supply and a special liquid.
Liquido proposes to use tap water combined with off-the-shelf 3D print-
ing and tinkering equipment (e.g., an Arduino). Moreover, many methods
require electronic components that need to be produced and assembled. Liq-
uido is applicable in different parts inside of many volumetric objects out-
of-the-box with little effort. It is light-weight, easy-to-apply and operates on
standard off-the-shelf 3D printers and does not require embedding compo-
nents after printing.
6.2 fabrication and sensing approach
Multi-material fabrication is often limited to either solid or deformable ma-
terials. As a consequence, the fabrication of moving mechanical parts inside
an object is difficult to achieve. Therefore, this chapter proposes to embed
liquids into 3D-printed objects while printing to easily sensing a variety of
tilting and motion interaction. Unlike moving mechanical parts that must
be assembled after printing, this approach does not require conventional as-
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sembly but allows the fluid to be embedded seamlessly during the printing
process without requiring post-treatment.
6.2.1 Fabrication of Liquid-Filled Objects
As depicted in Figure 6.1, Liquido involves a three-step printing process for
liquid-filled interactive 3D objects:
1. Hybrid objects are designed and 3D-printed with an empty cavity.
2. During printing, the 3D printer stops and a liquid is filled into the
cavity.
3. The 3D printer continues to seal the cavity.
During printing, the 3D printer needs to be stopped once to fill in the liquid.
This step may be automated using a liquid pump mechanism that can be
integrated or attached to the printer (cf. [Zeh+17]) or a liquid deposition
modeling system (cf. [Wan+16]).
6.2.2 Sensing Principle
In order to sense the movement of liquid inside of the cavity, conductive elec-
trodes are distributed at the wall of the cavity inside the 3D object. Liquid
levels are then measured at various locations inside the cavity using capaci-
tive sensing. From these liquid levels, Liquido determines the location and
motion of the liquid and infers the movement of the 3D object.
Figure 6.1: Fabrication process: (a) Start 3D printing, (b) stop & add liquid, (c) con-
tinue printing to seal object & sense tilting or motion.
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6.3 design
A 3D object can contain multiple liquid-based movement sensors. To that
end, a Liquido object can be designed using a similar graphical application
and interaction techniques as described in Section 3.3. First, the user loads a
volumetric 3D model that is shown in a 3D view of the application. Second,
the user may add various movement sensors to the model by using a two-
step interaction technique:
1. She selects a movement sensor from a sidebar.
2. She adds the sensor to the object via dragging and dropping it onto a
part of the 3D model.
After adding movement sensors, the application automatically creates re-
quired conductive sensing structures and routes all necessary wires. Finally,
the user can export printer-ready 3D models.
6.4 liquid-based movement sensors
Since liquids tend to level out horizontally, they can be used to deter-
mine motion or tilting regarding gravity. Therefore, this section investigates
liquid-based movement sensors, that build upon a design space that con-
sists of the following two dimensions:
1. The resolution of movement, i.e., a sensor may infer a binary move-
ment, multiple levels of movement, or a continuous movement.
2. The number of detectable directions of movement, i.e., a sensor may
detect the movement of a liquid in one, two, or three dimensions.
This section explores the design space by proposing concepts for two liquid-
based movement sensors, that build upon the same principle as liquid capac-
itive inclinometers. That is, the tilt is derived from varying coverages of liq-
uid on one or multiple capacitive sensors. Based on this underlying principle,
a sensor either detects one-dimensional continuous, or two-dimensional
multi-level liquid movements. They can be 3D-printed without printer mod-
ifications and provide enough room for the liquid to flow. Moreover, this
section discusses the set of tilt and motion interactions enabled by both sen-
sors.
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Figure 6.2: The halfpipe sensor filled with liquid as a schematic in 3D (A) and 2D
(B). C illustrates a prototype.
6.4.1 Halfpipe Sensor
The halfpipe sensor can detect continuous one-dimensional tilts in combi-
nation with minimal wiring. It consists of a chamber that is formed like a
halved cylinder to achieve the same liquid level at any tilt (see Figure 6.2).
Two equally sized (curved) conductive electrodes are printed parallel to each
other alongside the cylindrical surface. A small amount of liquid equally cov-
ers both electrodes.
The following phenomenon is exploited to measure tilting with the first elec-
trode: The closer a dielectric liquid gets towards a capacitive sensor, the
higher the capacitance. That is, if an electrode is covered by liquid at its end,
less capacitance is measured at its start (see Figure 6.2b). To that end, the
dielectric liquid has to be connected to the same ground as the sensor. Thus,
the second electrode is used for grounding. In general, this sensor requires
two distinct wires of which one is connected to a capacitive sensor and the
other to ground. To further reduce the number of wires, the human body can
also be used as ground (for this, a user has to touch the second electrode).
Liquido uses linear regression to map raw capacitance to a tilt angle. For cal-
ibration of the linear regression function, raw data for one extreme tilt (i.e.,
the maximal tilt in one direction) and the horizontal tilt (i.e., the non-tilted
rest position of the liquid that equals 0°) needs to be recorded.
Figure 6.2 shows a prototype that is constructed to keep liquid up to ±60°
and, thus, detects continuous tilts from -60° to +60°. In general, due to the
cylindrical design, this sensor can cover a broader range of tilts by extending
the electrodes.
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Figure 6.3: A tilted cubic sensor: One elec-
trode is triggered due to a lack
of liquid (A). B illustrates a proto-
type.
# of groun-
ded electrodes tilt
four balanced
three to one vertex (4x)
two to one edge (4x)
zero flipped over
Table 6.1: Possible tilt states
when using the cu-
bic sensor.
6.4.2 Cubic Sensor
While the halfpipe sensor allows measuring continuous tilts in one dimen-
sion, the cubic sensor measures discrete tilts in two dimensions. It consists
of a rectangular chamber with four distinct electrodes in each vertex (see
Figure 6.3). In a balanced position, all four electrodes ground each other due
to the dielectric liquid. When tilting or moving an object, one or more elec-
trodes are no longer grounded. This effect can be used to infer motion or
tilt (e.g., towards left) and intermediate states (e.g., towards the front left).
Also, horizontal balance (i.e., all electrodes ground each other) and flipping
the object over (i.e., no electrode is grounded) can be detected by the num-
ber of electrodes that ground each other (see Figure 6.1). For this sensor, no
calibration is required.
A cubic sensor with these four electrodes would determine inverted values
when used flipped over. Therefore, the concept is extended by adding a
single central electrode in the middle of the chamber. If liquid does not
cover any electrode, the sensor has been flipped over, and the tilts must be
reported inverted.
6.4.3 Combining and Integrating Sensors
While both sensors by themselves already determine one- or two-
dimensional tilts, they can also be combined inside of a 3D object, resulting
in various configurations that provide greater interactive possibilities (see Ta-
ble 6.2). For example, two or three halfpipe sensors, orthogonal to each other,
could detect continuous tilts in two or three dimensions. Similarly, position-
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Directions
One Two Three
R
es
ol
ut
io
n Multi-Level - 1 cubic sensor 2 orthogonal cubic
sensors
Continuous 1 halfpipe sensor 2 orthogonal half-
pipe sensors
3 orthogonal half-
pipe sensors
Table 6.2: Classification of the halfpipe and cubic sensors with respect to the design
space of liquid-based movement sensors.
ing a cubic sensor on each lying surface of a 3D object would enable sensing
of the orientation of the object as well as two-dimensional tilts regardless of
the orientation.
In order to achieve proper integration, all electrodes need to be routed to the
outside of the 3D object. This process can be automatized using the routing
approach presented in Section 3.4. However, sufficient spacing between con-
ductors is required. A spacing of 5 mm between electrodes and wires was
satisfactory to ensure independent sensing performance.
In conclusion, a 3D object can contain multiple sensors. Their measurements
can be read out independently and simultaneously by the capacitive sensor.
6.4.4 Interactions
Using the previously described sensors, a variety of motion and tilt interac-
tions are detectable (see Figure 6.4).
tilt interactions
The most basic interaction is tilting in various directions. Using the cubic
sensor, tilts towards left, right, front and rear and intermediate states (e.g.,
front left) can be detected. Moreover, flipping an object over upside down to
trigger an action can be very lightweight (e.g., like turning a die). Balanced
and flipped states are distinguishable with the cubic sensor.
Based on the halfpipe sensor, rotating interactions can be supported that
require more precise input than discrete tilts. For instance, the sensor can
be directly embedded into rotation-aware 3D-printed objects. In complex
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Figure 6.4: Illustration of various tilt and motion interactions supported by the cubic
or halfpipe sensor.
objects, this can also be used to implement 3D-printed tangible controls (e.g.,
a tactile rotary knob containing a halfpipe sensor).
motion interactions
By quickly moving an object, the liquid is pushed into different regions of
an object. This effect can be used to sense the direction of motion with the
cubic sensor. Based on this, shaking in different directions (e.g., left to right
or front to rear) can be distinguished by analyzing movements over time.
Moreover, repeatedly knocking an object (with a cubic sensor) onto a solid
surface can be detected by analyzing balanced and flipped states over time.
6.5 implementation
6.5.1 Sensing
The controller board used for evaluation consists of an Arduino Mega 2560
(tethered to a PC) and an MPR121 capacitive sensor (12 sensing pins at a
sample rate of 29 Hz). Raw capacitance data is reported as ADC count (C =
const./ADC) [Fre10]. The sensing pins are connected to the printed objects
with breadboard jumper cables.
After testing different generally available liquids (see Section 6.7.2), the most
suitable liquid was tap water because it showed the most linear correlation
between tilt and capacitive raw data. That is, the full range of tilts is covered
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Figure 6.5: A cubic sensor is 3D-printed with liquid already filled in (A). The fin-
ished prototype is closed watertight (B).
at nearly the same resolution. Moreover, it is most readily available and can
be used without safety precautions.
6.5.2 Fabrication
For the implementation of Liquido, an Ultimaker Original 3D printer with
Dual Extrusion Kit (ca. 1300 €), ordinary PLA (ca. 30 €/kg) and a commer-
cially available conductive PLA by Proto-pasta (ca. 140 €/kg), which has an
average resistivity of 30− 115Ω ∗ cm, was used. The extrusion temperature
was 220 ◦C, the nozzle diameter 0.8 mm, and the cooling fan was turned on.
The fabrication process uses an existing 3D model and is as follows:
1. The 3D model is equipped with one or multiple sensors using the
design tool.
2. Then, a standard dual-extrusion 3D printer creates the 3D object (see
Figure 6.5).
3. During printing, the printer is stopped to fill in the liquid.
4. After this intermediate step, the printing process resumes.
The prototypes were manually designed using Blender and reusable Open-
SCAD scripts that allow generating sensing structures depending on ad-
justable parameters, such as the size or the thickness of conductors. These
scripts also generate the wires that connect a sensor to the outside. How-
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Figure 6.6: Controlling a flying simulation with a 3D-printed airplane (B) that con-
sists of an embedded cubic sensor (location and wires are highlighted in
white).
ever, this process can be further automated using routing algorithms (see
Section 3.4) and a design tool (see Section 6.3).
Moreover, depending on the size of the sensor, the amount of liquid varies.
Empirical tests found that the smallest amount of liquid that adequately
covers all electrodes is best for operation.
6.6 example applications
This section presents three example applications based on either the halfpipe
or cubic sensor.
6.6.1 Tangible Airplane Game (cubic)
The first example application is a 3D-printed airplane with an embedded
cubic sensor (2× 2 cm2) connected to a capacitive sensor via four distinct
wires (see Figure 6.6). In combination with a flight simulator, the physical
object can be used to fly through a territory by tilting the plane to different
directions (e.g., tilt to the front to dive). Shaking the airplane restarts the
simulation.
6.6.2 Tangible Ship Game (halfpipe)
A simple sailing ship featuring an embedded halfpipe sensor was printed
(see Figure 6.7). By tilting the ship up or down, a user controls the direction
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Figure 6.7: Avoiding obstacles with a 3D-printed ship (A) with an embedded half-
pipe sensor (B).
Figure 6.8: A physical object is rotated for 3D navigation.
in which the ship is swimming, thereby guiding the virtual ship safely past
varying obstacles.
6.6.3 Tangible 3D Navigation (halfpipe)
For CAD experts, rotating a 3D view of a digital model is easy. However,
for novice users, the following application can be used to quickly explore
digital 3D models of objects by rotating their 3D-printed counterparts. To
illustrate this scenario, the well-known Stanford Bunny (54× 54× 45 mm3)
[TL94] with a halfpipe sensor inside was printed (see Figure 6.8). The object
can be used to inspect different views of the 3D model around one axis (in
case of the Bunny the lateral axis) by manipulation its physical proxy object.
By including multiple halfpipe sensors, further axes can be controlled. The
second electrode is connected to a touch electrode at the side of the bunny.
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6.7 evaluation
6.7.1 Setup and Measurements
Data was recorded on a PC connected to an Arduino Mega 2560. Capacitive
data was measured by an MPR121 chip (sample rate 29 Hz) which was con-
nected to one electrode (3.5 mm thick) of a halfpipe sensor (40 18 (height
of 15 18)mm). The second electrode was connected to the ground of the Ar-
duino. As the ground-truth reference, an MPU 6050 tilt sensor was used. The
tilt sensor and the halfpipe sensor were both mounted on a rod to enforce
equal tilt.
For each test cycle, 1 ml of liquid is dispensed into the halfpipe sensor. The
rod is turned several times to either side (range from -60° to 60°). After a test
cycle, the liquid is removed, and the sensor is cleaned and dried.
6.7.2 Comparison of Different Liquids
To investigate which liquids are most suited to be embedded into 3D-printed
objects while printing and to sense one-dimensional tilt via the halfpipe
sensor, four liquids based on water were tested, as they are readily available
and cheap: Salt solution (0.05 g/ml), vinegar solution (0.1 g/ml), dish soap
solution (0.001 g/ml), and pure tap water.
Each liquid according to the procedure described above. The results show
that tap water has the broadest range of data (172 counts) and vinegar the
least range (50 counts). Salt (124 counts) and dish soap (117 counts) have
nearly the same range.
Figure 6.9 illustrates the polynomial trend lines (second degree) of all liquids
for different tilts. The trend line for tap water shows that mean values arrang-
ing around an almost linear trend line ( f (x) = 0.0016 x2 + 1.0411 x+ 393.26).
In contrast, the trend lines for salt, vinegar, and dish soap solution level off or
even bend down for larger tilts. Especially for salt and vinegar, ADC values
drop beyond about 130 for tilts greater than 50°. As an invertible function
is required to compute tilt from raw data unambiguously, these liquids are
unsuitable. Also, the range of vinegar is low. Thus, a precise interpretation
of vinegar values is more difficult. As a consequence, tap water was used for
the accuracy evaluation, because of its invertible and linear trend line. De-
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Figure 6.9: Trend lines for tap water, dish soap solution, vinegar solution, and salt
solution showing the dependency between the ground-truth tilt and
measured counts for the halfpipe sensor.
spite its invertible trend line, dish soap solution leaks through the container
(probably due to reduced surface tension).
6.7.3 Accuracy of Tilting
The ground-truth tilts were compared with the measurements from the half-
pipe sensor (containing 1 ml tap water). As illustrated in Figure 6.10, there
is an offset that is often towards the last extreme (±60°). That is, the halfpipe
sensor tends towards that particular side if the tilt is extreme. One reason
may be that liquid remains on some electrode parts and connects them un-
intentionally.
Figure 6.10: Comparison between tilts reported by the halfpipe sensor (orange) ver-
sus an MPU 6050 tilt sensor (blue) over a timeframe of 184s.
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6.8 discussion and limitations
This chapter presents results on 3D-printed liquid-based movement sensors.
However, it currently has limitations that must be considered during fabri-
cation and sensing.
6.8.1 Adhesion and Sensibility
While Liquido focuses on coarse-grained tilting and motion interactions
which are adequate in many application scenarios (e.g.„ rapid prototyping
or tangible games), the sensing principle is less precise compared to tra-
ditional sensors. First, adhesion effects can occur which cause some liquid
to remain on the electrodes and, thus, influence the measurement results.
Second, liquid-based sensors are sensitive to interference from vibration or
shock which may result in false measurements.
6.8.2 Temperature Dependency
All prototypes were evaluated at room temperature. Since the volume of
liquids depends on the temperature, using the sensors at other temperatures
may require either a different amount of liquid or recalibration. Also, the
sensors are not suitable for extreme temperatures that cause the liquid to
freeze or enter the gas phase.
6.8.3 Geometry and Scalability
The approach requires a volumetric object inside which a sensor can be in-
serted, and conductors can be routed. Geometries with thin structures, high
curvatures, or cavities remain challenging.
Moreover, scalability is an important issue, as the size of a sensor inside a 3D
object may vary from small to very large. The minimal size of a sensor and
the minimal cross-sectional size of a conductor are limited by the resolution
and nozzle diameter of today’s commodity 3D printers. These restrictions
are likely to be eliminated by future printers. The second limit to miniatur-
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izing sensors relates to the volume of a chamber. If shrunk too much, it may
not hold enough liquid to measure a movement reliably.
6.9 conclusion
This chapter presented Liquido, a method to capacitively sense a variety of
tilting and motion interactions based on embedding liquids into 3D-printed
objects. In summary, the main contributions of this chapter are:
1. Liquid-based sensors to capacitively measure tilt and motion via
liquids in various volumetric 3D objects.
2. A printing process using a standard dual-extrusion 3D printer and
commercially available materials.
3. Three interactive example applications demonstrate that many
3D-printable objects can embed both sensors.
4. Technical evaluations on (i) the suitability of different liquids and (ii)
the accuracy of liquid-based sensors that found that Liquido operates
best with tap water and can reliably determine tilt compared to a
ground-truth measurement.
Figure 6.11: The classification of Liquido regarding the design space of 3D-printed
interaction.
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As illustrated in Figure 6.11, Liquido contributes liquid-based sensors that
consist of solid materials with embedded conductive and liquid sensing
structures. They may be embedded in closed-volumetric 3D-printable objects
to enable constant measurement of continuous one-dimensional or multi-
level two-dimensional tilts or motions. On top of these interactions, more
complex motions such as flipping, shaking, and knocking objects are sup-
ported.
The next chapter continues the exploration of liquid-filled 3D-printed objects
by extending Liquido so that interactions with an object can be memorized
in its internal structure.

7
O F F - L I N E S E N S I N G : 3D - P R I N T E D M E M O R I Z I N G O F
I N T E R A C T I O N S
The last chapter introduced the Liquido approach that combines capacitive
sensing with embedded liquids inside a 3D-printed object to detect various
tilting and motion interactions. On this basis, this chapter extends this ap-
proach by contributing off-line sensors, that detect one-time interactions
performed with objects without requiring any active electronics nor power
during the interaction. Off-line sensors memorize stimuli such as pressure,
squeeze, acceleration, tilt, flip, heat, and freeze. Users may extract whether a
sensor was exposed to the interaction by using a capacitive touchscreen.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.1 dis-
cusses related work. Section 7.2 introduces the off-line sensing fabrication
pipeline and the sensing principle. Section 7.3 then details on the generation
and design of objects. On this basis, Section 7.4 presents a set of sensors
for capturing mechanical forces, physical manipulations and environmental
conditions. This section is followed by Section 7.5 that details on the imple-
mentation of sensing and fabrication. Then, Section 7.6 presents results on
a technical evaluation of all sensors. To conclude, Section 7.7 discusses the
limitations of off-line sensing.
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Contribution Statement: This chapter is based on [Sch+18]. I led
the conceptual design, the 3D printing, the implementation, and
the evaluation. The bachelor student Martin Herbers created the
schematic graphics of each off-line sensor and modeled, printed,
and implemented the sensors and algorithms under my supervi-
sion. My supervisor Max Mühlhäuser advised me on the concep-
tual design and on writing the paper.
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7.1 related work
The following section shortly presents relevant research concerning inter-
active metamaterials and discusses them regarding Liquido. Section 2.1.3
discusses the majority of related work.
7.1.1 Interactive Metamaterials
Metamaterials, i.e., structures engineered to yield new properties, are in-
vestigated in material science to indicate, for instance, tilting or shock (cf.
[Uli18]). An emerging stream of research is investigating how to digitally
fabricate objects containing metamaterials1 Such metamaterials convey dig-
ital information employing terahertz imaging [WSM13], magnetic storage
[ICG17], or air pockets [Li+17]. Moreover, they enrich fabricated objects with
mechanical functionality [Ion+16], logical operations [Ion+17], dynamic tex-
tures [Ion+18], or self-folding [Sun+17b].
By adding to this stream of research, off-line sensors allow objects to mem-
orize one-time interactions that can be integrated into 3D-printed objects
and digitally read-out with a standard capacitive touchscreen. They are 3D-
printed in a single pass without requiring additional assembly of electronics
7.2 fabrication and sensing approach
This section introduces the off-line sensing principle underlying all off-
line sensors and the fabrication pipeline to easily create them, starting
from the specification of a sensor to extracting whether it was exposed to
an interaction.
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Figure 7.1: An off-line sensor may monitor whether a fragile parcel was improp-
erly tilted: After the sender specifies the sensor in a specification tool (a),
two identical sensors are 3D-printed and filled with a conductive liquid
(b). After placing each sensor into parcels A and B, both are shipped
(c). The recipient checks whether the sensor was exposed to tilting by
placing it on her capacitive touchscreen (d).
7.2.1 Fabrication Pipeline
specification
A specification tool enables users to choose from a list of off-line sensors
and export printer-ready fabrication file (see Figure 7.1a). Section 7.3 de-
scribes this concept of graphical specification in more detail.
printing and post-processing
The user slices the 3D-printable files with printer-specific settings and hands
it over to the 3D printer (see Figure 7.1b). After 3D printing, the sensor must
be further prepared for deployment by following the generated instructions.
For most sensors, only filling with a conductive medium (e.g., tap water) is
required which may be automated using the process described in Section 6.2.
Some sensors require further post-processing, such as freezing of the embed-
ded liquid or cutting off specific parts.
deployment and interaction
After post-processing, the user deploys the sensor in the desired interaction
context (see Figure 7.1c). If the sensor was exposed to the pre-defined inter-
action, its state is permanently altered. Otherwise, it remains in its initial
state.
1 This stream, called no-assembly 3D printing throughout this thesis, is discussed in more
detail in Section 2.1.3.
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Figure 7.2: The process to extract the internal state of an off-line sensor: After se-
lecting a sensor (A), the user places the off-line sensor on a pre-defined
area on the capacitive touchscreen. After the application determines the
internal state, it is displayed to the user (C).
collection and extraction
For the user to check whether an interaction occurred, she may use an ap-
plication that utilizes the capacitive touchscreen of her mobile device (see
Figure 7.1d). The extraction process (see Figure 7.2):
• First, the user chooses the type of sensor in an application.
• Second, the user places the sensor on a highlighted area on the touch-
screen, while connecting her finger to the user electrode. Then, the
application on the mobile device determines whether the interaction
occurred by analyzing if a touch point exists at a pre-defined location,
saved together with the sensor type in the definition file during speci-
fication.
• Third, the application display the status of the off-line sensor to the
user.
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Figure 7.3: Sensing principle: Depending on the state of the sensor, a conductive
path between the user and the touchscreen is formed (b) or not (a).
7.2.2 Sensing Principle
Off-line sensors consist of conductive electrodes, insulating material and
hollow volumes, called chambers, filled with a conductive medium (e.g., tap
water). As illustrated in Figure 7.3a, they employ two types of forwarding
electrodes (in short forwarders):
• The user electrode connects the finger of the user to the sensor and
thus grounds it concerning the touchscreen.
• The touchscreen electrode connects the sensor to the underlying capac-
itive touchscreen and enables it to determine the state of the sensor.
As depicted in Figure 7.3b, the internal state of the sensor is determined via
the touchscreen electrode as follows: Once a conductive medium alters the
electrical properties of the sensor, a capacitive path from the finger of the
user throughout the sensor onto the touchscreen is formed. This capacitive
path results in a measurable change in capacitance at the touchscreen.
7.3 design
This section proposes the concept of a graphical specification tool to inter-
actively generate 3D-printable objects according to user-defined properties.
In the context of off-line sensors, an interactive specification tool enables
users to choose and configure sensors from a list (see Figure 7.4). After the
3D model of the sensor is created, the tool offers the user a 3D preview and
export of:
• 3D-printable files for conductive and insulating materials,
• instructions on how to post-process the sensor, and
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Figure 7.4: Illustration of the specification tool (A) and a close-up view of the gen-
erated sensor (B).
• a definition file stating the location of electrodes, a capacitive marker
for identification, and the properties of the sensor.
This concept eases the creation of 3D-printed sensors by removing the need
for users to be an expert in CAD. It provides information on each sensor and
allows the user to adjust high-level properties depending on
• the sensor (e,g., the pressure to be sensed),
• the 3D printer (e.g., the thickness of wires), and
• the touchscreen (e.g., the size of an electrode, an important factor de-
pending on the precision of the printer and the touchscreen used for
reading the sensing results).
7.4 off-line sensors
This section presents first results on off-line sensors, 3D-printed structures
that employ off-line sensing, and addresses fundamental conceptual and
technical challenges. To that end, this chapter focuses on a basic, yet widely
used set of interactions that serve as a foundation for more advanced inter-
actions:
• The pressure and squeeze sensors detect a mechanical force applied
to a 3D object.
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Figure 7.5: Overview of off-line sensors that detect pressure, squeeze, accelera-
tion, tilt, flip, heat, and freeze.
• The acceleration, tilt, and flip sensors detect a specific movement in
3D space.
• The heat and freeze sensors react to varying environmental condi-
tions around a 3D object.
Figure 7.5 illustrates the explored set of sensors that are based on the phys-
ical property of liquids and solids (cf. [Var87]). The underlying principle
of the press sensor is a structural break when a certain level of force is ex-
ceeded. The other sensors employ properties of liquids, i.e., that liquids flow
regarding gravity, are displaced when constricted, exhibit inertia, or change
its volume when frozen. The following sections present the concept of each
sensor in detail and discuss practical challenges.
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Figure 7.6: Once a force is applied (b), the previously unconnected electrodes (a)
connect (c). Both electrodes are shown in red.
7.4.1 Pressure Sensor
This sensor reacts to an evenly distributed pressure caused, for instance, by
applying a certain weight. It consists of two plates on top of each other,
connected by two to six thin pillars (see Figure 7.6). The pillars have an
angle of 45° to facilitate a controlled buckling. Both plates also contain a
user electrode on top and a touchscreen electrode at the bottom. If the force
limit has not yet been exceeded, the two electrodes are a few millimeters
apart. If more than the maximal force is evenly applied, the pillars break.
As a result, the user and the touchscreen electrode connect, which creates a
direct connection between the finger and the touchscreen during the read-
out process. Since a slight displacement of the upper plate occurs during
the buckling, both electrodes are slightly offset to each other to improve the
connection between both electrodes after buckling.
practical challenges
After printing, the sensor must be checked for unwanted connections be-
tween the electrodes. These can be caused by oozing effects of the printing
material, which falsifies the response. During deployment, the internal state
of the sensor only changes when the applied force is perpendicular to the
plates, as the pillars are designed only to break that way. In other cases, the
state of the sensor will not change. To simultaneously check for pressures
applied in other directions, multiple copies of this sensors may be printed
and oriented as such.
For the read-out, the bottom plate of the sensor is placed on the touchscreen.
Depending on the printer, the electrode should be slightly displaced out-
wards to improve the connection to the touchscreen. This displacement is
not required for the user electrode because the softer finger better connects
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Figure 7.7: By applying a two-sided pressure, the deformable material is com-
pressed, and the liquid is poured out of the upper hole.
to the electrode. Also, a slight force on the sensor should be exerted to coun-
teract a possible spring effect of the pillars.
7.4.2 Squeeze Sensor
The internal state of the sensor changes when squeezed from two sides with
a distinct force. The sensor consists of two superimposed cone-shaped cham-
bers (see Figure 7.7): The lower chamber is filled with liquid. The upper
chamber contains both electrodes. A small hole at the top of the cone of
the lower chamber connects both chambers. If the sensor is squeezed, the
lower chamber is compressed, and the liquid is pressed through the hole,
separating both chambers. The liquid is collected in the upper chamber and
connects the two electrodes.
practical challenges
This sensor should be printed with deformable material to allow for com-
pression. Moreover, a liquid needs to be filled only into the lower chamber.
If too much liquid is used, the lower chamber will overflow, which falsifies
the response of the sensor. Therefore, either a syringe with a needle should
be used to avoid filling the outer chamber or the process may be automatized
using the process described in Section 6.2.
7.4.3 Acceleration Sensor
The acceleration sensor reacts to accelerations that exceed a pre-defined level.
It consists of two chambers (see Figure 7.8). The larger one is filled with a
conductive liquid (e.g., tap water). A wall that is variable in height separates
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Figure 7.8: By accelerating, liquid spills over into the second chamber.
both chambers. If the sensor is accelerated in the opposite direction of the
smaller chamber, the liquid inside the chamber is forced into the direction
of the smaller chamber because of the inertia. If the acceleration is large
enough, the liquid spills over the parting wall. As a result, it is caught in
the smaller chamber. For the read-out, the smaller chamber contains a user
electrode and a touchscreen electrode, only connected by a liquid in case of
acceleration. For instance, the amount of liquid and the height of the wall
can be varied to alter the acceleration level.
practical challenges
The larger chamber must be filled with a liquid either after or automatically
during printing (see the process described in Section 6.2). During deploy-
ment, users must ensure that the sensor is not tilted. A small angular change
can already significantly alter the acceleration limit. Ideally, the sensor is ori-
ented horizontally without tilt. For the read-out, the sensor is placed on the
touchscreen and touched with a finger. During this phase, small tilts are
irrelevant, while greater tilts can lead to a falsification of the state.
7.4.4 Tilt Sensor
Using this sensor, tilts around 90°, depending on the volume of the liquid,
can be detected. The sensor consists of two chambers (see Figure 7.9): The
left chamber contains a liquid. If the sensor is tilted (i.e., the left chamber is
Figure 7.9: By tilting, the liquid gets to the second chamber.
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Figure 7.10: When the sensor is flipped over, the liquid is disposed into the second
chamber.
above the right), the liquid flows through the hole down and connects the
electrodes.
practical challenges
If the volume of the chamber is too small compared to the connecting hole,
problems with air displacement are likely to occur. As a countermeasure,
both chambers either require a hole for air leakage or the size of the con-
necting hole need to be increased. The tilt angle can be influenced best by
varying the amount of liquid. With less liquid, the tilt angle ranges around
90°. With more liquid, even smaller tilt angles are recognized.
7.4.5 Flip Sensor
The flipping over sensor consists of two interlocked chambers (see Fig-
ure 7.10). The inner chamber is filled with liquid. If the sensor is flipped
over, the liquid flows from the inner into the outer chamber. When rotated
by only 90°, the liquid remains through the dome-shaped cover in the inner
chamber.
practical challenges
After printing, a liquid needs to be filled only into the inner chamber. If
too much liquid is used, the inner chamber will overflow, which falsifies the
response of the sensor. A syringe with a needle should be used to avoid
filling the outer chamber. As described for the previous sensors, this may be
easily automatized using the process described in Section 6.2.
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Figure 7.11: After filled (a) and frozen (b), the frozen liquid remains in the smaller
chamber as long as the temperature is under a certain threshold (c). If
the temperature rises, it is disposed into the bigger chamber (d/e) for
later read-out (f).
7.4.6 Heat Sensor
This sensor detects temperature changes that heat-up above a certain limit
through thermal conduction (cf. Fourier’s law). If the sensor is kept below a
certain temperature during deployment, the state will not change. However,
if the temperature is increased above the limit, the state change will occur.
The status change is also memorized when the temperature temporarily ex-
ceeds the threshold.
As illustrated in Figure 7.11, the sensor is subdivided into two chambers.
The smaller chamber is filled with a liquid (a). The two electrodes for the
detection of the state are printed in the bigger chamber. If the sensor is stored
under the melting point of the liquid during deployment (b), the frozen
liquid will remain in its form, and no liquid will enter the bigger chamber
(c). However, if the sensor is stored above the melting point, the frozen liquid
starts to melt, causing liquid to accumulate at the bottom of the smaller
chamber (d). From there, it flows through a small tube into the adjacent
bigger chamber, where it is then recognized by the presence of a connection
between the electrodes. If the sensor is stored again under the melting point
before the read-out (e), the liquid freezes in the bigger chamber. However, as
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Figure 7.12: Due to the increased volume of a frozen liquid (middle), a thin wall
breaks, resulting in the deposition of liquid into the left chamber.
the liquid remains in this chamber until the read-out, the state change can
still be detected by heating the sensor (f).
practical challenges
Before deployment, the liquid is either inserted automatically (see Sec-
tion 6.2) or filled through a small hole after printing. To that end, the sensor
must be placed upside down (see Figure 7.11a), because otherwise the liquid
immediately flows into the next chamber. After this step, the object (i.e., the
liquid) is frozen and then turned around again for deployment.
A challenge for the practical use of this sensor is the setting of the desired
reaction temperature. The temperature depends on the melting point of the
selected liquid, which can be varied through melting-point depression or by
using a liquid with another melting point.
If the state is to be read-out after deployment, the sensor must be rotated
upside down again, so that the touchscreen electrode points downwards. In
this orientation, the rotation prevents the ice, which is still present in the
chamber, from flowing into the other chamber. Since ice is not electrically
conductive, it must be melted before the read-out.
7.4.7 Freeze Sensor
The internal state of the freeze sensor changes when stored for a particular
time under a temperature limit. The sensor consists of two chambers (see
Figure 7.12). The larger of the two chambers is wholly filled with a conduc-
tive liquid with negative thermal expansion (i.e., it increases in volume when
cooled). The smaller one contains both electrodes. Both chambers are liquid-
tightly separated from each other by a thin wall. When the liquid freezes, it
increases in volume and breaks through the thin wall. As a result, the wall
is no longer leak proof. If the frozen liquid is heated again, it leaks through
the crack into the second chamber and connects the electrodes.
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practical challenges
As this sensor requires a liquid with negative thermal expansion, tap water
is used (it expands in volume approx. 9%). After printing, the larger chamber
must be wholly filled with liquid. The sensor can be read-out if not frozen,
as then enough liquid can connect the electrodes.
A challenge for the practical use of this sensor is the setting of the desired
reaction temperature. The temperature depends on the freezing point of the
selected liquid, which can be varied through freezing-point depression (e.g.,
the freezing point of water can be lowered by adding salt). Liquids with
an increased freezing point can be used to obtain a sensor with a higher
reaction temperature.
7.4.8 Conclusion
As depicted in Table 7.1, the set of off-line sensors can be classified ac-
cording to schematic and conceptual properties. Sensors consist of a certain
number of chambers and tunnels between chambers. While the presented
sensors use often use two chambers connected via one tunnel, the number
of chambers and tunnels is, in principle, not limited and can be used to
detect, for instance, sequential interactions. Moreover, several compositions
of materials show that the principle could be used as the basis for a large
number of new sensors.
In order to strengthen practicability, off-line sensors focus on detecting
binary or multiple levels (specified during design time) of an interaction.
Mechanical Force Movement in 3D Space Environmental Condition
Press Squeeze Accelerate Tilt Flip Freeze Heat
Schematic Properties
Number of Chambers 0 2 2 2 2 2 2
Number of Tunnels 0 1 1 1 1 0–1 1
Number of Forwarders 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Material Composite
Conceptual Properties
Irreversibility structural funneled none funneled funneled structural funneled
Resolution multi-level(pre-defined)
multi-level
(pre-defined)
multi-level
(pre-defined) binary binary
multi-level
(pre-defined)
multi-level
(pre-defined)
Table 7.1: Classification of each off-line sensor with respect to schematic and con-
ceptual properties.
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However, the principle may be extended to continuous levels of interaction
by measuring liquid levels via capacitive raw data with extended sensor
electrodes that function as a coaxial cylindrical capacitor. Also, sensors are
intentionally designed to resist (accidental or malicious) attempts to reverse
their internal state by irreversibly destroying structures or employing conic
funnels and small tunnels.
7.5 implementation
The specification tool utilizes OpenSCAD scripts to create off-line sensors.
As a consequence, sensors can be easily changed or added by providing
a new OpenSCAD script. The software used for read-out on a capacitive
touchscreen is implemented for Android.
The implementation of off-line sensors utilizes the dual extrusion printer
BCN3D Sigma to print conductive and insulating materials simultaneously.
The accompanying software BCN3D Cura was used for slicing. The conduc-
tive electrodes consist of carbon-doped Proto-pasta Conductive PLA (cPLA)
with a volume resistivity of 30− 115Ω ∗ cm (printing temperature of 220 ◦C
at the cost of 140 €/kg). For insulating parts, Verbatim PLA was used (print-
ing temperature of 212 ◦C at the cost of 30 €/kg). For the pressure sensor,
NinjaFlex TPU was used (printing temperature of 225 ◦C at the cost of
90 €/kg).
Since in most cases the sensor can only be used once, less importance was
placed on the printing quality. The thickness of the layers was set to 0.2 mm
to keep the printing duration low. Retraction of the filament was enabled to
prevent unwanted connections between the conductive parts. For all sensors,
an infill density of 20% was chosen, which is adequate for sensors using
normal PLA. Also, this density allows for sufficient flexibility in sensors
made of deformable TPU. The printing speed was set to 40 mm/s for most
sensors. Only for deformable TPU, the printing speed was reduced at the
beginning of the print to ensure a better cohesion between the first few layers.
Since sensors are filled with liquid in many cases, they were printed with a
material flow of 110% for solid parts and 125% for deformable parts to avoid
leaking.
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7.6 evaluation
Technical experiments were conducted to evaluate the prototypes of all off-
line sensors. The following section reports on the findings and provides
guidelines for designing and printing off-line sensors.
7.6.1 Pressing
The prototype of the pressure sensor has dimensions of 6.1× 2× 1.4 cm3.
After triggering, the height of the sensor is reduced to 1.1 cm. The maximal
force before collapse depends on several factors which may be varied by
designers:
• the number and thickness of the pillars
• the material strength and angle of the pillars
• the printing direction and inter-layer adhesion strength
As the sensor is designed for evenly distributed forces, the effect of the dis-
tribution of the pillars on the maximal force is almost negligible. However,
varying levels of force can still be recognized by controlling the number of
pillars. Thus, the pressure sensor was evaluated with 2, 4, and 6 pillars (thick-
ness 0.5 mm). The weight was increased until it responded. As a result, three
levels of forces can be reliably distinguished: The sensor reacts for 2 pillars
at 5.2 kg (σ = 0.13 kg), for 4 pillars at 10.5 kg (σ = 0.21 kg), and for 6 pillars
at 16.4 kg (σ = 0.11 kg). Using more pillars is easily possible but requires a
bigger size of the overall sensor. Moreover, pillars printed with normal PLA
were tested. However, due to the elastic material properties of PLA, the elec-
trodes rebound despite the sensor was triggered. Applying more pressure
from the finger during read-out can counteract this problem. However, the
amount required was unpleasant, both for the finger and for the stability of
the touchscreen. Thus, cPLA should be used for the pillars, as it is more brit-
tle than normal PLA. As a result, the sensor does no longer rebound. Both
plates should be printed in a sideways direction to improve the quality of
the pillars and to reduce the risk that the sensor peels off the printing plate
during printing. To that end, the base area also has been enlarged.
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7.6.2 Squeezing
The prototype of the squeeze sensor has a diameter of 3.5 cm (height of
2.6 cm). The reaction of the sensor depends on several factors which may be
varied by designers:
• the volume of the liquid
• the infill density of the insulating material
The results show that 5 ml of tap water yield a reliable detection of squeez-
ing. The amount of force required can be fine-tuned by varying the infill
density or by changing the amount of liquid. Also, the printing quality is
an important factor, as otherwise, the deformable TPU leaks liquid. Sensors
should be printed with a slower printing speed of 30 mm/s and an increased
material flow of 125%.
7.6.3 Accelerating
The prototype of the accelerating sensor has dimensions of 4× 2.4× 4 cm3.
The reaction of the sensor depends on several factors which may be varied
by designers:
• the wall height and dimension of the chamber
• the viscosity and volume of the liquid
• the angle of acceleration
It was measured at which acceleration the state changed for varying wall
heights and 3 ml of tap water. To that end, the sensor was mounted to
a smartphone. Then, the measurements of the accelerometer of the smart-
phone were compared to the response of the sensor. By repeating different
levels of acceleration (between 1-15 m/s²) 20 times, the results suggest that
at least two accelerations can be reliably distinguished:
• For a wall height of 10 mm, 5 m/s2 (σ = 1 m/s2) acceleration was
detected (e.g., equals a starting car).
• For a wall height of 18 mm, 12 m/s2 (σ = 1 m/s2) acceleration was
detected (e.g., equals an emergency stop in a car).
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By further varying factors (e.g., viscosity), more levels of acceleration could
be distinguished.
7.6.4 Tilting
The prototype of the tilting sensor has dimensions of 2.8× 1.8× 4 cm3. The
reaction of the sensor depends on several factors which may be varied by
designers:
• the viscosity of the liquid
• the amount of liquid
2 ml of tap water is sufficient to operate this sensor. However, the primary
challenge is that chambers should not be airtightly closed because otherwise,
the remaining air in both chambers blocks the liquid from flowing into the
second chamber. Thus, the sensor employs two air-holes at its top to allow
for sufficient air circulation.
7.6.5 Flipping Over
The prototype of the flipping over sensor has a diameter of 3.4 cm (height of
5.1 cm). The reaction of the sensor depends on the same factors as for tilting.
Also, similar to tilting, air circulation is a challenge if the sensor is airtightly
closed. As an air-hole at the top would result in leaking liquid in the case
of flipping over, the size of the hole connecting both chambers is increased.
Thereby, air and liquid can be exchanged between chambers more easily.
7.6.6 Heating
The prototype of the heat sensor has dimensions of 4.4 × 2 × 3 cm3. This
sensor was evaluated with pure tap water (melting point approx. 0 ◦C) and
2 mm PLA walls (with rather low thermal conductivity). After being frozen
for several hours, the internal state of the prototype changed after approx.
10 minutes at 23 ◦C room temperature.
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In general, the defrosting time depends on several factors which may be
varied by designers:
• the temperature difference between inside and outside
• the time of exposure to the temperature difference
• the thermal conductivity and thickness of the insulating material
By varying the factors of Fourier’s law (e.g., other materials or liquids with
other melting points), the defrosting time (i.e., the temperature at which the
sensor reacts) can be controlled.
7.6.7 Freezing
The prototype for the freeze sensor has dimensions of 4.3× 2.2× 3.2 cm3. Af-
ter being exposed to 23 ◦C room temperature for several hours, the internal
state of the prototype changed after approx. 15 minutes at 0 ◦C.
Besides the factors for the heat sensor, the freezing time depends on these
factors:
• the material strength and thickness of the inner wall
• the initial volume of the liquid
As this sensor builds upon a fracture in its internal structure, it highly de-
pends on the material properties of the inner wall. If the printing quality is
too high, it will not break. Thus, as for the pressure sensor, the brittler cPLA
is used. Repeatably freezing the sensor 20 times showed that an inner wall
thickness of 0.5 mm results in a reliable fracture to trigger the state change.
Similar to the previous sensor, the reaction temperature can be controlled by
using liquids with varying freezing points or changing the freezing temper-
ature of tap water by adding salt.
7.7 discussion and limitations
This chapter presents first results on off-line sensors that memorize inter-
actions by leveraging capacitive coupling. However, the approach has limita-
tions that must be considered during design, printing, and sensing.
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7.7.1 Manual Post-Processing
Currently, off-line sensors need to be manually post-processed to remove
support and add a conductive medium (e.g., using a syringe). The latter can
be circumstanced by depositing liquids into sensors during 3D printing as
described in Section 6.2.
Besides for pressing, all off-line sensors are intentionally designed to be
printable without support material. With the emergence of multi-extruder
printers, support may be printed with water-soluble PVA and washed out
after printing.
7.7.2 Reversibility and Reusability
Off-line sensors operate only once for a pre-defined interaction. They are
intentionally designed to withstand accidental or malicious attempts to re-
verse their state (e.g., by using conic funnels or small holes) That is, the
reversion of a sensor is hard because only small residues of liquid are suffi-
cient to trigger a sensor.
In principle, sensors that use a liquid may be thoroughly dried and refilled
several times for reuse because the solid structures are unmodified. If the
sensor is no longer intended for use, it can be either disposed of, as it mostly
consists of biodegradable PLA, or recycled as 3D printing filament (e.g., via
a filament extruder [fil18]).
7.7.3 Continuity
Although off-line sensors respond well to one discrete interaction, they
are unable to sense an interaction performed multiple times. Moreover, off-
line sensors focus on binary measurements with standard touchscreens to
strengthen practicability. While different discrete levels can be detected si-
multaneously by printing multiple sensors with varying properties, future
work could advance the detection towards continuous levels of interaction
in one single sensor by correlating liquid levels inside a chamber with capac-
itive raw data provided by the touchscreen.
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7.7.4 Scalability
Scalability is an important issue, as the size of a sensor and the capacitive
touchscreen may vary from small to very large. The electrodes of a sensor
are optimized for the size of a fingertip (16–20 mm [DRS03]). Also, the ap-
proach requires a volumetric object inside which a sensor can be inserted,
and conductors can be routed. Thus, geometries with thin structures, high
curvatures, or cavities remain challenging.
The resolution and the nozzle diameter of today’s commodity 3D printers
limit the minimal size of a sensor. The minimal cross-sectional size of a
conductor is 3× 3 mm2. The second limit to miniaturizing sensors relates to
the volume of a chamber. If shrunk too much, they may not be sufficient to
hold enough liquid. Similarly, the diameter of the connection between the
chambers limits the size of a sensor. Therefore, considering fluid dynamics,
a small diameter can increase the adhesion of the liquid to its walls to a level
where no more liquid is transported between the chambers.
7.7.5 Combination of Sensors
Off-line sensors may be combined into one 3D-printed object by merging
and printing multiple sensors together. However, sensors based on differ-
ent conductive media may not be compatible (e.g., frozen vs. liquid media).
Also, environmental conditions need to be considered. For instance, using a
liquid to detect flipping over in a refrigerated car remains challenging as the
freezing point of the liquid needs to be sufficiently low.
7.8 conclusion
This chapter presented concepts and approaches for off-line sensing,
including a set of sensors that memorize pre-defined interaction via
embedded 3D-printed structures filled with a conductive medium. In
summary, the main contributions of this chapter are:
1. A consumer-level fabrication pipeline to easily create, 3D-print and
capacitively read-out off-line sensors.
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2. Off-line sensors that memorize the stimuli pressure, squeeze,
acceleration, tilt, flip, heat, and freeze.
3. A proof-of-concept evaluation shows their feasibility.
off-line sensors are close-volumetric objects that are read-out on-screen
(see Figure 7.13). off-line sensing is not a competing but complementing
approach compared to traditional sensing, suited for off-line capture without
supervision, possibly over a long timespan. To that end, this chapter aims
to take a first step in exploring off-line sensing for HCI by addressing
fundamental conceptual and technical challenges. Therefore, it focuses on
a basic, yet widely used set of one-time binary interactions that serve as a
foundation for more advanced interactions.
Although inspired by logistics (see Figure 7.1), off-line sensing is applica-
ble in other domains, where it is beneficial to deploy sensors without super-
vision, possibly over a long timespan. For instance, an off-line sensor may
be (1) attached to existing objects to monitor their status (e.g., to check if
a rented tool was appropriately handled), or (2) integrated into fabricated
objects to ensure that environmental conditions were met (e.g., an outdoor
plant pot equipped with a freeze sensor signals that frost occurred at least
once).
The next chapter summarizes and integrates the contributions of this thesis
regarding the previously established design space (see Section 2.4).
Figure 7.13: The classification of off-line sensing regarding the design space of
3D-printed interaction.
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8.1 summary
This thesis has argued that the trends for increasingly customized interactive
devices can be fused with the emergence of 3D printing. In consequence,
this fusion would allow users to design, generate and print an interactive
device according to their personal needs or a specialized use case. Based on a
design space for 3D-printed custom-made interactive devices, this thesis has
explored how to fabricate 3D-printed objects that detect touch, deformation,
or environmental stimuli.
touch interaction
In this research direction, Capricate contributed a fabrication pipeline that
enables users to easily design and 3D print highly customized objects that
feature embedded capacitive multi-touch sensing. Objects are printed in a
single pass using a commodity multi-material 3D printer, making Capri-
cate accessible to a wide audience of researchers, application developers,
and end users. To enable touch input on a wide variety of 3D-printable
surfaces, Capricate proposes two techniques for designing and printing
embedded sensors of a custom shape. It was technically and practically val-
idated by a series of experiments and example applications, which demon-
strate the broad applicability of Capricate. By investigating 3D-printed ca-
pacitive sensing, this contribution forms the basis for all subsequent contri-
butions.
deformation interaction
In this research direction, the contributions of this thesis were two-fold:
First, this thesis contributed Trilaterate, a fabrication pipeline to 3D-print
customizable objects that detect the 3D position of a finger hovering, touch-
ing, or pressing them via capacitive trilateration. By combining capacitance
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measurements of multiple electrodes placed inside the object, a 3D position
is trilaterated in 3D space. Trilaterate automatically places electrodes and
operates on consumer-level 3D printers. The evaluation showed that the 3D
position of a finger and multiple stages of pressure input can be reliably
distinguished.
Second, this thesis contributes Flexibles, 3D-printed flexible tangibles that
are deformation-aware and operate on capacitive touchscreens. This ap-
proach added expressive deformation input to interaction with on-screen
tangibles. Based on different types of deformation mapping, it contributed
a set of 3D-printable sensors that capture pressing, squeezing, and bending
input with multiple levels of intensities. Further, the posture of a Flexible
is recognized on a capacitive touchscreen through a point pattern in which
points additionally are encoded through varying intensity of capacitance.
These concepts can be integrated into many 3D-printed objects with custom
geometries and in different locations. A Flexible is printed in a single pass
on a consumer-level 3D printer without requiring further assembly. A series
of interactive prototypes, example applications, and a technical evaluation
showed the feasibility and broad applicability of Flexibles.
environmental interaction
In this research direction, the contributions of this thesis were two-fold:
First, Liquido proposed to embed liquids into 3D-printed objects to sense
various tilting and motion interactions via capacitive sensing. It requires less
assembly effort after printing and is a low-cost and easy-to-apply way of
extending the input capabilities of 3D-printed objects. Liquido contributed
two liquid sensing patterns and a practical printing process using a standard
dual-extrusion 3D printer and commercially available materials. A series of
evaluations and a set of interactive example applications showed its feasibil-
ity.
Second, Off-Line Sensing extended the concept of liquid-filled 3D-printed
objects in order to detect one-time interactions, such as accelerating or flip-
ping. off-line sensors memorize a pre-defined interaction via an embedded
structure filled with a conductive medium (e.g., a liquid). Whether a sensor
was exposed to the interaction, can be read-out via a capacitive touchscreen.
This approach does neither require active electronics nor power at the time of
the interaction. Sensors are printed in a single pass on a consumer-level 3D
printer. A series of experiments showed the feasibility of off-line sensing.
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integration
Section 2.4 introduced a design space for 3D-printed interactive objects that
allow all contributions to be classified according to its dimensions:
Multi-material 3D printing enables to create new composites of printable
materials and complex, non-developable 3D objects. Therefore, this thesis
investigated material composites with rising complexity, ranging from com-
posites of two to four materials. It explores the general possibilities that
multi-material 3D printing in combination with functional materials offers.
With the advent of 3D printers that can print more and more materials si-
multaneously, it will be most likely possible to create 3D objects consisting
of solid, deformable, conductive and liquid parts. Moreover, the contributed
sensing concepts mostly operate on closed-volumetric complex geometries,
required for routing of traces inside the object. While a vast variety of ob-
jects are closed-volumetric, Trilaterate extends hover, touch, and pressure
sensing to operate on small-scale netted and fine-grained geometries.
While the presented contributions of this thesis each feature a unique set
of interaction sensing with different resolution, they are all based on the
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(Chapter 3)
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(Chapter 5)
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Table 8.1: Contributions of each chapter concerning the design space presented in
Section 2.4.
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underlying principle of capacitive sensing. Therefore, all sensors can be, in
principle, combined in a single 3D-printed object. For instance, sensor con-
cepts for constant or one-time measurements, and on- or off-line capture do
not inherently conflict. Also, approaches that operate with an on-screen read-
out are directly transferable to a stand-alone use case. However, the transfer
from stand-alone to on-screen approaches (such as Trilaterate) does not
apply without exception and requires further efforts.
8.2 directions for future research
This thesis contributed towards the goal of end-user accessible, entirely 3D-
printable customizable interactive devices. It yields interesting open chal-
lenges that research may be address in the future.
support for further interactions
While this thesis explored many sensor concepts that target touch, deforma-
tion, and environmental interactions, additional challenges remain in each
direction: Regarding touch input, multi-touch on netted and fine-grained ob-
jects is still challenging because current approaches either require too much
space for electrodes or need to route too many traces per area. Therefore,
future research shall address how to reduce the number of wires and also
support multi-touch at high resolution. Moreover, the deformation of an ob-
ject, in general, refers to any change in the shape or size of a 3D object. While
this thesis investigates press, squeeze, and bend deformations, many defor-
mations, such as twisting or stretching, remain unexplored in the context
of 3D-printed interaction. Similarly, off-line sensing presents first results
on the memorization of interactions through capacitive coupling. It lays the
foundation for a new kind of sensing, which, in contrast to traditional sens-
ing, does not require energy during sensing and only operates by coding
internal states in a suitable meta-structure. As a consequence, many kinds
of meta-structure may be envisioned by research that, for instance, improve
over binary resolution, support additional interactions, or detect sequences
of interactions.
In general, the set of in- and output modalities is much broader than the
scope of a single thesis. For instance, it ranges from input via stacking, com-
bining, or splitting 3D objects to output such as tactile haptics, mechanical
actuation, or visual 3D output. In consequence, future research shall explore
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additional interactions to strengthen the expressiveness of 3D-printed inter-
active objects further.
3d-printed metamaterial
With advances in 3D printing technologies, a striving research trend is to
integrate functionality directly in the material itself instead of adding ad-
ditional components. While research in the field of Computer Graphics is
already investigating how to design material properties computationally (cf.
[Bic+10; Sko+13; Zeh+17]), these findings need to be transferred to the do-
main of HCI and extended to sense input or provide output actively.
The properties of such computationally designed materials can extend upon
the current possibilities of combining different types of materials (e.g., de-
formable vs. solid) by allowing an interpolation in-between material types
to create objects with new properties. In consequence, future research shall
further focus on the generation of input and output capabilities by control-
ling microscopic material properties.
embedded 3d-printed electronics
While the ultimate goal of 3D-printed interactive devices is the complete
and integrated printing of electronics and an enclosing object, the fabrication
processed of standard electrical components is far from being shifted to 3D
printing. In order to mitigate this issue, research investigates automatic pick-
and-place printing technologies, that not only print conductive traces and
enclosure but also automatically place and connect electrical components (cf.
[Was+16]).
Towards this goal, it is necessary to design 3D models that not only consist
of enclosing material and conductive traces but also encode the appropriate
sub-millimeter dimensions of electrical components. This task is currently
carried out manually by experts, which is very time-consuming and prone to
errors. Future research shall investigate methods to automate the placement
of components or the routing of conductive traces in order to minimize the
effort required by users to create a customized interactive object.
generalization of interaction concepts
The specification of complex 3D-printed user interfaces based on abstract
interaction concepts, possible for a sequence of interactions or multiple 3D
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objects, is an open research challenge. Based on this thesis, research shall ex-
plore suitable sets of interaction concepts, which allow the broadest possible
range of 3D-printed user interfaces (e.g., a handful of touch-based interac-
tion concepts enable a broad range of interactions on today’s smartphones).
It remains open how such a set of interaction concepts for 3D-printed ob-
jects would look like and, further, whether a set of interaction concepts for
3D-printed interaction that is independent of the specific object geometry
exists at all.
decoupling of interaction and technology
Digital fabrication technologies gave rise to a multitude of different 3D mod-
eling file format. While practical and valid, they focus on the specification of
(multiple) materials for the printing process (cf. the 3D Manufacturing For-
mat [kei18]). However, as research is moving towards the automatic creation
of custom interactive devices, the specification of the locations of interactive
components, their interaction with each other and also the communication
with other objects or systems is becoming more and more critical. As a conse-
quence, research shall further focus on contributing and unifying methods to
specify the interactive behavior of an object in itself and with its surround-
ings. That is, users may define interactions without requiring knowledge
about the particular printing process, the material properties, or geometrical
details. Due to this decoupling of interaction description from technology-
specific properties, algorithms may apply and possibly transform a concep-
tual interaction description to the requirements of users, different 3D geome-
tries, or printing technologies.
8.2.1 Concluding Remarks
This thesis contributed to the vision of interactive devices that are individu-
ally designed and printed all at once rather than being mass-produced and
assembled (cf. [Wil+12]). The presented concepts and approaches aim to be-
come a valuable asset to researchers, application developers, and end user
to 3D-print custom-made interactive devices.
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